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OCTOBER, 1878.

LORD MACAULAY: A MENTAL STUDY.

READ BEFORE THE ATHENEUM CLUB, MONTREAL.

In the present paper I propose to eternal monuments of statesmanship and noble
l .e edifices for intellectual worship, will be found

analyze the intellectual quahties and capable of nothing better than rearing gay kiosks
mental attitude of one whose life has in the flower gardens of literature, to be soon

lately been submitted to the public, swept away by the caprices of a new taste as su-
perficial as his own. I have been led on to say

who attained great successes with ap- all this by the vivid remembrance of the univer-

parently little effort, whose work is in sal interest there was about Macaulay, when the

many respects almost flawless, and London world flrst opened before me. I re-

whose mind is generally considered to member the days when he was met in the streets,
looking only at the pavement as he walked, and

simple and direct to repay the trouble with bis lips moving-causing those who met

of close attention. There is, however, him to say that there would he a fine speech

othe study o from Macaulay that night. Then came the sighs
great interest attaching to over his loss when he went to India for three
any man's mind, for "other men are years; then the joy at bis return, and the con-

lenses through which we read our own gratulations to bis venerable father ; then the
m d s t t mblank disappointment at the way in which he

minds." It is this, more, perhaps, than had done his work."
anything else, that makes George AIl this undoubtedly requires quali-
Eliot's novels so popular with those who fication. It is impossible to believe in
do not profess to be novel-readers. posterity ever acquiring a I taste" of
This interest is increased when the such a nature that ,acatlay's volumes
mind -we are studying is that of a man will remain unread. But ho' is it that,
of letters confessedly great, but one who after readîng and thinking over bis life,
suggests a problem for our considera- C
tion. This problem is brought before me at a cot oucb o i fol-

us in a striking passage from Harriet
Martineau's autobiography : b

"While I write announcement is mae of twopoer and
mor e 1umes (of neen smdeo w so little accomplished ? To this ques-

more volumes (of MNiacaulay's Hiî story) to appearin the course of tahauiay' Istort" apa tion J shaîl attempt an aflswer, and 1
the year. If the radical faults of

the former ones are remedied, there may yet be think it will be found when ve have re-
-Iefore this gifted man something like the 'career' alized the deductions which have to be

sO proudly anticipated for him a quarter of a
century ago. If not, all is over ; and his powers,
once believed adequate to the construction of have been a mnd of the highest order.
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When the Greeks thought of genius
they pictured it as Athena springing full
armed into the world from the skull of
Zeus; and, no doubt, in the youth of the
world genius was much more instinctive
than it is now, for the faculties ma-
tured earlier, which would be a natural
effect of the absence of the mass of
books by means of which the modern
mind has to receive its training. To
the Greek, his education came through
intercourse with his fellow men, at the
games and in the " man-ennobling
agora." The products of other men's
brains were comparatively few, and these
had been learned by heart in early child-
hood. Plato and Aristotle have their
Homer at their fingers' ends, and quote
him more frequently than we do our
Bible, Shakespeare and Milton ; but,
strange to say, they rarely quote him
correctly, for they know him so well
that they quote from memory. Were
the modern mind to typify the growth
of genius, it would not be under the
similitude of the birth of Athena. The
parable of the grain of mustard seed
and the story of the Ugly Duckling
more nearly represent the process
through which our minds have to pass.

Per damna, per codes, ab ipso
Ducit opes animumque ferro.

Only after years of toil, from the
sorrow and humiliation of failure, does
the modern mind attain its full stature;
and only those who have passed through
the fire and received this painful train-
ing carry with them the full marks of
genius. This is so far a recognized
fact, that the early works of men of
genius are rarely, during their lifetime,
reprinted by their authors, andtoalater
genertion it is reserved, and to the
enterprising publisher, to resuscitate
the beginnings by which the burst of
genius upon the world is prefaced.
And this preparatory training is neces-
sary to the full development of the
powers; for, though many men have
exhibited great cleverness in youth, the

writings of precocious genius rarely
affect us as the matured thoughts of
age. Where high praise has been given
to such early productions, it is often
due to the early death of their authors.
They are eulogized, as Cicero says child-
ren should be, not for what they are,
but for the promise of what they might
have been. Then comes a pitiless
posterity, and Chatterton and Kirke
White are banished to an upper shelf,
to dust or Drvasdust. It would be
absurd to call Macaulay a writer of this
sort, and yet we cannot help feeling
that there is something in a hard name
that was once given him, " the grown
and well-furnished schoolboy." There
can be little doubt that his biographer
claims for his hero too high a rank.
We feel nauseated by his unvarying
strain of praise. Notwithstanding the
perfection of his work, and even allow-
ing that his name will stand as a turn-
ing-point in the manner of writing
history, we do not rest satisfied. Yet
his claims to greatness are undeniable.

Few orators have been more highly
complimented upon their speeches; to
few has it fallen, as to Macaulay in the
debate in June, 1853, upon the ex-
clusion of judges from the House of
Commons, to carry the votes of the
House by a single speech. On his
merits as a legislator, it is true, opinions
are or were divided; but we may, at any
rate, set off the high praise of Fitzjames
Stephen, himself a philosophical jurist,
writing long after, against the remarks
of Miss Martineau, writing from im-
pressions derived at the time. "I was
witness," she says, " to the amazement
and grief of some able lawyers, in
studying that Code-of which they
could scarcely lay their finger on a
provision through which you could not
drive a coach and six." The truth is
that, as Mr. Stephen says, " Lord
Macaulay's great work was far too dar-
ing and original to be accepted 'M
once." He adds : " The point which
has always surprised me most in con-
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nection with the Penal Code is, that scenes and manner of ushering in a

it proves that Lord Macaulay must grand historical personage, unrivalled,
have had a knowledge of English cri- that the most careless reader has no

minal law, which, considering how chance of misunderstanding him, the

little he had practised it, may fairly be most prudish no room for the com-

called extraordinary. He must have plaints that can justly be made against

possessed the gift of going at once to Carlyle-are great merits and complete
the veryroot of the matter, and of sifting the picture. Almost. all that he says

the corn from the chaff in a most un- of his old favorites at the opening of his

usual degree." As historianandessayist, essay on Bacon may be said too of

it was Macaulay rather than Hallam or him.
Allen, than Forster or Arnold, that de- But here we come to a point of dif-

cided the battle raging about the time ference. " A great writer," he says,

of the Reform Bill over the memory of "is the friend and benefactor of his

the Stuarts. By his ridicule and wit readers ; and they cannot but judge of

he succeeded in dispelling for a time him under the deluding influence of

the aberglaube that had gathered, mainly friendship and gratitude." To many

owing to the genius of Scott, round the among the dead we stand as it were in

fated line. While the influence he has personal relations; we read Charles

exercised upon written English* has Lamb and Goldsmith through their

been almost equal to that of Carlyle, books. In their case the men interest

his literary verdicts, if not very deep, us as much as their writings; we feel

are rarely impeachable. No critic has pity for their foibles while we admire

probably thrown out so many obiter their genius, but they are ever present.

dicla that a mature consideration is With Macaulay the case is quite dif-

willing to accept. But besides in- ferent. The reader feels a curiosity
fluencing the style of written English, about, never an interest in, his teacher.

he has changed the tone of history. He would like to know how his vast

The old notions of its dignity, which knowledge was accumulated, how far

produced what have been called " drum his memory was natural, how far artifi-

and trumpet" works, have vanished, one cial; but in his habits and ways we feel

may hope for ever. Macaulay popular- no personal interest. The impression

ized the social review, and now no his- we carry away is one of the high intel-

tory is complete without it. In more lectual, not the great moral qualities of

ways than one, Mr. Green's "Short His- the writer ; we feel we have been read-

tory of the English People" is a work ing a clever book, not that we have

that shows the culmination of the ideas been conversing with a great man.

on the writing of history which Mac- I-have called Macaulay a " teacher,"

aulay propounded, and of the principles and that intruth he is, but ateacher of the

upon which, following the example of class so happily characterized by Emer-

the father of history, Macaulay insisted. son: " For a time our teachers serve us

To say that his writings are always in- personally, as metres or milestones of

teresting, his descriptions of famous progress. Once they were angels of

knowledge and their figures touched

Ihave never seen noticed the striking the sky. Then we dreW near, saw their
siarity between the prose styles of Macaulay means, culture and limits, and they
and Dryden. He, more than any one else, is ielded their place to other geniuses.
Macaulay's teacher, and one to whom he often y aes rai sesh
appeals as a master of English. This will Happy if a few names remain 50 high
perhaps account for the favorable treatment that we have not been able to read
that this apostate and Tory, two characters for tbem nearer, and age and comparison
which Macaulay ordinarily has but scant ,,
tolerance, meets with at his hands. have not robbed them of a ray." To the
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first of these classes Macaulav belongs.
Each time we read him we recognize
the charm of bis style,-we admire the
detail and coloring of his pictures and
the representative genius that makes
the dry bones of the past again instinct
with life ; but for the lesson it has to
teach us, one reading suffices. In the
sense in which the Bible, Herodotus
and Carlyle are teachers, it is doubtful
whether Macaulay is a teacher at all.
Every student of history, almost every
reader, bas feit in his life towards

utterance and not to bis meditation.
He is unrivalled in literature in placing
in a striking way what bas been known
before. . . . Faded commonplaces he
retouches with exquisite art, and the
haggard wrinkles of senile whiggery he
rejuvenizes with his literary pearl-pow-
der and rhetorician's rouge."

The writer goes on to speak of Ma-
caulay's " enigmatical ambiguities " to
find out which must surely puzzle those
who know him best. There is, how-
ever, a mixture of truth with much fal-

Macaulay the historian as be has felt sity in this passage. Tbe best answer
towards Scott as a poet. But though to the latter cores from Macaulay's own
to some extent the influence of these words in a letter (Life 1- 4o7*) I
writers remains into later years, the un- like Schiller's style exceedingly. His
bounded admiration that we felt for bistory contains a great deal of very just
the one is as short-lived as for the and deep tbougbt, conveved in lan-
other. When we read them again, we guage s0 popular and agreeable that
do so rapidly, more for pleasure than dunces would think bim superficial. A
instruction; we do not try to mark, truer statement of the case against
learn, and inwardly digest, nor do wei Macaulay would be that, wbile be is
use therm as the younger Mill and Pro- not wanting in thorougb knowledge of
fessor Tyndall used Wordsworth and bis subject as far as it goes, he neyer
Carlyle, for the strengthening and re- looks beyond it; that, if the distinction
freshing of our souls. be possible, what he wants is rather

This absence of a deep undertone width than depth of view. His origi-
bas been universally felt, and in this ias nalitv is in fact by no means limited to
originated the charge of superficiality bis style. Upon many points (e. g.
so untiringly brought against Macaulay. clerical status and the state of tbe High-
To what extent this is true has already lands at the time of the Stuarts) he is an
been hinted, and will be stated at original investigator, and his book
greater length. The form that the breaks new ground. Certainly as far
charge usually takes may be seen from as tbe political history of bis Ieriod is
the passage already quoted from Miss concerned be goes deep enough, but be
Martineau, but will appear better in an ba donc little for tbe religions side ex-
extract I shall read from Maddyn's cept to ridicule it; and yet tbe reign of
" Chiefs of Parties," a pleasantly written William III. was a time of paramount
book and very useful for the present importance in tbe life of many Protes-
purpose, because, being itself intensely tant sects, especially of the Congrega-
superficial, it sets forth only current tionalists, tbe Quakers and Unitarians.
views : " Lord Macaulay regards Itmayperbapsbesaidthatbisbistorvis
society and thinks upon the world's but a fragment, but the impression con-
sublime and mysterious history, not as veyed b> bis Ilistory and Essays alike
an investigator or an archæeologist, but is one of want ofwidtb of interest. He
with the sentiments of a picturesque seems to bave neyer tbought like Car-
essavist. Effect, effect, effect is the lyle of tbe mystery of life
perpetual and almost the sole object of no interest in pbilosophy, to bave cared
bis aim. For bis originality we must *The edition throughout referred to is the 8 vo.
look to bis style, not bis spirit ; to bis ldition pulished in y6. by 1-larper Bros.

388
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little for science and art. His mind
was narrow but powerful, powerful per-
haps in consequence of its narrow
r
i
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f
t
w
a
t

t

haunt their blood they cannot enclose themselves
in a little pinfold of demonstrable knowledge,
and call it the universe."

ange, refusing to turn aside and busy This wider and richer nature Macau-

tself upon those fields of conjecture lay certainly had not. He might boast

nd uncertainty to which most people hirself clear of superstition and pre-

eel such strong attraction. It mav be judice, and we must ail agree he had an

hat Macaulay would have called one eminentlv rational mmd. and yet, says

ho cared about such things, a " miser- Carlyle, "If the man who bas no

ble ghost-seer, surrounded by phan- strength of affection, strengtb of belief,

oms in the noon-day, trembling under have no strengtb of prejudice, let him
breeze vhen the leaves were stili, thank Heaven for it,but to himself take

vithout appetite for the common ob- small tmanks."
ects of human desire, but pining after It is the absence of this lement in

noonbeams.j But in these matters a udacaulav's memd that makes it impos-

-ertain mean is to be observed;, it is sible for bim to rank above mere bal-

in unhealtby frame of med whose in- lad writers. No part of Trevelyan's

~erest lies solely in the shades and nooks work is weakcr than that part of the 3th

f life; but one who feels not an inter- chapter in which he struggles labori-

est in what interests most of his fellow- ously to prove that the potic nature

creatures, who stands above thei super- was there." There is much in the

stitions and weaknesses, their fears and diction and rough mechanism of the

hopes, is but haf-human, for a man is Lays that reminds us of the poetical

strong tbrough bis weakness as well as work of Scott, and yet who would think

bis strength. Though fanatics may be of setting the two writers as poets on a

morally worse for their fanaticism, it par? The richer nature was present

gives the transcendant energy that in Scott, carrying him at times to

makes the in action a Cromwell or heights that Macauay neyer attempts.

Napoleon, in thought an Isaia or Yet Macaulay was much more of an

Johnson. ru illustration of this let me artist than Scott; is work is perfectly

quote a suggestive passage fromn Do\v- finishied, and wvhat we may caîl bis lo'v

den's "Mmd and Art of Shakes- level much higher. Both again had a

peare:n strong love for historica associations,

lowever we may account for , the fact and a fine piece of scncry affected them

unquestionable that some of the richest creative more deeply if it brought with it an
natures of the world have ail their lives been be- historical reminiscence Bt lmacau-
lievers, if niot with their intellect, at least witha' oeo aur vsmrl kn
their instinctive feelings and their imagination, i at s i -

much of the old-wives' lore of the nursery. Scott deep. Here, as in so many other points,
loes not as a skweptic make use in his novels of he ias of the eighteenth century, but

ghostly and supernatural machinery for
the sake of proucing cern Scott was too much of a Scotchman not

cetdiatsicef ctinadtogsecaim.o h

lie retained at least a half-faith in the Gothic to feel the love of ild nature for its
mytholwgy of the north. ooethe for a time de- own sake.
voted hmself to the pursuit ot alchemy. We w is a peo

slighter ~ ~ ~~ pa ?n The rier natures a erv u- Mcua was alhslf presentou

selves altogether of the sense for such pheno- genius, and tbe sayings of bis ctildhood

Napolten and me thuht an Isaiah our-bs

mena; w can elevate ourselves into a rare at- recordedbyTrevelyanareaproof of
mosthere of intesg ectuaity an credoulity. The
wider an richer natures of creative artists
a"d olrwey aouneta front the race, the following t was bis practice ta

ha be thoasome of the influences of read from the time he vas three years
their envronment for this to be possil in theirl a u ore f
case. While dim recollections and forefeelings m thabing bot; ahs beor. i he re

lmhe r u himh utadoter. h n h i

naueofrte wlorld hav al thei lives been be-emutd wto

s

t
te eil.
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his bread and butter, he only replied,
" Yes, mamma, industry shall be my
bread and attention my butter," and so
all through life he seems to have found
no difficulty in thus readily renouncing
evil for good. Thus while Macaulay
is a genius " to/us, leies a/que rotun-
dus," he bears no ennobling scars of the
battle, and his character wants that
deepened tone that the struggle be-
tween good and evil promptings imparts
to the world's heroes-at the same time
that his nature was far removed from
that higher atmosphere that clothes and
adorns the world's saints. His tone
and manner is essentially a happy one.
He had never trodden the winepress
alone. The happy, Jovial cast of mind
is a blessing to him that possesses it,
and to those that are thrown into con-
tact with it ; but higher, though less
popular, is the melancholic tempera-
ment of him that is born under the in-
fluence of Saturn. " There is nothing
real or useful," says Emerson, " that is
not a seat of war. Our houses ring with
laughter, and personal and critical gos-
sip, but it helps little. But the uncivil,
unavailable man, who is a problem and
a threat to society; whom it cannot let
pass in silence, but must either wor-
ship or hate, and to whom all parties
feel related-both the leaders of opinion
and the obscure and eccentric,-he
he/ps." Macaulay was not one of these.
Two extracts from his Diary are inter-
esting in this connection, as illustrating
his happy, contented frame of mind.
" Oct. 25, 1849-Forty-nine years old.
I have no cause of complaint. Tole-
rable health ; competence ; liberty ;
leisure; very dear relations and friends;
a great, I may say a very great, literary
reputation.

Nil anplius oro,
Maiâ nate, nisi ut propria hc mihi munera

faxis." (Life II., 231).

He asks of Mercury nothing more,
and to the same purpose he writes a
few months later : " Went with Han-
nah to Richmond's studio, to see my

picture. He seemed anxious and ex-
cited ; but at last, when he produced
his work, she pronounced it excellent.
I am no judge of the likeness, but the
face is characteristic. It is the face of
a man of considerable mental powers,
great boldness and frankness, and a
quick relish for pleasure. It is not un-
like Mr. Fox's face in general ex-
pression. I am quite content to have
such a physiognomy." Macaulay was
clearly not one of those that feel a
" dissatisfaction with life and the
world,"-that the younger Mill remarks
in his autobiography is " felt more or
less in the present state of society and
intellect by every discerning and highly
conscientious mind." He would pro-
bably have scorned such a feeling, as
unpractical and unmanly, and yet " Every
noble grown is, and on earth will for-
ever be, a crown of thorns !" For
Nature in her works has set her un-
failing mark on what is really great-
the mark of sadness, and this law is
found to hold when we contrast one
type of the animal creation with
another,-whether we compare the fox
with the lion, or the lower type of
dog with the majesty of the mastiff, or
of the St. Bernard.

One feels that Macaulay would have
been a much greater man if his life had
been less smooth, if he had had more
difficulties to encounter. Sweet, indeed,
are the uses of adversity. The son of
a distinguished man, his talents met
with ready recognition. He had not to
do battle with poverty and neglect, like
Johnson or Burke. What Sir James
Stephen says of Isaac Milner, another
of the " Clapham Sect," is true also of
Macaulay : " Fortune bestowed upon
him the rewards of eminence, such as
wealth, leisure, reputation, and au-
thority, without exacting the appointed
price." Nature had given him a clear,
piercing intellect, and education an
easy vehicle of expression. He had
never been a prisoner in the cave,
but was born beneath the benefi-
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cent rays of the sun ; never felt the of Macaulay's frame of mind, living
difficulties of sight which beset more when he did. Historical associations

slowly maturing intellects. He was were equally strong for them and for

not one of those whose mental process the Tories, but it was the Whigs'

is described by Plato :* especial boast, and justly, that they

"At first when any one of them is liberated had been the champions of liberty and
and compelled suddenly to go up and turn his progress. They were naturally the
neck round and walk and look at the light, he ps
xviiisuifer sharp pains; the giare xviii distress par ty with whi ch such men as Hallam
him, and he will be unable to see the realities and Macaulay felt sympathy. And Mac-

of which in his former state he had seen the aulay followed his party truly; he saw
ishadows. * * * And if he is compelled to no rocks ahead, no difficulties besetting
look at the light will he not have a pain in his ,
eyes which will make him turn away to take the nation's future ; he never wander-

refuge in the objects of vision which he can see ? ed in the painful doubt of a Cicero or a
* * * He will require to get accustomed to Gladstone. One who saw his own point
thesightoftheupperworld." (Republic 515.6). of view as clearly as Macaulay could

His intellect was rather of the type be expected to pay little attention to
that Plato pictures further on : that of others, even if he saw it.

"Did you never observe the narrow in- The sameunhesitatingclearness,join-
telligence flashing from the keen eye of a clever
rogue-how eager he is, how clearly his paltry ed with narrowness, appears in his relig-
soul sees the way to his end ; he is the reverse jous utterances as far as he vouchsafes
of blind, but his keen eyesight is taken into the us any. Habitually, as Trevelyan ob-
service of evil." (Republic 519). serves, he veiled his opinions and very

This, with the necessary deduction rarely spoke upon them, declaring him-
of all that would be likely to convey self a Christian merely when appealed
moral obliquity, is a strikingly accurate to at an election. His general tone is
description of Macaulay's mind. His one of conservative loyalty to the
intellect seems almost as clear in his Church ofEngland (Life IL., 337), while
first letter as in the maturity of age. he looked upon Popery as "execrable
He had none ofthe numerous difficulties superstition" (Il., 244), and the
that beset the childhood of Harriet Puseyite party in the English Church
Martineau. He attains his full in- as wolves in sheep's clothing (Life
tellectual stature at a bound and with- Il., 159, 18i,.z44). While he refuses
out effort; but what says the great to believe in the miracles of the third
teacher ? and fourth centuries (Il., 172), he finds

" Whether I am right or not God only no difficulties in those of the Christian
knows ; but, whether true or false, my opinon o ra; and, thouh o the vi-
is that in the world of knowledge the idea of e ugh objecting to the evi-
good appears last of all, and is seen only with an dence for transubstantiation, he does
<ffort." (Republic 517.) not find the doctrine of the Trinity op-

His political vision is as clear and posed to reason (II., 174). He is no
undoubting as his intellect. Through Sabbatarian ; but while he always shows
life he was a firm adherent of the the utmost respect for the spirit of
Whigs, never betraying his party, but religion, he constantly sneers at the
always unhesitating and consistent. "successors of the Apostles" at the pres-
His Position is clear cut and precise ent day (IL., 222 and pass.). He is, in
-that of the Edinburgh Review, fact, in many ways, the converse of the
the impartial foe of the Quar/er/y younger Mill, as described, not al-
and the Westminster. This thorough- together truly, by Sir James Stephen
going belief in the Whigs is what in a lately published letter: "I Mill is an
might have been expected of a man opponent of religion in the abstract,

The quotations that follow are from Jowett's not of any particular form of it. Mac-
edition. aulay's ordinary style, it must be
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acknowledged, was far from reverent,
and his quizzing tone on religious ques-
tions reminds us constantly of Charles
Lamb (Il., 190, 336); but such levity was
not uncommon in his day, even in the
orthodox, like the Revs. Barham and
Sidney Smith, of the old high and dry
persuasion.* Macaulay, however, never
seems to have thought much upon the
subject. Though the contemporary
of Carlyle, Emerson and Theodore
Parker, and, though he lived in the
midst of a religious storm, neither his
life nor his writings betray an interest
in it. Carlyle, we know from his life,
he would not read. This is one of the
points upon which his nephew notices
his literary conservatism. But " the
ideas of the time are in the air, and in-
fect all who breathe it." Of what
celestial proof was his armor framed
that Macaulay was untouched by the
lightning from heaven ? Trained like
the Newmans in an Evangelical school,
and born like them, within the same
seven years that saw the birth of Pusey,
Harriet and James Martineau, Emerson,
F. Maurice, J. Sterling and John Mill,'
he felt no interest in the theological
and religious problems that interested
them. One is reminded of Arnold's
hearty scorn of Izaak Walton, who de-
voted himselfto his "Complete Angler,"
while the Civil War was raging around
him; and one contrastshimwithMilton,
turning aside from the studies he loved
so vell, to bear aid to what he elected
to be the right cause, even losing his
eyesight in its service, and we cannot
belp feeling that we should have thought
higher of Macaulay had he struck a
blow on one side or the other; had he
answered to the call to arms, which in
the present day summoned Matthew

* I am aware that another explanation of Mac-
aulay's point of view is possible. It is, in fact,
suggested by what he says about Mickleton (sec
note on Life H., 391). le may have felt the'
same reluctance to plain speaking that Mill felt,
but I think the balance of evidence drawn from
his Life and Letters is in favor of my ex-
planation.

|Arnold from his Literary Epicurism, to
take his part in the conflict that is pass-
ing about us. " Curse ye Meroz, said
the angel of the Lord, curse ye bitterly
the inhabitants thereof, because they
came not to the help of the Lord, to the
help of the Lord against the mightv."

This indifference is to be ascribed
to various causes. It was partly due to
the intellectual conservatism common
to the English, which leads them to
set their face resolutely against recon-
sidering the opinions, whether political
or religious, instilled into them from
their earliest years-partly to respect
Tor the feelings and afterwards for the
memory of his father-in part, too, it
was due to the feeling of something like
contempt for matters of religion mani-
fested bv those of the age who were
unregenerated or untouched by the
wvider tone of the 19th century. This
contempt shows itself even in'Hallam,
when in writing of Hooker he says
that "The church of Englan(....
found a defender of her institutions in
one who mingled in these vulgar con-
/roversies like a knight of romance
among caz7*ff bra7î,lers, with arms of
finer temper and worthy to be proved
in a nob/er field." We can see this
indifference clearly in what Macaulay
savs of Goethe. While the criticism
of Hamlet in the " Wilhelm Meister "

filled him vith wonder and despair "
(Il., 15), at another time when thinking
of the book he enters in his Diary
his delibrate opinion that Goethe is
" an unbeliever who has attempted to
put himself into the person " of a
"pious autobiographer," who "has tried
to exhibit the spirit of piety in its
highest exaltation, and a very singular
performance he has produced." One is
reminded of Carlyle's sarcastic remark
upon this subject, " Did you never
hear the story of that man who villified
the sun because it would not light his
cigar ? " The bright, joyous nature of
Macaulay was little affected by the
modern phase of the Christian spirit-



adds:
" Samuel Johnson too had his hypochondrias;

all great souls are apt to have,-and to be in
thick darkness generally, till the eternal ways
and the celestial guiding-stars disclose them-
selves, and the vague Abyss of Life knits itself

*" Who never ate his bread in sorrow,
Who never spent the darksome hours

Weeping andi watching for the morrow,
He knows ye not, ye gloomy powers."

(CarlyWu's Wilhelu Meleter, B. Il., ch. 13-)
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the Religion of Sorrow. He might up into Firmaments for them. Temptations in

have lived in the by-gone days of the the Wilderness, choices of Hercules, and the
like, in succinct or loose form, are appointed for

18th century, when religion, by its most every man that will assert a soul in himself and

typical professors, as Butler and Paley, he a man. Let Oliver take comfort in his dark
sorrows and melancholies. The quantity of

was regarded rather as a solution of sorrow he lias, does it not mean withal the

intellectual difficulties than a subli- quantity of sympathy he has, the quantity of

mated state of feeling and emotion- faculty and victory he shall yet have? Our

more as a thing to bc proved than one sorrow is the irerted inage of our nobleness.
The depth of our despair measures what

to be felt. Macaulay in his writings capability and height of claim we have to hope."

is in no way shy of the subject ; he Macaulay's life was passed by the

never avoids it as dangerous ground, green pastures and still waters, which

but touches it as if it were one that formed the contrast to the ordinary
wanted interest for him. For he was life of the Psalmist. We never hear

without an abiding sense of the mystery him crving out of the depths ; he never
of life, and seemed to be what so many seems tohavereally known the"gloomy

only say they are, perfectly content powers."*
with life as they find it. One such period, of short duration

And as he was without mental and and little moment, occurs in his Indian

religious, so he never seems to have career, when he writes to his sister

experienced any moral difficulties. Margaret (the gloom was caused by
Most great men (at least in periods of the engagement of his sister Nancy with
transition) seem to have experienced Trevelvan): " Whatever I suffer I have

mental crises at some period in their brought on myself. I have neglected
lives, when the evil and the good the plainest lessons of reason and ex-

powers within them are struggling for perience. I have staked my happiness

the masterv; when they think and without calculating the chances of the

choose for themselves ; when the ideas dice. I have hewn out broken cisterns ;
of their youth begin to appear inade- I have leaned on a reed ; I have built

quate and life to require readjusting. on the sand : and I have fared accord-

Though the boy is the father of the ingly." And again in a letter shortly
man, how rarely are the aspirations of1 after: I feel a growing tendency to

boyhood those of middle age ! Rather cvnicism and suspicion. My intellect
it seems to be the rule with mcn of remains, and is likely, I sometimes

genius who move with their times, to think, to absorb the whole man. . . .

experience a radical change of tone Books are becoming everything to me.

and thought, sometimes gradually,-it If I had at this moment mv choice of
may be during a short period of trial life, I would bury myself in one of those
brought on by some external event immense libraries that we saw together
that deeply stirs their moral nature. at the universities, and never pass a
This psychological phase is the subject waking hour without a book before me."

of a chapter in Mill's Autobiography, (Life I., 341-3). But the fit soon passed,
and is alluded to by@ Carlvle in his life and nothing of a similar nature oc-

of Cromwell, in a passage which I will curred in his life afterwards. Nor do
quote, as it will make my meaning we ever see any change in his tone.
more clear. He is speaking of Crom- He may alter his opinion upon solitary

vell's early fits of melancholy and historical points, as on the prudence of
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Monk in effecting the Restoration with-
out conditions, or on the manner of
Essex's death in the reign of Charles
II., but no change of lone appears. It
-was the same Macaulay that penned the
death of William III. in old age and
that competed for the prize essay at
college on the same subject. He may
have pruned the exuberance of style
that he noticed in his essay on Milton,
but his tone and modes of thought re-
main unaltered, except in so far as they
have cooled down with advancing years.
When I was a child, says St. Paul, I
spake as a child, I understood as a
child, I thought as a child : but when
I became a man, I put away childish
things. But Macaulay spake as a man
from his childhood upwards. In many
'ways Lord Macaulay resembles Col.
Newcombe's friend Binnie-an old
bachelor with his college friend Ellis,
dearly fond of his blood-relations, devot-
ed to little children, and like Charles
XII., "unconquered lord of pleasure
and of pain." Throughout his life, as
appears from his biography, Macaulay
was a strictly moral man, and never
needed those allowances to be made
for him which he willingly conceded to
others; for though, like Daniel Deronda,
" few men were able to keep themselves
clearer of vices than he, yet he hated
vices mildly, being used to think of them
less in the abstract than as a part of
mixed human natures having an indivi-
dual history."*

It is strange to learn that one who
loved children so dearly should have
had no sympathy with animals, and that
with all his knowledge of the harmony 1
of language, Macaulay had no ear for
music and cared nothing for it. But his
life proves both these points. " How
odd," hè writes, " that people of sense
should find any pleasure in being ac-
companied by a beast who is always
spoiling conversation ! " (Life Il., 341)

* Life of Macaulay, II., 351, note; Mill's
Autobiography p. 107 ; F. W. Newman's
' Soul, " ch. 3, pp. 68-9,

and before this when 'Macaulay was
dining at Windsor Castle the entry in
his Diary proves that " The Campbells
are Coming" was one of the tunes
played-to which the biographer ap-
pends the remark, "This is the only

j authentic instance on record of Macau-
lay's having known one tune from an-
other." This mention of the Court re-
minds- us of Macaulay's introduction
and subsequent behaviour there. He
dined there for the first time in 1839,
and describes his entertainment in a
letter : " We all spoke in whispers,
and when dinner was over, almost every
body went to cards or chess. I was
presented, knelt down, kissed Her Ma-
jesty's hand ; had the honor of a con-
versation with her of about two minutes

i and assured her that India was hot, and
that I kept my health there." " It may
well be believed," adds Trevelyan, " that
Macaulay did not relish a society where
he fancied himself bound to condense
his remarks into the space of two
minutes, and to speak in the nearest ap-
proach to a whisper which he had at
his command. But, in truth, the re-
straint under which he foaund himself
was mainly due to his own inexperience
of Court life, and as time went on, he
began to perceive that he could not
make himself more acceptable than by
talking as he talked elsewhere,"-and
so in the entry from his Diary, March
9th, 185o, we read as follows: " To
dinner at the palace. The Queen was
most gracious to me. She talked much
about my book, and owned she had
nothing to say for her poor ancestor,
James the Second. 'Not your Majes-
ty's ancestor,' said 1; 'your Majesty's
predecessor.' I hope this was not an
uncourtly correction. I meant it as a
compliment, and she seemed to take it
so." Should any one feel curiositv
about the behaviour of literary men in
the presence of Royalty, he may com-
pare this scene with one at the opening
of ch. 16 of Boswell's " Life of Johnson."
The contrast is significant. Johnson
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was reading in the royal library, and
the King came upon him, taking him off
his guard. They talked on various
natters ; at length

" His Majesty enquired if he was then writing
anything. He answered that he was not, for he
had pretty well told the world what he knew
and must now read to acquire more knowledge.
The King .. then said, 'I do not think you

borrow much from anybody.' Johnson said
he thought he had already done his part as a
writer. ' I should have thought so too,' said
the King, 'if you had not written so wel. ....
When asked by a friend,at SirJoshua Reynolds',
whether he made any reply to this high compli-
ment, he answered, 'No, sir. When the King
had said it, it was to be so. It was not for me
to bandy civilities with my sovereign.'"

Johnson's behavior is thus described
by Boswell:

" During the whole of this interview Johnson
talked to His Majesty with profound respect,
but still in his firm, manly manner, with a
sonorous voice, and never in that subdued tone
which is commonly used at the levee and in
the drawing-room. After the King withdrew,
Tohnson showed himself highly pleased with
I lis Majesty's conversation and gracious be-
haviour."

Yet Johnson was the son of a man
" of obscure extraction, who settled in

Lichfield as a bookseller and stationer,"
and morever was, as he calls himself,
" a retired and uncourtly scholar," and
this was his first introduction to
Royalty. The difference, I think,
between the behavior of the two is to
be attributed less to the want of polite-
ness on the part of Macaulay, a charge
often brought against him by others,
than to the shy self-consciousness from
which bad manners generally come.
Macaulay could never have had the
perfect abandon of a real orator, and
to this as well as to other reasons-his
unimpressive figure, his monotonous
voice, and too rapid utterance-is
attributable the impression widely fel
that he was a mere essayist speaking.1
Those who merely heard Macaulay ir
the House, where he can never have
been very impassioned, or who read hi

*Maddyn's Chiefs of Parties, I., 1S. Th
Greville Mernories, IL., 338. H1. Martineau'
Autobiography, I., 262 (Osgood's Edition).

articles in the Edinburgh Review (for-
getting the tale of the scholar who
wrote one of those fiery notes which
readers of old-fashioned Latin com-
mentators know so well while his
child lay asleep in his lap) naturally
thought him zold and heartless. In
those days the practice of serving up
the private life of distinguished men
in a very transparent garb, or some-
times without any disguise, either in
novels or in popular papers, had not
become common. Duels and horse
whippings were still not unusual. And
the public knew little or nothing of
Macaulay's private life, so that its
revelation by Trevelyan has brought
with it something like a twinge of
conscience, that one who was so
impressionable that he cried over

books as often as Julia de Clifford,
and all the lords and ladies, went into
fainting fits in the novels he loved so
well,andwho was the darling of his sisters
and favorite uncle of his nieces and
nephews, should have been called cold
and unfeeling. This, for instance, is
the manner in which Miss Martineau
writes of one of the most loving and
lovable of men: "The evidence seems

to indicate that he wants heart. He
appears to be wholly unaware of this

deficiency ; and the superficial fervor
which suns over his disclosures pro-
bably deceives himself as it deceives a
good many other people, and he may
really believe that he has a heart."
This we now know he certainly had to
a degree unsuspected then, and the

discovery of the mistake that all the

world was making has reacted to some

extent upon the literary verdict passed

on his writings after the publication of

t his life. Even those who ventured to

object, like Gladstone, in the Quarterly,
did it more from a party point of view
than a literary standpoint. He seemed
to be holding a brief for the Anglican
Church against the arch-secularist.

s In my concluding remarks upon
Macaulay as an historian and a writer
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generallv, I must disclaim all wish well known to need illustration. I pro-
to cavil at his high and well-won pose, however, to compare his treat-
reputation. When all deductions have ment of a few leading points with that
been made, his Essays and' History of other historians. We have seen
will remain unique, for reasons men- that as a man his development was one-
tioned above, and he must always take sided ; that in many fields of thought
his place among the greatest of English from the cast of his mind his interest
historians. It is because we recognize was slight ; that he had not that catho-
him as a great writer that we notice lic nature that we find in the world's
his deficiencies-because his mind was greatest writers and thinkers. I shall
really preëmiment that an analysis such now show how his peculiar turn of
as has been attempted is worthy the mind was reflected in his works.
trouble of execution. It would not be As a historian of wide scope, the rise
fair to insinuate, as Miss Martineau and fall of dynasties and nations, and
does, the charge of "dreamy indolence" the doom that awaits the proudest, must
against Macaulay, because we do not have been constantly before his eyes.
find him other than nature had made "Before my breath, lke blazing flax,
bim. A man's power over his own Man and'his marvels pass away
mind and thoughts is after all limited, And changing empires wane and wax,
and what has been said of the world Are founded, flourish and decav."
without us is almost as true of the Let us compare the treatment this
world within: idea receives at the hands of Macaulay
"What, shap'st thou here at the world ! 'tis and Arnold. The passage I shall read

shapen long ago ; from the former is sufficiently familiar,
The Maker shap'd it, -IL thought it best even so; and yet will bear repetition. The ideaThy lot is appointed, so follow its hest, of the -New Zealander " was no new
Thy course is begun, thou must walk, and not

rest; one to Macaulay. It appears in his
For sorrow and care cannot alter thy case; diary (Life IL., 33.), and in a less epi-
And running, not raging, will win thee the race." grammatical form it closes the essay on
Macaulay did not rest, and so lie won Mlitford, reprinted after his death in his
his race. The story of his life is one Miscellaneous Writings. But the form
of the constant and enthusiastic appli- in which it is best known occurs in
cation that befits the student. If he his essay on Ranke :
dealt in wide assertions, he can at least "She (the Roman Catholic Church) was great
plead in excuse that they were ground- and respected before the Saxon had set foot on
ed on thorough investigation. The Britain, before the Frank had passed the Rhine,e• T when Grecian eloquence still flourished at An-extent to which party spirit pervades tioch, when idols were still worshipped in the
his writings will prevent readers from temple of Mecca. And she may still exist in un-
feeling that entire confidence that all diminished vigor when some traveller from New

Zealand shall, in the midst of a vast solitude,feel when they are reading Hallam, i take his stand on a broken arch of London
Stubbs or S. R. Gardiner. Yet this de- Bridge, to sketch the ruins of St. Pauls."
fect was constitutional, and the dark When for the first time we come upon
shade cast by that brilliance of intel- this it almost takes our breath away.
lect that caused him to sec what he did We admire the ingenuity of the paradox,
see so clearly, and enabled him to im- the brilliance of the well-known fusion
part life and interest to whatever his i of rhetoric and allusion, yet how little
pen touched. " Nu//um quod lciîz/t fee/ùzg seems to pervade the passage !non ornavit" is as truc of him as of But Macaulay was a patriot, to whom
Goldsmith, of whom it was originally the thought of the downfall of England's
said. The peculiar merits of Macaulay greatness could not have presented it-
have been mentioned before, and are too self without a feeling of sadness. The

396
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truth is, however, that he seems to look may be pleaded that he moved and

upon the ravages of Time, not as food lived in the thick of the fight, and that

for reflection, but as tinsel to garnish a he had his vision obscured by the

peroration. How differently Dr. Ar- events that were passing around him.

nold treats the same subject may be But what excuse is to be found for Macau-

felt from the following passage, in lay, except thathis insightwas constitu-

which, after narrating the discovery of tionally liinited ? His outlook, had he

Spain by a Samian ship bound for really thought on the subject of religion,

Egypt, he adds: ought to have been most unhappy.

"This story makes us feel we are indeed liv- Half of Christian and civilized Europe
in the old age of the world. The country then and America the blind devotees of an

so fresh and untouched has now been long in "execrable superstition," and this too
the last stage of decrepitude : its mines, then so " a work of human policy!" And yet
abundant, have long since been exhausted ; and

after having in its turn discovered and almost the truth that Roman Catholicism

drained the mines of another world, it lies now was a phase of belief necessary to a
like a forsaken wreck on the waves of time,with certain state of intellectual and moral
nothing but the memory of the past to ennoble
it." (Hist. of Rome, ch. XXII.) development, and growing out of it,

The feeling with which we read this explaining its difficulties and satisfying

simple statement of facts is quite differ- its needs, that the Church is the

ent from that which Macaulay's art external and visible embodiment of this

produces. tone of mind (for all ideas widely and

The passage that has just been quot- tenaciously held by the masses have a

ed from Macaulay gives us what seems tendency to stereotype themselves in

from all that he says to be his perma- institutions) was as well known then as

nent and abiding state of mind with now. To the Church much more truly

regard to the Church of Rome. Yet than to the Empire the words of Bryce

from his life we know that he looked are applicable : " Into it all the life of

upon it as an "lexecrable superstition. the ancient world was gathered; out of

This curiously illustrates the funda- it ail the life of the modem world

mental " sectarianism " (to use Mills arose." Yet Macaulay, though e

word) of Macaulay's mind. Another does not seem to realize its essence

phrase which he applies to it in his and nature, is perfectly willing to

essay on Ranke will make my meaning acknowledge its greatness and the

more clear: debt we all owe to it. Does any finer
more cear :eulogy written by a Protestant exist

"There is not, and there never was on the than the nt a testant it
earth, a work of human policy so well deserving than the account of the Church in the
of examination as the Roman Catholic Church." first chapter of his History ? But with

How shall we begin to dissipate this some superficial likeness, how different

cloud of error ? What a gross igno- is the tonè of Carlyle in speaking of

rance it evinces of the historical sense the Church's by-gone days. It 15 fot

which recognizes a law of development with bim a mere systembut a phase of

and continuity in all human institutions. life in the Past, which he wishes us to

Macaulay must have often smiled at realize though living in the Present and

Clarendon's simplicity, when he calls for which he asks our sympathy:

the revolution in the reign of Charles "Another world, truly: and this present poor

I. "a design deeply laid by chief distressed world might get some profit by look-
Plottrs "wisely into it, instead of foolishly. But at lowest

plotters' "or " agents," or when he re- 0 dilettante friend, let us know always that it
marks that Hampden " laid the design was a world, and not a void infinite of grey
deepest." To Clarendon it appeared a haze with fantasms swimming ii it. Thse 01(

great plot on a par with the Gunpowder Edmundsbry walls, say, were ot people
with fantasmes b t yith men offlesb and blood,

or Gowrie plots, but for him the excuse made altogether as ve are. Iad thou and I
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then been,who knows but we ourselveshad taken other. Both are of course admirablerefuge from an evil Time, and fled to dwell there y. While the essay by Macau-
and meditate on an Eternity, in such fashion as in their way
we could ? Alas, how like an osseous fragment, lay would by most people be called
a broken blackened shin-bone of the dead Ages, pleasanter reading, yet how muchthis black ruin looks out, not yet covered by the
soil ; still indicating what a once gigantic Life more clearly we understand the tone
lies buried there! It is dead now, and dumb ; and mind of Johnson, his work and
but was alive once, and spake. For twenty position in the eighteenth centuryfromgenerations here was the earthly arena where , e'
painful living men worked out their life-wrestle, Carlyle's essay than from Macaulay's
-looked at by the Earth, by leaven and Hell. yet the external traits are more care-
Bells tolled to prayers; and men of many humors, fully given by the latter than thevarious thoughts,chanted vespers, matins ;-and former. But while we rise from reading
round the little islet of their life rolled forever (as
round ours still rolls, though we are blind and Macaulay's essay with the conclusion
deaf) the illimitable Ocean, tinting all things thatJohnson, with all his goodness, waswith its eternal hues and reflexes ; making a paradox at bottom,-certainlv an
strange prophetic music ! How silent now, all a
departed, clean gone ! The World-Dramaturgist eccentricity,-Carlyle makes us clearly
has written : Exeunt." see the real greatness of his hero.

And as he treats institutions, so he What seemed before an incongruous
treats individual characters. Macaulay mixture of humors and whims we
is a devout believer in the old division see as a consistent temperament, a great
of men into sheep and goats. They nature, which made Johnson the last of
must either be painted black or white, the literary kings of London, the
or by way of variety black one side, upholder of monarçhy, the knight-
and white on the other. That delicate errant of religion, the greatest Eng-
shading by which Carlyle (when not lishman of the 18th century, just as
misled by a theory or blinded by a Voltaire was the greatest Frenchman.
false notion of heroism) realizes his Their remarks, too, upon Boswell are
characters and makes us understand worth comparing. After reading Mac-
them-which has given us perfect por- aulay's brilliant presentment of the
traits of Diderot, Voltaireand Mirabeau facts we almost feel inclined to side
-is quite beyond Macaulay. We have with him in saying: " Boswell attained
a brilliant picture of the life and greatness by reason of his weakness."
surroundings of Addison or Warren He was everything bad, " and because
Hastings, and we can realize what sort he was all this he has in an important
of figure they made in the world, but department of literature immeasurably
we do not feel that we know the inner surpassedsuchwritersas Tacitus,Claren-
man as we should have done if we iad don, Alfieri, and his own idol Johnson."
read a study by Carlyle or Prof. The beauty of the style carries us
Stubbs. Macaulay's work is much along with it, and we almost rest
more that of the Gentleman Usher, contentedly in the belief unsanction-
than of the Doctor or the Anatomist. ed by Scripture that we can gather
" Many are the wonders of the world, grapes of thorns, and figs of thistles.
and nothing is more wondrous than But here Carlyle's sturdy sense and
man." He is often as much a riddle belief in goodness comes to the rescue:
to himself as to others, and we do not " Neither James Boswell's good book,
really feel that we have fathomed his nor any other good thing, in any time or
character when we have seen him by place, was, is or can be performed by
the light of rhetoric and epigrams. any man in virtue of his btadness, but
This will be fully justified if we com- always and solely in spite thereof......
pare the two studies upon Boswell's Bad is by its nature negative, and can
Life of Johnson published by Macaulay do nothing; whatsoever enables us toand Carlyle within a year of each do anything is by its very nature good."
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And then an old oracle, delivered by of government, legisiation and political economy
Plato ages ago, cornes back to our jwere better understood in the time of Augustus

P Cæsar than in the time of Pericles." (Essay on
recollection. He was talking of the History."
" idea of good," and how it " appear- It will be sufficient to say that within
ed last of all and was seen only with the period specified above, Plato and
an effort;'" then he continues, " and, Aristotle lived, and the sects of the
when seen, it is also inferred Io the uni- Stoics and Epicureans were flourishing.
versal author of all ihings beauiful and Had Macaulay written much in this
right, parent of light and lord of light style, we should have to say what he
in this world, and the source of truth says of Johnson, that while he was un-
and reason in the other; "-and rein- doubtedly an excellent judge of com-
forced by his wisdom we have courage positions fashioned on his own princi-
to turn a deaf ear to the charmer, charm pies, when a deeper philosophy was
he never so wisely. required his failure was ignominious.

How little tolerance Macaulay has But Macaulay was cautious, he even
for the unsuccessful. The noble char- allows his own deficiencies, though he
acter of Falkland,in which, as a tragedy, does not, perhaps, draw quite the dis-
Clarendon finds food for pity and sor- tinction we should feel inclined to
row, Macaulay considers a fit subject make. " have written several things
for merriment. His political passions on historical, political and moral ques-
warp his judgment and confine his
sympathies. In his wholesale condem-
nation of Charles and Laud be cannot
find room for their redeeming points.
Yet he was not a mere despot, who
could write as Charles did to Rupert:
" Speaking either as a mere soldier or
statesman, I must say there is no pro-
bability but of my ruin ; but as to a
Christian, I must tell you that God will
not suffer rebels to prosper, or his cause
to be overthrown." The sarne qualifi-
cations would probably have to be made
in view of his literary verdicts .if he
had not here been restrained by a salu-
tary distrust of his powers. Yet he oc-
casionally ventures out of his depth,
noticeably so in the following passage
from his Miscellaneous Writings, in
which, after asserting the equality of
the ancients in taste, the graces of
style, etc., he continues :

"B But in the moral sciences they made scarce-
iy any advance. During the long period which
elapsed between the fifth century before the
Christian era, and fifth century after it, littie
perceptible progress was made. Ail the meta-
taphysical discoveries of all the philosophers,
from the time of Socrates to the northern inva-
sion, are not to be compared in importance with
those which have been made in England every
hfty years since the time of Elizabeth. There is
not the least reason to believe that the principles

tions, of which, on the fullest recon-
sideration, I am not ashamed, and by
which I should be willing to be esti-
mated ; but I have never written a page
of criticism on poetry or the fine arts
which I would not burn if I had the
power." (Life Il., 15). Yet, though in
his published works his reticence upon
literary questions is remarkable, and he
only speaks when he feels his ground
sure, we occasionally catch him off his
guard in his Diary and Correspondence.
The following instance is hardly the
language suitable to a poet of Words-
worth's calibre :-" I should not like to
have an execrably bad poem on the
subject, such as Wordsworth would
have written." (Life Il., 272). Again
he says when comparing the "Prelude"
with the " Excursion ":-"The story is
the old story. There are the old rap-
tures about mountains and cataracts;
the old flimsy philosophy about the
effect of scenery on the mind ; the old
crazy, mystical metaphysics ; the end-
less wilderness of dull, flat, prosaic
twaddle ; and here and there fine de-
scriptions and energetic declamations
interspersed." (IL., 239 and I., 82, 83).
Ail allow that Wordsworth's work is
very uneven, yet I must submit that
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this language is too strong. Macaulay, great age, an age of strong and brave
however, was most careful about what men," yet it is neither the opinion of
had to see print. Though his literary the special nor of the general, and it is
conservatisrn amounted, as his biogra- unlikely to be so. Posterity will call it
pher allows, to "wilfulness," " with the with Carlyle, " a period sunk dead in
instinctive self-restraint of a great art- spirit," and will heap all manner of con-
ist, he permitted no trace of it to ap- tempt and abuse upon it. I do not
pear in his writings." (I., 389). Prob- mean to say that in our reaction from
ably, too, Macaulav's name would its tone and wavs, we do not judge it
stand less higb as a literary critic had too hardly; but it will never, I imagine,
he possessed what, for want of a better be classed with the thirteenth, sixteenth
name, we may call " literary " courage. or seventeenth centuries. The reasons
If dreams, as caused by the involuntary of its inferiority arc not bard to seck.
action of the mind, are any test (as Calm naturally'follows storm; tbc poli-
Lamb says they are) of the mind's real tical and religious world nced periods
nature, ther " literary " caution must 0f repose as well as tbe world of nature
have been one of Macaulav's strong around us, and tbe period tbat begins
characteristics. The only dream re- about 169o was one of tbesc. Each
corded of him in his Life illustrates this age bas its own poet and each its bis-
peculiarity. He was in great dismay at torian, and of tbis period of faction,
"Pepys's Diarv " turning out to be a littleness, low morality, absence of
forgery by his niece. 'What! I have nobility, of bigb motives, of entbusiasm
been quoting in reviews and in my Macaulay Nvas tbe born expositor.
'History' a forgery of yours as a book To this period Macaulay belonged by
of the highest authority. How shall the tone of bis mId, partaking, as it
ever bold my head up again ?"did, to litte or no extent of the ine-

But enough has been said to make teentb century rcaction, bv wbich even
the character of Macaulay's mind clear, Jobn Mill found himsclf affected. The
with all its brilliance and limitations. reason of tbis is clear cnough :
In proving this I have naturally been led tbougb a subtie, was not a strong, im-
to dwell rather upon his nuances than posing minJ, and as be first leaned upon
upon his merits. Every one knows that bis father and tben upon bis wife, s0 be
he was an honest man and an upright depended, to a great extent, upon ex-
politician ; and perhaps, when we re- ternal opinion and Upon dcbating clubs
member bis vast memory and the case for tb formation of bis tone. He came
witb wbicb bie sccms to express bim- i nto contact wvitb Carlyle, and witb tbe
self froni the very' first, it 'iii not be a followers of Coleridge, in the persons
mistake to add tbat bie was the most of iMaurice and Sterling, and tbey gave
talented man of the present century. bim that lcaning towards the modemn

His tone of mad and sympathies spirit wbich differentiates im. from
made bim tbe born bistorian of the bis fatber. But Macaulay was vcry dif-
18tb century. How mucb better \e ferent: bis strong masculine md
sbould undcrstand that time and iLs neyer seems to bave f cît tbe nced of
perplexing political moyenents, if, in- support; be drew a minimum of nutri-
steai of Stanhope and l\assey, wve ment from other men. «Yet we learni
could turn to Macaulay as our inter- froma Mills Autobiograpy tbat Mac-
preter. No one wvil1 probably know it aulay mix , to some extent, at least,
so wchl, for it is bard Lo imagine any one witb tbe class of men wbo wcre modi-
in tbe future sympatbizing witb it so fying tbe of tone inbrited from tbe
tborougbly. Tbougd the younger Mill eighteenth century. But the trutb is
bas called the eigliteentb century "a tbat books were Macaulay's teachers,
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and, in choosing these, his biographer manly strain. I ar more and more
tells us, " He was not fond of new convinced that the ment of Plato lies
lights, unless they were kindled at the in his talent for narrative and descrip-
ancient beacons ; and he was apt to tion, in his rhetoric, in bis humor, and
prefer a third-rate author, who had in his exquisite Greek." (Life 11-, 304.)
formed himself after some recognized After this, we quite understand how,
model, to a man of high genius whose in the whole of bis letters and diary,
style and method were strikingly dif- we neyer meet a remark upon Aristotle.
ferent from anything that had gone That be had read him, we should
before. In books, as in people and gather from bis Miscellaneous Works;
places, he loved that, and that only, to but bis overloaded style is quite suffi-
which he had been accustomed from cient to accwant for the neglect he ex-
boyhood upwards" (11., 388). Thus he perienced at Macaulay's bands, witbout
neglected Carlyle and Ruskin, and when ascribing it to old Cambridge preju-
he met the former at Lord Ashburton's, dices.
Carlyle was bored, and Macaulay so And as in literary taste, s0 in love
indifferent that be does fot notice the and admiration for England, be was of
Meeting at ail (IL, 173)i the eigteenth century. His bearty and

To tbe eighteenth century Macaulay undoubted patriotism is the rioblest
belonged, as a steady Whig and as a tbing about oiacaulay, and wbile it
man of letters, without very much en- makes bis writings such wholesome
thusiasmA or zeal for anything beyond, food for the young, it endears him to us
except for his country's glory. In fact more tban any otber trait in his char-
we cannot belp suspecting that bis zeal acter. There is none of the half-iearted
ail through bis life was like tbat of the devotion of the modemr Liberal states-
younger MilT before he had passed man about bim. He would have
through bis mental crisis, a mere "zeal scorned to cail bimself Cosmopolitan
for speculative opinions. It had flot first and Englisbman afterwards. This
its root in genuine benevolence or passion is so deeptbatitis neyer obtrud-
Sympathy with mankind, tbough these ed; no idle vaunts appear in bis Essays,
qualities held their due place in iy but we feel it to be there as much
etbical standard. Nor was itconnect- wben be is describing tbe triumphs of
ed with any high entbusiasm for ideal the Seven Vears War, as when be writes
nobleness."' (Autob. io9.) The bu- that the subject of his History is tbe re-
manitarian enthusiasm of Zachary Mac- lation, "lhow ourcouniry from a state of
aulay stands in marked contrast with ignominious vassalage, rapidly rose to
the literary nature of bis son. His the place of umpire among European
taste, too, eas that of bis favorite cen- powers." When I ar travelling on
tury, intense y classical. Out of tbe he continent," he used to say in words
cirme of mere scholars, few men seem to that would have delighted the beat of
have devoted more time to the litera- Lord Palmerston, IIlike to think that
ture of the Greeks and tbe Romans, I arn a citizen f no mean c'." These
none to have relished it more thorough- are the noblest words he ever wrote or
tY Yet it was much more as writers said, and SO while remaining a Whig,
than as thinkers that he cared about he severed himself from the Liberal
tem. "uThe cnildish quibbling," he party. edYou ca l me a Liberal," he
wites in his diary for July, 1853, "'of So- said, abut I dont know that in these
crates provokes me. It is odd that sucb days I deserve the name. I awh o
trumpery fallacies should have imposed posed to the abolition of standing ar-
on such powerful minds. Surely, Pro- ries-I an opposed to the destruction
tagoras reasoned in a better and more of the National Church."
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But enough has been said to show
Macaulay's tone and manner of think-
ing, to mark his individuality and what
special qualities contributed to make
him what he was; to make his mind
clear, undoubting and honest, if limited
in sympathies and confined in range.
He hated turncoats and traitors, like
Marlborough; for was he not, like the
old Highlanders, from whom he was
descended, a true adherent of his party-
leader and a patriot ? 1s mind was
impatient of others' doubts and hesita-
tion, for he rarely felt them himself ; in-
tolerant of mistakes and errors of fact,

for his memory was vast and accurate.
A clear head, an early consciousness of
ability, and a strong will made him a
successful man. No statesman has left
a clearer record, and few private char-
acters will stand closer scrutiny. When
we add to this, that as a man of letters
his name will probably be immortal,
that the Powers dealt kindly with him
through life, and that he left it before
those he loved best, we feel that he re-
alized the Aristotelian definition of the
chief good, " a perfect activity in a per-
fect life."

R. W. BOODLE.
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MONOGRAPH OF THE ESQUIMAUX TCHIGLIT OF THE MAC-
KENZIE AND OF THE ANDERSON.*

BY THE REV. E. PETITOT, OBLAT MISSIONARY, ETC., ETC.

TRANSLATED BY DOUGLAS BRYMNER.

I.

ETYMOLOGY AND DIvISION.

The first author who introduced the
name of Esquimaux was the Jesuit De
Charlevoix, in his Histoire de la Nouvelle
France, in which he informs us that the
Abenakis, Indians of the Algonquin
family who live on the Gulf of the St.
Lawrence, call this people Eskimautik,
that is, eaters of raw flesh.

Even now, the Crees or Cristinaux†
of Lake Arthabaska, the most Northern
Algonquins of Ainerica, call them
iras-Kimowok, a word which has the

saine meaning (from wijas, flesh; Aski,
raw ; mowew, to eat), and Ayiskimewok,
those who act in secret. This will show

the reliance that can be placed on the

explanation of the word Esquimaux,
given by Sir John Richardson. He de-
rives it from the French ceux qui miaux
(properly written qui miaulent), a phrase
which expresses, he says, the shouts
(teymo!) which are uttered bythis people
when surrounding a ship. (Arctic
Searching Expedition, vol. 6, chap.
IX). Now, this same word layma,
which he writes leymo, meaning enough,
Hearne translates as: How do you do P

* Monographie des Esquimaux Tchiglit, du
Mackenzie et de l'Anderson, par Le R. P. E.
Petitot, Missionaire Oblat de Marie Immaculée,
officier d'Academie, etc.

† These words came from the corruption ol
the epithet Knistinuwok, given to the Eyiniwok,
Algonquins of the West, by their neighbors to
the South-east. The Crees must not be con-
founded with the Creeks of the United States,
who are Flatheads, like the Cherokees, Catawbas
and Chicasaws.

The compound name given by Father
Charlevoix has been accepted by all
nations. Although the English some-
times use the word Hoskys to designate
the Esquimaux, and one of their travel-
lers alleges that it was a Kamtchat-
kadale chorus, I strongly suspect it to
have the same origin as the words
Eskimno, Sakemo, Seymo, by which this
people is known by the English and
Orcadians; that is, it is a corruption of
the Eskimau of Charlevoix, which is it-
self only a transformed Algonquin word.
The Russians style the Samoïedes, also,
eaters of raw flesh.

The Esquimaux give themselves the
general name of Innoït, men (Innok in the
singular). In this respect they share to
the full extent the idea of the Chinese,
of all the American Redskins, of the
Polynesians, and probably also of all
nations of a similar origin; all having
so exalted an idea of their own excel-
lence that they believe they cannot do
better than sum up the entire human
race in their single nationality, to the ex-
clusion of all others. An orientalist has
stated that the proper name of the
people of the Central kingdom, Thsing-
jen, which the Malays pronounce tching,
and from which we have made the words
China, then Chinese, and Chinaman,

means simply "men properly so called."
The Bornese callthemselves also Idaan,
men, and the Tagals, also, have as their
proper name the title of men, bano.

May the name of Franks not have the
same origin, and was it not a similar
idea that led the Germans to call them-
selves Allemands,-that is, All men ?
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Independent of the collectivelnd gene-
ric name Innoïl, which serves also to
designate every man, to whatever nation
he belongs, the Esquimaux give them-
selves other names, serving to desig-
nate, some the large tribes, others the
smaller clans. Thus the Esquimaux in
question, who, to the number of
about two thousand souls, inhabit the
shores of the Arctic Glacial Sea, be-
tween Cape Bathurst and Colville River,
give themselves the specific name of
Tchigli, in the singular Tchigerk ;
those of Hudson Bay who frequent
Fort Churchill call themselves Akut or
Agul, plural Agu/il; the Aleutians
Tagul, the Tchukatchis Ta/chul, the
Kamtchatkadales-Tuski- Tchukcht,
the Greenlanders Karali/, etc. All these
names are the equivalent of vit, viri
(men), as the names of Innok, Innoil
signify homo, homines.

The Loucheux and Hares name the
Esquimaux of the River Anderson
Tchzzarni; but this name, which is a
corruption of the adverbial location
/cikdjarni (on the coast), is purely
arbitrary and is not recognized by the
Esquimaux.

The other characteristic names of
the small tribes express a local or
emblematical idea. They naturally
vary with the tribe which has given
them to its neighbors. The following
are those of the Esquimaux tribes
known as the Tchiglit of the Mackenzie.
The course I have adopted is from
west to east,-that is, from Kamtchatka
to the mouth of the Copper Mine River.

i. Pzk/ormeui (the dwellers of the
powdering snow), a tribe situated
beyond Behring's Strait, either in
Kamtchatka, or on the west coast of
America. The locality they inhabit
is called Pirk/ork (the place of pow-
dering).

2. Natervaline/ (the inhabitants of
Naterovik), probably those of Norton
Bay. Naterovik having been described
to me as a Russian trading post, it can
only be the old redoubt Michaelowski.

3. Tuyormiya1, or the inhabitants of
Behring's Strait. Their country is
called Tckikrénérelerk..

4. Apkwaméu/ (enclosed or sedentary
people). Probably the sedentary Tchu-
katchis of Kotzebue Sound. It was from
them the Tchiglit acquired the know-
ledge of a sort of boots with broad
folds, called for that reason apkwaméortok.
Our Esquimaux will imitate only their
western countrymen. They speak of
those in the east and north as mere
savages. The Apkwaméut live in a
place called Kranik (starry snow).

5. Nuna-lag-meut, or those who
dwell at Nunatagmun towards the
strait. These latitudes are also fiamed
Tchikreynérk kagvirarchinerk (the sun
shows the tip of the nose).

6. Nuvung-méut (the inhabitants of
the cape). They occupy the environs
of Cape Lisbon.

7. Akillinerméut (the inhabitants of
Akillinerk), between Cape Lisbon and
Icy Cape.

8. Tareor mut (the inhabitants of
the sea). They are found from Her-
schell Island to Liverpool Bay ex-
clusively, and on the mouths of the
Mackenzie.

9. Kramali/, or Esquimaux of the
River Anderson.

zo. Kragmalivéï/, or inhabitants of
Cape Bathurst.

i i. Kravanar/a/ (inhabitants of the
east). Here the name becomes vague,
and designates all the Esquimaux in-
cluded between Franklin Bay and
probably the Copper Mine River, or
even Melville Peninsula.

12, Anener/ or Innoit of the Great
East. A name still more generic,
which belongs to all those of Hudson
Bay, Labrador and Greenland.

13. Ktiker/alorméu/ (the inhabitants
of the island). Under this name are all
the Esquimaux of the countries about
the Polar Sea.

The following are other names, quot-
ed a little differently by Richardson, of
the Central Esquimaux tribes, that is,
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those included between the Mackenzie general Krablunet (crowned), in the
and Hudson Bay. The course is still singular Krablunark. These words are
from west to east, but the names belong derived from Krablui, eyebrow, and
to the tribe of Liverpool Bay, and are Xrablunark, frontal or coronal bone;
unknown to the Tchiglit of the Mac- which would seem to indicate that
kenzie. what surprised them most in Europeans

14.. Kroteyloréu/ (the inhabitants of was their head-dress. A bat must, in
reindeer mountain), to the east of the fact, have seemed a curiously formed
Imouths of the Mackenzie. article in their eyes, because they saw

15. Nagguktor-méu/ (the inhabitants it cover the forehead as far as the eye-
of the Horn), at the embouchure of brows, whilst they always go barehead-
Copper Mine River; cd, or wearing only a small hood.

16. Kaner-méu/ (the dwellers among They distinguish half-breeds of Can-
the white partridges), to the east of adian origin by the name of Krolear-
Cape Alexander. ku/cn.

17. Utku/ciki-alin-méut (the people
who use stone kettles), on the shores
of Booth Gulf. PORTRAIT 0F THE TcHIGLIT.

g8. AhaknanKler (silly women), they
live in the neighborhood of Repulse The Grand Esquimaux of the mouths
Bay.* of the Mackenzie and Anderson are

The Dènds and the Dindjié have rather above than below middle height.
conceived great hatred and terror for There are very taîl men among them,
the Esquimaux, who have massacred but the women are usually of small
whole villages of them. Thus they stature.
designate them by the insulting epithet They are robust, broad-shouldered,
of Foot enemies (,Enna-k'J, anakren) active in gymnastic exercises, excellent
and enemies of the discovered country. dancers and thorough mimics; but
The Hares name them also in derision they are inclined to obesity, have a
Peeled.heads {KJwi-dekdri) in allusion round and full head, the neck being
to their hood tonsure which makes too short. Their muscular strength is
themn resemble bonzes. not great. There are among them no

The InnoTt, on their side, give half-breeds of European or Redskin
return for the hatred of these Indians origin,-at least, if there are, they pass
by the most profound contempt. In- unnoticed ; yet children and the fair
dignant at hearing themselves called sex are not without external advantages.
anakrcen,-a word which the), erroneously They enjoy a rosy complexion, a plump
interpret by anakra', meaning excre- and agreeable counitenance, which has
ment in their language,-they lavish on led me to suspect that a little white
the Redskins the bitter epithet of OFkré- blood fiows in the veins of a certain
i8 (that is, the eggs of vermin), taorhoï number. At the age of fifteen or six-

and orcho-odjo'/ut, words corres- teen this carnation and these graces
ponding to the name given in derision vanish before the dull bistre tint, verg-
to the Jews by the Romans: Appulli. ing on olive, which is the color of the

They name Europeans anci whites in adults, and the broad and fiat features

They~~~~~ are% rbsbodhldeed

of the Mongol race. A IJL a.~a n'p Imn e eenm ai ma

* The namnes of several Ku8kutchcwac or in- Of Mau gE
noÏt tribes of Behring's Sea may be found in and hair as red as those of a Scotch-
Baron Wrangel. They are in their terminations man or Russian. He was evidently a
exactly like those I have just given, and the' half-breed from the western Muscovitesense of the word is perfectly intelligible in the f
7 chiglerk dialect. factories.
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The characters of the purely Esqui- strong evidences to this effect. Apartmaux type, which I have had opportuni- from this ingeniousness, these Esqui-ties of observing in many faces, are maux are probably the most thoroughlynot seductive. A broad and almost savage of any in America. Thieves,circular face, broader at the cheek- passionate, liars, suspicious, faithless,bones than at the forehead, which is they, as it were, envelop you withreceding ; the cheeks fat, gross, round ; unbounded pride, treat with you asa conical occiput, a sign of degradation; with inferiors, or at the very least asa wide mouth, always gaping, having with equals, strut like theatricaltwo pretty bars of marble or ivory, kings in feathered tinsel ; they areornamented with blue glass beads,hang- shameless, dishonorable, laugh im-ing to the lower lip; a small goatee, thin pertinently at what you do or say, apeand red like their hair; small black eyes, your actions, look at your book oversparkling, narrow and oblique, like your shoulder, seize your furniture orthose of the Chinese, shining with a clothing even in your house, rummagesnake-like lustre and malice; regular youreffectswithinexpressibleeffrontery,
teeth, filed up to the gums ; a nose come close to hear what you are sayingsometimes square, sometimes pro- to any one, destroy or steal everythingminent and strongly aquiline, some- that does not belong to them, and aretimes absent or reduced to a rudiment- always ready to thrust their knife intoary form; a complexion like caféau lait; the first man they meet.
coarse, flat hair, brittle, and black as But I must stop. Shall I not beebony, cut square above the eyes and accused of slandering these poorcovering the forehead, falling in long wretches, to whom I have devoted myflakes on each side of the face ; an air being, whom I love and shall love allsilly when it is indifferent, sardonic my life ? I hope not ; for, after all, Iwhen it would be loving, hideous when am speaking of true savages, who doit expresses anger-this is the attractive not know the hundredth part of whattype presented by the Tchiglerk arrived we have learned, who are destitute ofat manhood, who has already lost the light and of the aids which we havegraces of youth. received from eighteen hundred yearsFat, corpulent, tidy, the women have of civilization and religion. Probablya fair complexion, more color in their we are no better than many savages,cheeks and more delicate features than only we conceal our vices under thetheir husbands. Their upper lip is cloak of civilization, whilst they showslightly drawn back, as it is represented us theirs in all their nakedness. Inamong the Cossack and Tartar women, reality, it is very likely that webut the lower hp projects, making a by appear to them as bad as them-no means handsome blubber lip. Their selves, and more worthy of pity, sincenose is usually short, their forehead they are ignorant of hypocrisy. Theirhigh, their eyes sparkling and less childish cynicism deserves, therefore,contracted than those of the men. our indulgence more than our condem-They gather and tie their hair on the nation, and so much the more that theytop of the head, like the Chinese and have been trained in this way and knowJapanese, and fasten it with enormous no other. Besides, the Esquimaux havechignons of which I shall afterwards moral qualities and human virtues.speak. They cherish their children, are hospit-On the whole this nation gives as- able, and consider as inviolable everysurance of intellect. Its inventive stranger placed under their protection ;genius, its love of labor, the relative they are brave, susceptible of rightfulcomfort enjoyed by its members, are emotions, and appear to me to have
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more heart than the generality of Red-
skins, for I have seen them weep with
te'nderness. They respect the dying
and dead, and pay attention to the sick.
I have not learned that they destroy
their children, although these are but
little seen. They remember benefits
received, jealousy is unknown to them,
and they agree with each other. Finally,
wives are submissive to their husbands !

These are the qualities which I can
recognize in the Innoït, but that is far
from the statement of the modern Arc-
tic explorer, that " the most violent
passions of our nature seem unknown
to them (the Esquimaux);" that their
life " recalled to him the charming ideal
of man newly issued from the hand of
the Creator, and not yet sullied by con-
tact with our advanced civilization."
Either the Esquimaux visited by this
navigator were different from ours,
which I may be allowed to doubt, or
else he had immense charity. In any
case his description does not suit the
Tchiglit.

The diseases to which they are most
subject are those of the stomach, pro-
ceeding from excess in eacing; scrofula
and other cutaneous disorders, on ac-
court of their exclusively living on ani-
mal food, which loads the blood with
acrimonious humors. The wonn are
subject to ophthalmia and aphov, or
loss of voice, the probable causes of
whic, are, in the one case, the smoky
atmosphere of their subterranean dwell-
ing, ar.d in the other the too frequent
use of porpoise oil, and perhaps also
their moral deportment.

The Tchiglit have not yet embraced
the Christian religion ; there are not
even catechumens among them; but
when they shall be converted, it is very
probable they will be as fervent and firm
in good as they are now rooted in evil,
for they are endowed with an energetic
will, a penetrating mind desirous of
knowing everything, and have an ex-
cellent memory. May the time soon
come 1

III.

COSTUME, HABITATION, MANNER OF
LIFE.

It cannot enter into my plan to dwell
at great length on this interesting Es-
quimaux tribe. I must sketch it in a
few words, which is not easy, for every-
thing here is strange to us, and seeks
for a description, or at least a remark.

The costume of men and women is
nearly alike, yet both deserve special
mention. At home, the Tchiglit dress
simply in skin drawers, prepared like
chamois leather. When they are obliged
to travel on business, such as visits to
nets or traps, they put on two pairs of
trousers, and two loose coats of rein-
deer or muskrat skin ; but it is when
they repair to the nearest trading post
that thev array themselves in their
finery. I transcribe here the descrip-
tion of the costume of a chief whom I
saw at Fort Anderson in I865, and
whom I accompanied to the Glacial
Sea:,

Above a shirt or blouse of muskrat
skin, with the hair inside, he wore
another blouse of summer reindeer
skin, with short silky hair of the most
beautiful maroon color; this upper
dress, or azkl, had the hair turned
outside, and was edged with several
embroidered strips of black and white
skin, alternately, and fringed with the
long fawn-colored stiff hair of the
wolverine. A small hood, sole head-
dress of the Esquimaux, was fixed to
the loose coat, and also edged with
braid of white skin and fringes of
wolverine. This blouse, cut slantingly
at the side and terminated by rounded
tails in front and behind, was only
split so far as to let the hea I pass
through, and reached no farther than
the top of the thighs ; the sloping 1 art
of the sides reached to the haunch:.

A simple strap having a slip knot at
one end, at the other a button of
imitation ivory, representing two white
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bears, heads joined, served as a belt more remarkable and more elegant(tapcirk) to Nullumallok; but behind than the other.
he wore at his loins a black fox tail, The women's clothing is made withthick and wavy. His legs were cased the same good taste as that of the men.in a double pair of trousers, which The jacket, of the same shape but aresèmbled, in shape, the breeches of the little longer (kapituark), is decoratedGauls and Lower Bretons, with the with ivory pendants, imitating on asole difference that the Esquimaux small scale, fish, white bears and birds.breeches (kammark) are not so full. They also wear, suspended from it, asThe inner breeches are of muskrat skin, talismans, the stuffed bodies of thewith the hair inside, like the shirt ; the crow, the falcon or the ermine. Theouter of reindeer, with hair outside. trousers (civorak) are of one pieceThis dress is not open, but is fastened with the boots, and are composed ofround the waist by a running cord ; it bands of skin of different colors,only reaches to the top of the knee, skilfully joined together. But whatwhere it is fringed with wolverine skin, especially distinguishes the dress oflike the blouse. At this part of the the women from that of the men is theleg, the trousers are joined by a pair shape of the hood (na/cark). As itof boots made of the skin of the lower must cover the chignon, it attains suchpart of the leg of the reindeer, for the an incredible size that it resembles aleg of the boot, and of porpoise skin, gendarme's cocked hat. What com-in folds carefully ornamented, for the pletes the illusion, is a triple borderpart containing the foot. They con- of black skin, white skin, and the long,tain a pair of bootikins of very pliable stiff, tawny hair of the wolverine,and fine white skin, serving for socks. which surmounts its outer edge. TheI noticed that between the boot and latter bristles in the manner of anthe trousers, at the ham, part of the aureole, or like flames, communicatingleg was always bare, in consequence of to the head of the women an oddthe small dimensions of the clothing ; appearance. They might be styledthe sleeves of the blouse are also hyenas in a rage.

very short, and leave part of the wrist Nursing mothers wear an amplebare. It is the same with the belly, jacket, fastened round the loins by awhich the trousers can scarcely cover, belt. In it they wrap their dear progeny,and I observed that my visitors suffered whon they can, by this means,from cold on these different parts of suckle without exposing them to whatthe lody. It would be easy for them would in their case be a deadly cold.to remedy this inconvenience by These young infants are without cloth-lengthening their trousers and the ing till about two years old. As to thesleeves of their blouse. But it never incongruities committed by these littleoccurs to them that this could or should creatures on the back of the mother,be done, they stick so faithfully to which serves as a stove, maternal love,routine and to the usages of their as among all other nations, enablesfathers. Nullumallok wore mitts of them to endure them patiently andmoose skin, as white and silky as fine with indifference. These poor heathenwool. They call thesepualuk. Besides women, as may be seen, might teachth se, his hands were covered by gloves more than one fine lady. These wo-o reindeer skin, with the hair inside men have the Hindoo and Thibetian(ads:gait.) This is the winter costume. custom of putting out their tongue asThat of his companions was almost a sign of admiration and astonishment,the same. The Esquimaux have a and of answering affirmatively by wrink-great variety of dresses, each apparently ling up the nose. Their face is tatooed
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with five or six lines on the chin (Ka-
kincerèt) and with two lines at the wicks
of the mouth.

The Tchiglit do not always eat raw
meat as their Cree name of Wiyaskimè-
wok seems to indicate. Those who have
given them the name eat it, probably, as
much as they. But it may be said that
their taste is so depraved (others would
say so indifferent or even so perfect)that
they eat food or fish as well raw as boil-
ed or roasted, as well fresh as smoke or
Sun dried, or even strongly tainted. In
the latter case many European gourme/s
might be of the same way of thinking.
I have never seen them eat anything
raw in summer. During winter it is
another thing. The difficulty of pro-
curing fire, or at least of maintaining a
fire in their subterranean abodes power-
ful enough to admit of their cooking,
the exigencies of a stomach which has
always room for more, and which can-
not wait long hours till supplies of
meat, as hard as the rock, can be thaw-
ed and cooked, have made the devour-
ing anything that comes in the way,
made ready or not, first a necessity and
afterwards a habit. The habit has
ended by making them enjoy as deli-
cacies what would be repugnant to our
tastes. It may be that they are more
philosophical than we. At all events
they are less unhappy, because thev ac-
cept annoyances without murmuring,
and are never seen to lose their temper
from causes which are independent of
our will, and which we can do nothing
to prevent. Spoiled children of Nature
and Providence, we show on many oc-
casions that we are not always equal tc
those whom we despise.

Our Tchiglit are sedentary from thE
month of October to the month of May
nomads for the rest of the year. Thei
whole life is divided between hunting
fishing and seeking for fur-bearing ani
mals, whose skins they exchange at th
Hudson Bay Company's posts. Whei
the sun, reappearing on the horizon
begins to climb towards the zenith an(

to make its kindly warmth felt, the
Esquimaux undertake their first jour-
neys towards Forts MacPherson and
Anderson, * to exchange the peltries
collected during winter for tobacco,
beads, ammunition for hunting, and
cheap hardware, such as files, steels for
striking fire, kettles, knives, marten
traps, etc. Richardson says that the
trade with the Esquimaux of the Mac-
kenzie dates only from i849. Previous
to that time an attempt to trade cost
Mr. Livingston, an officer of the Hud-
son Bay Company, and his people their
lives. They were massacred by the
Esquimaux on an islet, at the mouth of
the Mackenzie. We know how Frank-
lin, Richardson, Pullen and Hooper
were received by the same Tchiglit.
They owed their safety only to their
numbers and fire-arms, with which,
however, they only threatened the Es-
quimaux.

Up till this time, the trade between
this tribe and the Hudson Bay Com-
pany has been conducted without quar-
rels or bloodshed, but not without
threats and attempts on the part of
these turbulent and tricky natives.
All the prudence and coolness of the
British traders were needed to obtain
this result. Before 1849, the Tchiglit
traded in the south with the Dindjié or
Loucheux, and the Nné-la-go/liné or
Hares, " from the end of the world," a
Dènè tribe. Exchanges were made
with the first at Point Separation,-that
is, at the head of the delta of the Mac-
kenzie, -with the second at the site on
which Fort Anderson was built in

1859.
In the west, the Tchiglit communi-

cated with their nearest neighbors, the

; Tareor-méut, and the inhabitants of

r Akilinerk, who exchanged with them
tobacco, pipes, blue and white beads,

- and large iron kettles, which they re-
ceived directly from the tribes traffick-

n The latter post no longer exists. It was
ahandoned by the Hudson Bay Company in

d 186 6 .
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ing with the Russians of Naterovik. snow which covered the ice to the depthThese exchanges were usually made on of four or five inches, rough blocks inBarter Island, situated in 144° W. long. shape a more or less regular trapezoid.from Greenwich. From thence goods, They placed these on a spot on thethe produce of Europe, and which surface of the ice, and around the wholemust have crossed over all Asia, by the of the circumference marking the di-agency of the Tchukschit of Kamtchat- mensions of the future house. When aka, of the Akilinermeut and of the first tier was laid, a second was super-Tchiglit, reached the tribes of the posed, then a third, which were turnedCopper Mine River, Melville Peninsula, like a snail-shell. At the same timeand the Polar Islands. water was thrown into the intersticesIn these commercial wanderings our of the blocks of snow to serveTchiglit, it must be acknowledged, as mortar. Better cement could nothave but poor arrangements for a be seen, because the water freez-march. Their snow-shoes are so ing instantly and saturating the sidesheavy and clumsy that they prefer not of the vault as fast as it was built,to use them, which makes theirjourney changed the snow into ice and made ofvery painful. Their traineaux, like all these wedges a solid whole, perfectlythose of the Northern Asiatics and air-tight. In less than two hours theRussians, are mounted on runners, house was finished ; a last wedge, awhich sink in the snow, scooping out veritable key-stone, consolidated thedeep ruts, which tire out the dogs. As snail-shell and ended the work. Wethey are destitute of steel runners, the were then possessors of a small crystalEsquimaux are obliged to supply the palace, shaped like a beehive and thewant by forming a covering of mud size of a beaver lodge. It was floodedand ice the whole length of the run- with water, then covered again withners; but as this covering is worn out snow ; lastly, with three blows of theby the friction, it becomes necessary to cutlass (isavi ratsiark), one of the Es-unload the traineau several times a quimaux cut an entrance into it, whichday, to turn it over and make a new might be two feet high, just spacecovering, by pouring on water, which, enough to slip in by crawling on thefreezing instantly, becomes ice. To belly. This door was furnished on theprocure this liquid, which serves instead windward side with a low semi-circularof steel, they must, with the help mere- wall to protec- it from the cold ; on thely of an ox horn mounted on a long opposite side, another wall supported,pole (loron) for a handle, dig through a along with the first, a sort of pentcrust of ice several feet thick-a long house ; the whole was of hard snow,and painful operation. In place of turned into ice by the water. In thiscamping on the shore or in the woods way cur bedroom was prepared. Theywben on their journey, they prefer to then carried into the hut reindeer andspend two or three hours making a hut white bear robes, the lamp and provi-of hardened snow (apun iglu), in which sions ; all the useless baggage was leftnatural heat alone, added to that from outside ; then each one wormed hisa smoky lamp, must suffice. Our way inside, I last. The block whichTchiglit proceed in the following man- had been cut out to open a door in thener to construct their huts. I have lodge was replaced in the opening ; ittaken the liberty of transcribing a pas- was sprinkled with water and "e weresage from my journal of 1865 : thus imprisoned and absolutely cut offiy the help of a long cutlass with from all communication with the outervhich they are always armed, two of air. At the very first I shivered as if Ithem cut on the river, in the hardened were outside, but soon the air of this
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apartment of such narrow proportions, reserved for a bed (kragva/uk).
becoming heated by our breath, our simply a platform of beaten snow,
natural warmth and the heat of the a foot above the floor of the hut,
lamp, I began to sweat, and that so is nothing but the ice of the An

copiously, that I was obliged to river, fine or ten feet thick.
take off, as they did, all superfluous platform robes, warm furs of the
Clothing. I even thought I was about bear (nannuk) and of the re
to suffocate from want of air. I loudly (luklu) are stretched, to serve a
demanded fresh air, at which the for clothes and blankets. The
Esquimaux laughed heartily. In a short space between the entrance ai
time the heat rose to such a point, in platform is divided into three po
this snow hut turned into a hot house, to the rigbt of the door anotbe
that the walls began to sweat like the platform of snow receives a black

windows of an overheated room,and were hollowed out of serpentine or

entirely transformed into crystalline ice, ton, a foot and a-half long by
through which we saw the light of the wide, in shape like a small barr

moon as through polished windows. is the lamp (krolerk), which remin
What is the internal arrangement of of the Provençal ka/én, borrowe

our crystal palace ? the Greeks. In 820 latitud

Three-fourths of the circular space Greenland Esquimaux cali thi,

included under this dome of snow are amp kolluk; those of Hudson

FAC SIMILE OF ESQUIMAUX DRAWING.

I take the above drawing from a box in my
possession received from the Esquimaux of the
Anderson. The subject is traced on it in red
and black characters, as silhouettes. it will be
noticed that the principal personage of the scene
is larger than the others, as in Egyptian and
Greek paintings and bas reliefs, copied by tbe
painters and sculptors of the Middle Ages.

The subject of the drawing, .which is without
perspective, is multiple.

At the upper part, an Esquimaux, standing in
the bow of his umniak, managed by three vo-
men,is harpooning a white whale which has
been once already harpooned. The lines and

It is
raised
which
derson
On this

white
indeer
t once
vacant
nd the
-tions ;
r small
stone,
ersan-
a foot
ge. It
ds one
d from
e, the

same
Bay, at

bladders can be seen floating behind the ce-
tacea.

Lower down, another Esquimaux, seated in
his krayak, is pursuing a wounded porpoise,
which exhales with its blood its last sigh. At
the same time, he is towing three others, which
he has fastened togetber, and which have turned
over in tbe water, belly upward.

Finally, on the lower plane, a third Esqui-
maux is firing an arrow at a reindeer.

The general delineation of these figures, the
position of the men and the form of the animals,
are pretty correct. There is not a Dènè or Dind-
jié Redskin capable of making such a drawing.

1 
a
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Churchill, call it kullek. Have not these
four words the same root, and do they
not show the same origin ?

To the left of the entrance was an-
other snow platform, which held a vase
for a very different use. The thought
that our bed-room, already so limited
and so ill supplied with an air fit to
breathe, was about to become a cess-
pool, after having been a smoking-room
and kitchen, was sufficient of itself to
sicken me. But what could I do?

Above the stone lamp a small rod
was thrust into the brittle side of our
palace; on this rod pieces of rancid
whale's fat were hung ; four or five
wicks made of moss, arranged in one
of the sides of the lamp, were saturated
with fish oil and lighted. The heat of
the flame gradually melted the whale
fat above it ; the fat began to drop into
the small serpentine basin in the shape,
of oil or of liquid grease, and main-
tained the flame of the wicks, so that
there never was more oil in the lamp
than was necessary to keep up the:
flame, and that always melted enough
of the fat to prevent it from being ex-
tinguished for want of oil. It is thus,
by this simple and ingenious combina-
tion, the Esquimaux manage to keep

GROUND PLAN OF AN IGLO-RIYOARK OR SNOW
HUT, SERVING AS A CAMP ON A JOURNEY.

up a perpetual fire without attention,
provided they take care to replace the
moss wicks when they are consumed,
and to hang up other pieces of fat on
the rod when the old have become dry.

Civilized man as I am, I could not
help acknowledging to these poor
savages the admiration I felt for their
ingenuity, at the same time thanking

TRANSVERSE SECTION OF AN IGLO-RIYOARK OR SNOW HUT, SERVING AS A CAMP ON
A JOURNEY.

(A). Frozen bed of the rivers or sea. (E). Kraa, shed of hard snow, to protect the(B). Krayvtark, arch of hard snow,showing the entrance.
blocks, or wedges of snow (killuk). (F). Tchukkak, outer wall, or wind-fence.

(C). Saw, shelving bed or outer covering ofsoft (G). Krgvaluk, bed, or platform of beatensnow (anniyo). snow.
D). Pa, entrance to the hut n (11). Krolém-inné, or place for the lamp, to the

of a snow door (upkark) t, cosed by means right ; Krorvim-inné, or place for the vase, toof asno dor (ukuak).the left.
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God, who created the mind of man,
and gave him power to face and over-
corne the powers of nature, however
terrible, and however apparently op-
posed they might be to his existence.

In Greenland, the Esquimaux use
amiant or asbestos wicks for their

lamps; at sea, when moss is wanting,
our Esquimaux make use of skin wicks.
This lamp was the only fire by which

we could heat ourselves or cook our

Supper. This is the practice in ail
Esquimaux huts.

Ail snow is not suitable for building
the zg/o-riyoark, that used being the fro-
zen and hardened snow, which only
forms in the middle of winter, in conse-
quence of the intense cold, and especial-

ly of the violent winds, which heap it
up and give it the consistency of blocks
of sand. The thickness of this snow
varies from two inches to half a foot.
Between this crust (called killuk by the
Esquimaux, kollu, ollu, by the Dènès)
and the ground, a granulated snow

(natatkronark) is found, which is

crystallized and has the appearance of

sait. This is the most useful for cook-
ing, because being already changed
into crystals of ice. it yields much
more water than soft snow (annyo).

Inthemonthof June,whentheiceberg
have left the estuaries of our rivers, th
Tchiglit again go to Forts MacPherson
and Anderson, but by water. Thg
men go in their light krayaïl (krayak ii
the singular) made of porpoise skins
stretched on hoops, which are toi
well known to need description. Th
women, old men and children tak
their places in the vessels, also of skir
which they call umiaït (in the singula
umiak), and which the Russians hav
named baïdarka. They serve for whal
fishing.

The krayak is used for hunting tl

mink, muskrat or ondatra, seal

porpoise. The Esquimaux kill the,
animals with javelins (kapotchin) wil
shifting points, which differ accordir
to the size and shape of the anima

They hunt the reindeer (tuktu) and the
musk ox(umimmark) by means of barbed
arrows, of which they have a great
variety. It is only lately they have
adopted the flint musket. From the
middle of June to the middle of July
the Tchiglit take to the fishing of

herring, white fish and the Inconnu

or salmon, in the innumerable channels
of the Mackenzie. They preserve the

fish they do not consume, either by

exposing them to the smoke of a

small fire, or by putting them in pickle

in leather bottles full of porpoise oil,

which they hang on trees. The

smell which comes from these vessels,

when the Esquimaux open them to

test their contents, is inconceivable.
Yet, it seemed to me that these fish,
raw and red from fermentation, must be

admirable food, so greedily are they

devoured by the Tchiglit.
Reindeer hunting follows and ac-

companies fishing. It takes place
from July into August, when these
animals arrive on the shores of the
Glacial Sea. It is followed by por-
poise hunting, which goes on during
the whole of August, on the sea at the
mouth of the Mackenzie, Natowdja
and Anderson rivers. The Tchiglit
families, long scattered in the pursuit

e of fishing, are then reunited in their
summer villages, which consist of
wooden houses (iglu); they remain

n there till October. At this period
only, their winter provisions having

o been collected, they think of putting

e up huts for winter, which compels
e them to leave the desolate shores of

i, the ocean, to penetrate to a greater or

Lr less distance into the estuaries of the

e rivers already mentioned.
e In the absence of forests, this cold

country abounds with drift wood (chia-
le mole) with which the streams cover the

or Glacial Sea in prodigious quantities,
se and which the ocean currents carry to
th a great distance from the continent.
ig This wood, an invaluable resource for
tl. the poor Esquimaux, supplies them
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with the fuel with which they warm my head another oil skin, which closedthemselves in the summer, with which an inclined trap at the inner extremitythey cook their food, build their boats, of the burrow, the upper part of mymake their arms, utensils, and espe- body emerged into the interior of thecially their houses,-for these buildings Esquimaux house, shining with themust not be confounded with the snow light. What emanations-powers celes-huts of which I have first spoken. tial !-assailed me at once ! I thoughtDuring their summer wanderings, they I would be knocked back into the darklive under conical tents (/upperk) made hole through which I had crawled onof reindeer skin, closed at the top, and all fours. There was a compound offurnished almost like an zglo-r-iyoark. all perfumes : there could be smelledI close this long chapter with the sweat, grease, rancid fat, the smoke ofdescription of a winter house, that of whale oil, the fœtid breath of the occu-my host of 1865. pants, the fumes of tobacco, the steamThese houses (iglu), collected into of the kettle, and the odor of manyhamlets or villages, resemble on the other things. It was still worse thanoutside circular hillocks or large hay- in the ice huts, which I had the conso-cocks, covered with snow. They are lation of perforating during the night,sometimes placed on the ice itself, but to inhale the fresh air through a smallusually they are placed with their backs hole. No matter, I found myself into a hill of a friable nature, which the the presence of my hosts ; the duty ofEsquimaux partly dig, so that the iglIu acknowledging the hospitalities whichmay be half subterranean and half above I was receiving, and charity itself, con-ground. At the top is framed a piece strained me not to vex them, and toof ice, square and very clear, through conceal my disgust, so as to appearwhich the light of day penetrates. charmed. I placed my hands on theEach house has in front a long, narrow greasy edge of the trap (kratark), andand somewhat curved passage, which raising my feet to the level of the floor,is built with large blocks of ice, placed with one bound I was in the house.on the surface and covered with other Four fir logs, planted rectangularlyblocks, like dolmans, or Druidical re- in the ground, and fastened above bymains. It is really a burrow of fifteen to other trees of smaller dimensions placedtwenty feet long by two and a half feet crosswise, formed a sort of scaffolding ;high, intended to preserve the habita- that was the framework of the house.tion from all contact with external air. Planks roughly squared with the axeWith this end it occupies a lower level and placed on this cage formed thethan that of the iglIu, because cold air ceiling of the apartment, in the centredoes not ascend, and the upper part, of which the block of ice which I hadon the contrary, retains the heated and seen from the outside was framed andlighter air. A single piece of sealskin cemented with moss and with snowforms the outer covering of this ice sprinkled with water. The walls of thepassage, which is scarcely distinguish- house were formed of pieces of woodable from the surrounding surface, and resting obliquelv against each of thestrongly recalls the mysterious Druid- four faces of the framework. Their in-ical galleries to be seen in Brittany. I terstices were filled with moss and snow,will long remember the singular im- also packed and sprinkled with water.pressions which I felt on the first occa- The space left in the middle (A), be-sion in these black and oily holes. tween the four trees serving as pillarsThe odor breathed in them is far for the edifice, was furnished with afron ambrosial, but I smell something flooring like the ceiling. Besides these,else when, half rising and lifting with deals, squared with the axe, were placed
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TRANSVERSE SECTION AND GROUND PLAN OF ESQUIMAUX WINTER HOUSE.

round the wall and formed a wainscot Nullumallok's hut, in which I lived,
about three feet high. Opposite to 1 had only one chamber or alcove placed
and on each side of the trap or kratark at the inner end, facing the door, but
(B) which served as an inner door to the the others had each three alcoves, as
building and opened into the kranita/ marked above.
or corridor (C), are the chambers or In these ingenious as well as com-
krein-gork (D), entirely occupied by as fortable houses, it is astonishing that
many platforms or divans (fglerklit) (E), there should be no fireplaces. They
which were used equally for seats, tables cannot be în countries where there are
and beds for one or two families. no trees. The locality in which we
These alcoves are naturally formed by found ourselves formed an exception.
the inclination of the sides (F) from the But it was an autumn camp which my
body of the framework, between the entertainers had the laziness to aban-
ceiling and the roof (iralerk) (G), to don in winter. The flame of the lamp,
the floor. An outer coating of earth or kro/eïl, took the place of the absent
and watered snow (H) completes this fireplace. In these houses there are as
ingenious building, into whose con- many lamps as there are families.
struction not a nail or bolt enters, and There were, therefore, two in the house
which has almost the form of a church, which I occupied ; I have already de-
with its nave, choir and transept. The scribed them, and the ingenious process
cut gives a longitudinal section and for supplying them and keeping them
ground plan of one of these Esquimaux continually burning night and day.
winter houses. Their place is at the foot of each of the
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posts sustaining the building. They
are kept as near the floor as possible, on
a double row of stakes. Above is
placed a sort of grating (paner/siwik),
on which are placed articles intended
to be heated or thawed, as well as the
food to be cooked. Let any one ima-
gine the aroma of the meat roasted at
the smoky flame of a lamp fœtid beyond
expression, with no opening by which
the black smoke can escape ! This is
the sole light by which these burrows
are illuminated during the long nights
of winter. It is the only stove which
warms them at all seasons, stinmer ex-
cepted.

However difficult may be the belief,
these houses have a degree of comfort
which might be sought for in vain in
the tents of the Redskins. The Esqui-
maux undoubtedly suffer much less than
their neighbors, the Dênès and the
Dindjiés. The temperature of their
habitations, although destitute of fire,
is always maintained at from 5° to 150
centigrade. Besides, thev are furnished
with an infinity of small articles, uten-
sils and tools, hanging on the walls;
quivers, bows, pipes, furs, clothing,
satchels ornamented with bears' claws,
belts of wolf or fox skin and nooses for
catching hares, made of whalebone.
On the floor lie scattered about boules
of the skin of the white whale (krorlor-
atk) for holding water, the broad shovel
(pwalérén) with which, at the beginning
of building, the women clear the snow
from the ground, wooden plates, deep
dishes sewn with whalebone, women's
knives (ulualuk), like knives for mincing
meat.

In each alcove, or krein-gork, the
place for the married men is at one of
the lateral extremities. As there are
usually two couples in each alcove, the
men place themselves at each extremity.
The woman comes next, beside her
lamp, and the children or visitors oc-
cupy the centre, sleeping usually in the
different direction from the married
people-that is, their heads towards the

inside of the alcove and feet on the
edge of the divan, whilst the masters
of the house place their head on the
edge of the bed and turn their feet to-
wards the outer wall of the apartment.

In the pillow of every male Esqui-
maux, even if only seven or eight years
old, is thrust a knife (/savira/siarkf.
This weapon accompanies the Esqui-
maux everywhere ; he does not take a
step out of his house without it. It is
his indispensable vade mecum, which
takes the place of the axe of the Red-
skins. With this knife he eats, cuts
up the animals he has killed in hunting,
builds his snow hut on a journey, de-
fends himself from his enemies, and
avenges himself on those who insult
him. The travira/sark is everything
in his eyes, so that he never lets it go,
and frequently supplies himself with
several. I noticed once in the hand
of an Esquimaux a beautiful hunting
knife obtained from an American
whaler. I took it out of his hand to
examine it more easily. The Esqui-
maux made no difficulty about letting
me have it, and allowed me to examine
it at leisure, but that he might not be
defenceless he rapidly put his hand
into his right boot, in Chinese fashion,
and drew out a second knife. Surpis-
ed at this distrustful proceeding, and
wishing to ascertain with how many
weapons the man was supplied, I
took the second knife, without re-
turning the first. The Esquimaux was
surprised, but gave up the weapon and
plunged his hand immediately into his
left boot, from which he drew a third
knife. I took that, also, from him,
persuaded that now I had succeeded in
completely disarming him. Nothing
of the sort. In the twinkling of an
eye he had a fourth from the nape of
his neck and stood on the defensive.
I smiled at his chimerical fear and sus-
picion and returned to my man the
other three knives.

The Esquimaux make their own
weapons, as well as the articles and
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utensils they use. Till now they have
borrowed from the whites only the raw
material, the metals. Their skill in
forging and working in iron and cop-
per is only surpassed by the dexterity
with which they fashion, sculpture and
polish moose and mammoth ivory. I
have seen among them knife and tool
handles, carved marline-spikes, arrow

heads, sewing implements, needle
cases, boxes, ear-rings, labrets or lip
ornaments, belt buckles, fish hooks,
made entirely of ivory, and in a style
which would do honor to a skilful
European workman. Their knives are
often two-edged, with a blade from six
to sixteen inches long, and in shapes as
varied as they are curious.

TREASURE SEEKERS.

Eagerly the eyes flash in rosy, wind-touched faces,
Underneath the beeches;

Little fingers deftly sweep the leaves from hollow places;
Joyful laughter reaches

One who stands and watches them, behind the curtain fold,
And says, "You'd think these children were hunting after gold."

We are old and wise now, and smile to see their pleasure-
Smile to hear their laughter;

But we too were children once, and beechnuts were a treasure
Worth the seeking after.

Yes, we're wise, but so are they, although they're not so old,-
I wonder what they think of all our hunting after gold.

JANE SMITH.
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Great and gifted men, who almost
suffer the pangs of want, and die
neglected and broken-hearted, are
often, long years after, paid the tender
tribute of praise and tears by loving
and admiring hearts. When disap-
pointment and unhappiness cannot
vex, nor success elate, the recognition
and honor is tendered for which they
longed and labored, but died without
attaining.

While they bravely struggled to
surmount the difficulties that beset and
obstruct the path of ambition, the
world remained cold and distant. It
reached out no helping hand, nor
offered any word of cheer or comfort
to the noble spirits battling with the
Tiber tide. But while they suffered
all the pangs which unrewarded and
unnoticed merit endures, detraction
belittled their labors and envy blackened
their character and ruined their career.

But after their aching heads were
laid low, when their mighty minds had
ceased to labor, and their proud hearts
were beaten and bruised to death in
the terrible conflict in which they
conquered and were conquered; when
they had achieved victory from posterity,
and were beyond the hearing of earth's
censure or applause, multitudes of
admirers emerged from obscurity, and
over their senseless ashes erected
marble memorials and inscribed upon
them mocking epitaphs.

It is sad to think of the great gifts
of many, so little appreciated before
death, so poorly paid for in their first
fruits of recognition ; and the heart
goes out in strong and tender sympathy
to the poor ambitious unfortunates,

now be comforted by the world's appre-
ciation.

It is an old, old story, that has been
repeating itself from the time when
Homer begged his way through the
seven cities which now contend for the
honor of baving been his birthplace, to
the present day.

We blame the world greatly, and
not without cause charge it with
heartlessness, envy,malice and unchari-
tableness. But the world is not so
guilty as it seems.

This neglect of the great and gifted
is a curious custom of humanity, but
its existence can be easily accounted
for.

It is not because the world does not
admire greatness, but because the
world, which is at best no wiser than
it should be, does not wish to appear
to posterity as deficient in taste or
judgment, and experiences considerable
difficulty in anticipating the verdict of
futurity.

The world is willing to encourage
honest merit, but honest merit has
many counterfeits, and the world is
seldom able to distinguish the genuine
from the spurious article, during the
life of its unfortunate possessor.

The world is seldom well satisfied
that a literary or artistic aspirant
deserves success, until his death has
removed all occasion to judge his
perf'ormance from any other than a
neutral and an unbiased standpoint.
It reasons in a circle which leads to
the no-conclusion of silence and
neglect on the part of the world, and
to discouragement and starvation on
the part of the aspirant for its recogni-

whose gifts are now so widely and tion and applause.
heartily acknowledged, but who cannot The world, moreover, is aware that
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it has made mistakes. It has lionized
men whom it thought great and gifted
in one generation, and laughed at its
folly in the next. It has derided and
starved men of genius while they lived,
and wept for its blindness and heartless-
ness when they were dead.

The world is, therefore, cautious.
" AIl that glitters is not gold,"

but we may not always be able to re-
cognize the precious metal. The world
does the best it can, but it rarely dis-
tinguishes itself by doing anything re-
markably wise. It dislikes to make
mistakes, but cannot help making them
continually.

Even among those who are acknow-
ledged to be great and gifted, there is
great diversity of opinion in regard to
new aspirants for literary or artistic
fame. Genius does not seem to recog-
mize genius so readily as one would
suppose. It has sneered at the preten-
sions of a Dickens within my own re-
collection, and the world cannot be
greatly blamed for doing the same
thing.

There is, however, one mistake the
great and gifted man never makes. He
never doubts that he is great and
gifted. The shallow-brained perpe-
trator of platitudes is also just as confi-
dent that he has genius, and never dis-
covers his error. The world is some-
times of his opinion, and flatters, files
and honors him while he lives, but
when he dies, discovers its mistake,
and straightway shelves him in obliv-
ion.

The great and gifted man may con-
sole himself, if he can, while his gar-
ments grow thin and threadbare, and
his appetite is unappeased, with the re-
flection that the world will sometime
acknowledge his gifts and honor his
memory. But this sort of consolation is
not very comforting. If the great and

gifted could listen to some of the
speeches that will be made, or partake
of some of the banquets that will be
given, or pawn the mausoleum that will
be erected in his honor, the consolation
would be much more substantial and
satisfactory.

It should be borne in mind also that
your great and gifted man has faults in
common with ordinary humanity-only,
unfortunately, they are frequently more
glaring; and if his peculiar claim of
special privileges be admitted, and es-
pecially if prematurely, he may put in
no end of appearances and make no
limit of demand ; he may become a
capacious sponge, a non-payer of debts,
or a borrower of money, such as La-
martine, Dumas and Webster, or Edgar
A. Poe, and divers others,-unhappy
and make-shift geniuses.

Now the world does not like to be
annoyed in this manner. It is willing
to pay for amusement and instruction,
but dislikes to pay too great a price, or
to pay more than once for the same
thing. It has no faith in renewed and
irregular contributions.

But after death the case is altogether
different. The world understands that
it owes a debt to genius, and it is gen-
erally willing to pay. It owes genius
a mausoleum. That purchased, paid
for and erected, the appreciative world
supposes the debt to be liquidated, ex-
cept with respect to annual festivities,
speeches, dinners, toasts, poems and
parades, and it has no fear of another
mausoleum being demanded.

But this does not, after all, signify
any special degree of generosity or dis-
interested gratitude ; for the world, and
not the great and gifted dead, admires
the mausoleum, and the world, and not
the departed, eats the dinners and
drinks the toasts.

J. O. MADISON.
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LIFE IN GLENSHIE.

BEING THE RECOLLECTIONS OF ELIZABETH RAY, SCHOOL-TEACHER.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "MY YOUNG MASTER," ETC.

CHAPTER XVIII.

"The one great rule on which I acted still,
To wit that I should work my own desire
And do in all things after mine own will."

THOMPSON.

When the children adopted me as
the teacher of their choice, the parents
took me into their hearts, and I was as
happy as they could make me. I liked
them all extremely. Their ways, their
customs and opinions were as new to
me as I was to them. I often fancied
to myself that life in Glenshie was as
interesting as Walter Scott's novels,-
with this delightful difference, that I
was seeing instead of reading. Seeing
the incidents before one's eyes ought to
be of more absorbing interest than wait-
ing until they were gathered, dried and
pressed into books.

Mrs. Morrison, except for vicious
attempts to throw doubts on Revela-
tion, and her habit of ransacking
heaven and the regions under the earth
for sacred names to make free with,
or terrible ones to dare, in her familiar
use of the dreadful words that describe
eternal condemnation, was both kind
and thoughtful. She had read a great
deal, and seen a great deal of the
wide world besides. I often won-
dered at the fact of meeting a coun-
trywoman of my own so completely
amalgamated into Scottish life as Mrs.
Morrison was. She spoke Gaelic as
well as her husband ; it was always the
home-language with the children,-in
fact, she seemed most of the time to
forget that she had ever drawn breath on
the green island. I said to her one day:

" It seems so strange to me that
you are an Irishwoman! How did it
ever come about ?"

" My own self-will brought it about,"
said Mrs. Morrison in a reflective
way, feeling ber chin as if she were
stroking the beard that was not there.
"I suppose you would hardly think I
had ever been countedgood-looking ?-
I was then, though my good looks died
away long ago. When I was seventeen,
the boys used to talk about my beauty
as if it was something wonderful. I
was counted the best figure, the best
dancer, and the most fearless rider in
the country round. My people were
farmers,-I think I told you that before;
but I didn't tell you of the uncle that
spoiled me with his loving flattery. He
was a great reader, and so was I. He
taught me to think so much of Rous-
seau,-I read novels and nothing else,
and lived in a world of my own. I was
spoiled, if ever any one was ; went
where I liked ; dressed as I liked; was
at every dance in the country round, and
was called the belle of the county.
Sometimes my mother would advise,-
but she was a weakly, timid woman, and
Uncle put ber down with, 'The girl
shall have ber own way. She'll ride in
ber carriage and four yet. She's a wife
for the best lord in the land.'

"I met Hugh at a ball, at many a ball,
and well I knew, by the signs and tokens,
that he worshipped the ground I walked
on, though he never said a word to me.
If his tongue was silent his eyes said
enough. Well, I took the small-pox,
and lost the clear red and white that
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made my face look pretty. You did I often wondered what was in the
not notice it ? Well vou would if you little dark, silent Highlander to win

ties with a more than usually martial poor, or sorrowiui, or torsaken the
stride to cover her foolishness in talk- wonders he was able to perform ; what
ing of the past. he was able to endure, till men asked

looked close, but I know the marks did the love of this strong-minded woman.
wear away a good deal. When I got The question had to go unanswered,
up Out of bed, he was, I found, the only like many a problem of human life.
true lover I had. He was only a ser- About this time a Mr. McLachlan,
geant in a Highland regiment, and my from Scotland all the way, preached in
people were neither to hold nor to bind the church at the Corners, both in
when they knew I cast an eye of favor Gaelic and English. He was only a
on him. I pleased myself all my life, passing minister, and stopped to preach
and the heart that was true was the on his way to somewhere else.
heart for my money. He did not like I never heard a sermon before that
to ask me to leave a hot and full home time like that sermon, and very few
to follow a soldier over the world, but since. Whether he was the greatest of
I told him no other man born would preachers, or my heart was more pre-
ever put a ring on me. We ran off to- pared, I do not know. One thing I
gether,-faith, they said it was I ran off do know, it tore off my covering of
with him,-I've followed him over the self-complacency for ever.
world and I never rued it; I'd do it all His text was, " Ye are dead and
over again to-morrow. My friends your life is hid with Christ in God."
wanted to forgive me and be reconciled He spoke of people who were dead in
to me,-I was an only daughter, you see; trespasses and sins, an awful present
but they had flouted at him and his death-a death to all that was great
country, and I wouldn't be reconciled, and godlike, leading down to an eter-
nor take their forgiveness. I ran past nal death. A dead soul is without God
m'ny uncle, and him standing with his in the world, for God is not a God of
arms open for me,-that's all I'm sorry the dead, but of the living. It was
for to-day." awful to listen and hear these truths

" Do you never write to your people brought so near and made so plain.
at al ?" I asked. Then he spoke of another class of

"No; I did as your Bible recom- dead people who had died to sin, and
mends--I forgot my father's house received from God a strange new life-
and my own people, and followed the not entrusted to their own weak keep-
fortunes of war with my husband. ing, as Adam's was, but laid up with
Mary was born in Gibraltar, after we Christ, safe in a bank that never breaks,
came home from Burmah. Neil was safe in the eternal fatherhood of God
born in Guernsey. When he was dis- -a life given to us as a free gift, a
charged, after he lost his health, we life so precious that the gold of all the
lived with his father and mother in the universe, the gems of all the crowns
Highlands for awhile. When we came that ever sparkled in earthly sunlight,
here we brought the old people with could not be mentioned as a price-a

us. The old man has been dead this life bought with blood and anchored
many a year, but the old woman's alive safely within the vail. He described
and hearty, and long may she be. And also the blessedness and the safety of
that's about all, and I'm a confounded the man who had the hidden life-how
foot for raking it up." And Mrs. all woes and sorrows, every blow aimed
Morrison smoothed down her blue at him by circumstances, fell outside of
Wooller apron and went about her du- him; the impossibility of him being
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him in astonishment where his strength on the road, who jumped up behindlay, but it was hidden where his life for a ride, and then jumped down towas-with Christ in God. open the gate.
I knew all this before-not so fully Half way down the lane grew my fa-or so eloquently told, perhaps-but I vorite big elm tree. It was such an elm

knew it. The glorious privileges of as would have been written about had itthose inside of the Ark, the unspeakable grown in the old countrv. It would take
desolation of those outside, he made Scripture terms to describe fitly itsplain; but the sermon ended before I vigor and the spread of its mightycould understand as plainly how the branches. The feathery lightness anddead in sin might cross over to the grace of every spray, showing in reliefranks of the dead to sin. I could have against the clear sky, only a poet couldcried when he said Amen. I felt ear- do justice to.
nest enough to stop the minister on " Under that great elm is a favoritehis way from the pulpit to ask how I resting-place of mine when the day's
might get that hidden life. work wearies me," I said to Walter.

I came home so slowly that when I " We will stop here, then," said Wal-
turned into the green lane I was alone. ter ; it is just the place for what I have
I stopped under the elm tree. No one to tell you."
was near. I fell on my knees to call Little Donald Morrison, who wasupon God, but I could not pray; my hanging on behind, dropped off andwords fell back on me. Everything ran away home, leaving us alone. Theseemed unreal. I fancied a mocking Morrison children are wonderfully nicevoice said, " Call now if there be any in their ways, never intrusive or ill-
that will answer thee !" bred, but full of bashful Highland

I was about closing school one even- courtesy. When he was gone I turned
ing some days after this, when Walter to Walter, who was looking up through
came in. the branches of the big elm, and said,I was so glad to see him ! He sat " Well ? "
down till I dismissed the scholars, and He turned to me, " Elizabeth, I have
then I said : found peace in believing."

" What brings you here to-day ? It I am sorry to confess it, but my
is a lucky chance, whatever it is." first feeling was pain--" Walter is taken

" I had business for Mr. Ramsay and I am left."
over at Badenoch, and I ran up from " You know what this means ?" saidthe Corners to see you," he said. Walter. " You too have professed

I looked at Walter, I heard a change Christ, Elizabeth."
in his voice, and I saw a change in his "Tell me about it, Walter," I said.
face. I took alarm and said quickly, I could not say to my brother, so beau-
" Is anything wrong, Walter, that you tiful in his happiness, that my profes-
look so strange ?" sion had brought me to be on better" Do I look strange ? No; no- terms with myself for awhile ; that itthing is wrong. I hope what was had not brought me to the peace thatwrong is put right. Come with me flows like a river, and now I was con-and I will drive you home ; I have not vinced that it was an empty profession.
time to linger." "I have been troubled in my mind

I put on my hat, a broad-leafed, ever since I heard Minister McGillivrayhome-made article, a present from one preach first," said Walter. "I was inof my scholars, and got into the buggy great trouble after hearing him preachwith him. on ' What shall it profit a man if he gainWe overtook little Donald Morrison the whole world and lose his own soul ?'
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I could not get rid of the words. One A silence fell between us for a while;
day some fellows were in the store chaf- then he said :
fing with Mr. Ramsay. They accused " It will not make any difference be-
him of being proud. One said, 'You tween you and me, Elizabeth ? "
feel as big as if you owned all crea- " No, my darling," I answered
tion and had collected your rents.' " nothing, not even death, shall part
'I expect to own a good bit of it before you and me."

I die,' said Mr. Ramsay, laughing in " I have entered a road where there

that self-satisfied way of his. ' It is no turning back. Pray for me that I

will be but a little bit you'll ever own may go straight on, not turning to the

of it, though you should wear away your right hand or the left," said Walter

Soul scrapingittogether,' saidthe other.' earnestly. "I will leave you here now;

" I thought of that ail night, 'It will I do not care to go up to Morrison's,
be a little bit you'll ever own if you wear and I must hasten home."

away your soul for it.' AIl that I could So saying he left me, and I sat for along

get or hold of this world began to look timeunder the tree thinking. Therehad

SO small, and my soul so precious. fallen a great blessedness on Walter I

I heard another sermon from Mr. knew. Ididnotfeelashefelt. Ifeared,
McGillivray on ' Follow me.' While oh! so much, lest any separation should
he was preaching I felt my heart go i cause us to drift apart. Whatever pri-

out after Christ, I felt aIl my soul going vate thoughts I had, school was to be

into a consent to follow Him, and I am taught, and it was necessary to forget

happy. I was so happy that I asked for my thoughts, or seem to do so, in order

time the next day and went over to the to make myself agreeable to the ruling

mlinister's to tell him. Mr. Ramsay power at Morrison's afterwards. There

gave it grudgingly enough, though I was to be a Sacrament, as the country
have never asked for an hour since i people expressed it, at the Corners.

came to him before. The minister and Two ministers were to be there, and Mr.

I talked a long time, sitting by the study McLachlan was to preach once more

window, looking down towards the on that occasion. Word was sent to

Grace river, flowing along at the foot me to give it out in the school, that the

of the meadow under the elms. I children might carry home the news

have been thinking a good deal, Eliza- and warn out the people. This was on

beth. thinking this long time, and a Friday, and, as I felt very restless, I

searching the Scriptures every spare determined on Saturday to go down to

moment I had, and I knew what was Mr. Jessop's, ostensibly to see how the

the desire of my heart. I said to the sofa pillowprogressed,reallytodivert my

minister, ' See here is water, what doth mind from the strain of one thought;
hinder me to be baptized ?' He said, even Mr. Jessop's enquiries I thought

'If thou believest with ail thy heart thou would be a relief. I was made to feel

mayest.' I said, 'I believe that Jesus myself very welcome, and found the

Christ is the Son of God and my Sa- sofa-pillow progressing favorably. I
Viour.' So we went down to the river met a stranger there, a tall, blue-eyed
and he baptized me." man with fair hair, who was introduced

" Oh, Walter!" I said, " but papa to me as Mr. Ronald McAlpine, from

got you baptized before." the lower end of Badenoch. Before I

" I know, dear, but I had believed for was there long, they began to talk of

myself and I wanted to get baptized as the prayer-meetings which were being
my own act, obeying for myself Christ's held every evening in Blair-Athol, and

command. This is what I wanted to of Walter's baptism. Mrs. Jessop was
tell you." very much alarmed for fear her Richard

423
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should follow Walter's example. I did think these occasions are to a churchnot think Mr. Richard very much in like the feast of the ingathering to the
earnest about anything, he was so full Jews, a time for great gladness of
ofjestandlaughter. Henever seemedto heart.
have considered anything seriously, but Inside was Robert Jessop slowlyto be ful ofwhims and mirth-provoking wasting away, but bright with the sameideas; but the human heart is deep, and precious faith as Walter had found. Isome thoughts do not readily come to had no such assurance,despite my pro-the surface. He went away to the fession. s felt more of an orphan thatprayer-meeting after tea, despite his night than I had done since I came to
mother's rather irritable remonstrance. Canada. I do fot know how long I

He said to me, with his hand on the stood there looking away over the darkdoor, looking at bis mother, Who feit Woods towards Walter tili tears of self-baffled and vexed, " Mother feels as pity came into my eyes.
uneasy, Miss Ray, as a hen sitting on "You are very pensive, Miss Ray,"ducks, for fear of any of her brood said Mr. McAlpine behind me.taking to the water," and he disap- "Yes, 1 am a littie sad," I answered.peared amid the laughter that followed. "Walter and I are alone in the world,

Robert Jessop looked at me with his and we are so much apart."sad, earnest eyes, and said : " I have a greater reason to be sad"Youdon'tlikethesejests, Miss Ray." than you have," he answered.
There are different points of belief " I do not know how that can be "in different denominations, but the I said. " You dwell among your own

central truth stands firm-we have a people; you should be happy."
Saviour Who is able to save us from He stood silent a little, and then said,our sins." blushing like a girl, "lNo, I neyer sawI drew near to him, saying, " Have Happiness excepta glimpse of her roundyou this hidden life, Mr. Jessop ?" We a corner. I covet that happiness thatwere apart frorn the rest a little, and makes Robert Jessop aot afraid to die. Ino onebut he heard my question. suppose I will never attain it, for I forgetHe turned on me a look so glad that all about it in other things often andit transfigured his face. Do you often. And yet, though I only seek itcare? Have you an interest in these by fits and starts, I cannot be happythings ? If I did not know that my without it. 1 envy you secure people."
Redeemer liveth how could I bear to " I do not feel secure a bit, Mr. Mc-
feel my heart and flesh faint and fail ? Alpine, though I ar a member of a
I laid my hand in His who ïs my peace, church. I desire but I have not, likethe Lord my Righteousness, long ago. yourself. I am not like Robert Jessop1 wish it was really with Rich as mother or my brother, rejoicing in hope," 1fears. If he were only safe in Christ, said, sadly.
let him follow where his conscience " I have a book here that first madeleads; but see no sign of any serious me long for more than I can get outchange." of this present life," he said. He tookWhen silence fell between us I the book out of the breast-pocket ofdrifted out on the verandah and stood his coat and showed it to me. It wasat the end of it, looking down over the " The Heavenly Footman," by John
mils to the dark pine woods beyond Bunyan. He insisted on lending it tothe river. Away there in the west was me, telling me that he would call onWalter rejoicing in the Lord. He and me for it at the school as he passed.many others were to be publicly added I wondered at this man, vhom I under-to the Blair-Athol church soon. I stood from the Jessops to be quite a
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sharp and successful man of business,
keeping his religious aspirations such
a secret, and yet telling them to me, a
Perfect stranger. When I returned into
the parlor Mr. McAlpine, Amelia Mar-
Ston and Richard (now returned from
the meeting, if he had been there) got
into a discussion on doctrines, and the
length to which Christians might go in
amusements. Mrs. Jessop was away
at some household duty, the old gentle-
man was in the kitchen questioning one
of his workpeople, and I drew near to
Robert Jessop. I felt as if he could
help me. He had considered the
soul's hunger and the sufficiency of the
Living Bread more thoroughly than I
had ever done. He spoke of Jesus
with perfect love and trust, from such a
near acquaintance with him that he re-
minded me of dear Miss Borg. She
and Robert Jessop were near of kin.
The love of Christ does make '' aliens
near of kin."

" I wish I could be with you a great
deal," I said. " You could help me, I
know. I am full of doubts and fears."

" My dear Miss Ray," he answered
Solemnly, " human help can only go so
far and no farther. You must go in to
the King. Christ, you know, is set as
a King upon the holy Hill of Zion;
from Him alone will you get the secret
of the Lord, which He gives to them
that fear Him, when He shows them
His covenant."

When, at length, after family worship,
I was conducted to the glory and soli-
tude of the spare bedroom, I made a
vow that I would never give over seek-

ing till I found this assurance, and in
the comfort of this resolution I fell into
a deep, dreamless sleep.

Next morning there were large pre-
parations to take every one to the
church because it was Sacrament Sab-
bath. I think the Highlanders of Glen-
shie regard the Sacrament Sunday as
the Jews did that feast of which they
said, " That Sabbath day was an high
day." A large waggon with a span of

coal-black horses was brought to the
door.

" That will take a Methodist load,"
said Richard to me. I had never heard
the term before, and Robert explained :

" The Methodists," he said, " have
been often the pioneer preachers of the
backwoods. Those of their people who
had horses went round gathering up the
people who had none and were not able
to walk the distance. They loaded down
their teams, taking all that could pos-
sibly be packed into the waggon or
sleigh, and so the term arose. This
term, therefore, became to me a testi-
mony of how the early Methodists
helped one another to come within the
sound of the Gospel. Grand prepara-
tions of all sorts had been made before-
hand at Jessop's, so that all might be
at liberty to go to church, and also that
they might bring home with them as
many who were far from home, or
strangers in the country, as they could
gather up. This was one of the cus-
toms of Glenshie. Mr. McAlpine took
Miss Marston with him in his buggy.
Robert Jessop drove a small light car-
riage,- 1 wondered that he ventured
out at all, he looked so frail. He asked
me to ride with him, telling me that
Richard would collect such a load as he
went along that my weight might be
the identical feather that would break the
camel's back. Mr. Richard declared
his horses would draw all that could
be packed in the waggon and our horse
and buggy with ourselves besides, with-
out feeling it much of a load. Richard
felt very proud of his horses, and in-
deed they were a fine team, beautifully
matched, and went along as if a load
was no trouble to them at all. As we
drove along, Robert Jessop spoke
earnestly to me of the necessity of serv-
ing the Lord fully, of being wholly
given up and dedicated, without keep-
ing any part back, in order to secure
the greatest happiness. He said:

" A Christianity filled with ifs and
buts, doubts and fears, is a poor thing
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in life or in death. If Christianity, that I said to myseif, " must think very littie
portion that we have attained to, will of me and of ail the advantages I have
not do for us what it promises in this had, if ry experience, my whole past
life, how can we trust it for the swell- life, goes for nothing."
ings of Jordan and the Beyond ? I am I had been telling the Lord in
drawing near, as we all are, to the eter- prayer, that very morning, how utterly
nal world; what should I feel, if I only unworthy I was of the least of ail Mis
thought of Christ as a Saviour-the mercies; how needyorphaned and lone
Saviour. I lay my hand on Him-all I was, and here I was hurt that
unworthy as I am, and claim Him as Robert Jessop seemed to take me at
my Saviour, my Lord. Nothing less the saie valuation I put upon myself
than this satisfies my soul. Jesus, my in the presence of ry Maker. While
Beloved, is mine and I am His." I sank into silence and thought of

" I have always," I said, " trusted these tbings we came to the church at
God, the God of my father, and believed the Corners. Glenshie church was
in Christ,-I do not remember the time very different from Blair-Athol church,
when I did not ; but it is in a sort of a which was built like a school-house,
hereditary way. I feel no such assu- with small square windows. Glenshie
rance, no such personal trust and joy, church was very large, white and
as you describe-as Walter feels ; and lonely-looking. Not a single green
he has been but a short time seeking," tree grew near it, in this land of trees.
I added with a tone of injury in my The taîl, arched windows stretched up
voice. "In spite of my profession I as if they were standing on tip-toe to
feel as if I was separated from Walter, look into the galleries-and succeed-
as if he had gone in to join shining ing.
ranks, where you are, Mr. Jessop, and When we drove up ail the vacant
where I cannot come." place round the church and the burying-

" I do not know any plan you can ground was filled with people. On
take to get this assurance, Miss Ray, each side of the road were saddle
but to drop the righteousness you have horses, waggons, buggies, carts, and
and come to Christ anew as a sinner. every possible style of Canadian
If the covering you are wrapped in is conveyance, drawn up to the fence, to
too short and too narrow throw it away; which the horses were tied. StilI the
do not struggle to cover yourself with it people were gathering. Men on foot
any longer. Come to our Lord for a with staffs in their hands ; women carry-
new robe. Take hold of one of Mis ing their shoes; men on horseback,
golden Whosoevers-Whosoever will- with some one behind them (as I
and be brought into assurance by the had ridden into Glenshie first), some
wicket gate which stands at the head of with the wife behind and a litte one
the way.'"ý in front perched on the pommel of the

I felt a litple offended with Robert saddle. Richard Jessop as disem-
Jessop. I knew I had a want, but I barking his Methodist load, and it was
did not think I was as needy as he a wonder how he had stowed s many
seeRed to think me. 1, with rny godly into one waggon.
education, and rny struggles after God, English was to be preached in the
I needed something-I knew not what, church and Gaelic outside. The Gaelic
but not everything-a piecing out-an minister stood in a waggon, one of his
adding to-a supplying of some de- elders standing behind him holding an
ficiency, without which I could not be umbrella over his head to keep off the
cornpletely happy, but lot such a suni. The people, seated on knoll or
completechange. "Thics RoberthJ essop," tonbstone, were clustered round hir.
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We went into the church, which was CHAPTER XIX.
crowded in every part. There were
three rows of seats in the body of the It was autumn, and incessant
church. A great gallery swept horse- Piped the quails among the sheaves.
shoe fashion round three sides, and its LONGFELLOW.

seats, rising tier on tier to the ceiling, One morning, as lovely a morning as
were packed with people. I never saw ever dawned on Glenshie, I was sitting
so many people together in my life be- on the broad flat stone that lay in front
fore. This packed crowd, with hushed, of Morrison's door and served for a
attentive faces and eyes turned to the step. This stone was a favorite perch
minister (country people do look at the of mine. It was so extensive in its
minister), made me think, with a feeling broadness and flatness that it might
of awe, of all these souls that might be have served as capstone to a pyramid.
saved and could be lost. I thought the I was sitting on this stone, looking at
minister might say to himself, "Whence that part of Glenshie which was visible
shall a man find bread that these may from my perch. I cannot sufficiently
eat ?" Blessed are those ministers who admire this bright, new, fresh-looking
know Him who carries the keys of the country, which owes so much to nature
granary! and so little to art. The sky was

I expected that Walter would be cloudlessly blue and bright, the land
there, but he was not. He could not be level and rich through the wide clear-
in any corner of that great congrega- ings, with a background of forest, where
tion without my heart telling me where roundheaded, leafy maples spread their
to look for him. The sermon was on umbrage wide, mingled with the grace-
the text " And the Lord shut him in." ful droop of elms, sturdy butternut and
It was another grand effort and held stately ash ; and far off, at the limit of
me spell-bound; but it did not seem to my horizon, on a low ridge, serried
help me, except as it caused me to ranks of upward-pointing pine bristle
covet more intensely the security of up against the sky; nearer are a few
those whom the Lord shut in--His feathery hemlocks. They tell me that
people, elected according to the fore- through the haze of the beautiful In-
knowledge of God. dian summer these woods glow and burn

From the church I went home to my as if they were dyed in sunset. Down
boarding-house. No persuasion of the at the foot of the little grassy slope, onJessops was sufficient to take me home the brow of which stands the Morrison
with them. I shrank from Robert as homestead with its very extensive door-
if he were a physician who used the step, runs the Grace river, winding
probe unsparingly. along through the meadow, green with

My duties in school ran on pretty aftermath. Beyond are fields all golden
smoothly; I was queen there. The with the ripenino harvest. An old
weather was delightful, the green lane American magazine has wandered into
along which my path to school lay was this out-of-the-way place. There is a
" a thing of beauty," and a daily joy to political article in it which says, "If the
me. I tried to still the craving I felt country is tickled with a straw it laughs
by throwing myself more entirely into with a harvest." The farming here, I
my duties, striving with all my heart to think, is not tickling but scratching, yet
find pleasure in them, until the young the harvest is laughing all around.
minister came who compelled my Is there anything on earth more
thoughts to return to the same subject. beautiful than a field of ripe oats, with
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its feathery golden heads rustling richly her heels on one stone pounding someas the warm breeze ripples over it ! clothes with a flat stick on another.The broad field on the other side of the By and by all available help will go upriver looks like a sea of tossing gold. to bind after the cradles. The littleNext is a great field of wheat, its mar- children are playing about, talkingtial-looking ears standing rank on rank, Gaelic, managing the most astonishing
an exceeding great army, holding up sounds with perfect ease. I have a newtheir barbed heads as if they were pre- book on my lap ; I am not reading,pared to defend the plenty with which only pretending to read-the sights andthey are laden. They will have to sur- sounds around me I find more interest-render, however. Mr. Morrison and ing than any book. The book is aNeil are over there swinging their " Child's History of England," whichcradles and laying them low. I hear I am hoping to be able to introducethe sharp swish that tells how the into the school. I have read one sen-cradle-scythe cuts through their goodly tence :
ranks. I wonder if ever I will feel re- " The little neighboring islandsconciled to see the cradle take the place which are so small on the map as to beof the poetic sickle, which still lingers mere dots, are chiefly little bits of Scot-in Glenshie in the hands of old men, land broken off, I daresav, in the coursematrons and maids, in spite of the in- of a great length of time, by the powernovating efforts of the young men who of the restless water.'
are trying to introduce the cradle. I I drop the book on my lap again andought to be, for every labor-saving go off into a speculation : if Glenshie
machine proclaims that labor-human- and its kindred settlements of Blair-ity-is precious in this delightful Athol and Badenoch are not bits ofCanada, and holds out hope to the Scotland broken off from the much-crowds who are vainly asking leave to loved land by a more relentless agencytoit in the Old World. No one will do than even the tossing billows of the
thathere; Canada seems busy as a hive Atlantic.
of bees. Every house is a small manu- While I think it is nearing ninefactory. This morning before I came o'clock, but my ruling trustee told me,here, eleven cows were milked, nu- as there was not regular preaching onmerous calves fed, and a big cheese Sabbath, I might take a holiday when-made of new milk. While I sit here ever there was an English sermon.
enjoying the picture spread out before Sermons are an event in our lives here,
my eyes, I hear the old grandmother and most of them are in Gaelic. Icrooning a Gaelic ditty, sitting within have listened to a Gaelic sermon quitethe open door, where she is busily en- often, but it is a little dreary to me. Igaged in twisting stocking-yarn with understand a few words, which, likeher spindle, and thinking, I daresay, of milestones on a lonely road, serve tothat other Glenshie of which this is a mark progress towards the amen. ThereCanadian namesake, where her foot in is to be a sermon to-day in English; Imerry girlhood stepped on Highland -have, therefore, availed myself of theheather; for the hearts of these people permission and given to the children, orturn from their rich fields and free taken to myself-whichever you like-
homes with love-longing to the barren a holiday. I am not at all certain thatrocks, heatby glens, and cottar huts of Mrs. Morrison will approve Of my 50their own native land. Mary is singing doing. She is fond of Establishedbeside ber birring wheel, Mrs. Morrison churches, was brought up an Episco-is down at the river, in a dark blue pet- palian, but with her husband adheres to

ticoat and bare shoulders, sitting on the Established Kirk of Scotland-
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that is, so far as she adheres to any-
thing.

The wave of disruption has reached
here, and people are discussing the
matter and taking sides. It has so
happened that the occasional ministers
who have lately officiated in the Kirk
on the hill have been of the Free Kirk.
Of their ministrations Mrs. Morrison has
avery low opinion indeed. Thelastresi-
dent minister, the Rev. Isaac McWhirter,
belonged to the Establishment; but his
salary was small and ill-paid and his
family large, so he had forsaken the
flock, which yielded him so little of
either fat or wool, and returned to
Scotland. This is what I am told,
and as there is no resident minister we
are very thankful to those who come
occasionally. 1, for one, am rejoiced at
the prospect of an English sermon.

I was just saying to myself, "I will
get up and go into my room before
Mrs. Morrison comes up-for we had a
passage of arms last night, and the
billows of her wrath may not yet have
subsided." The cause was this:
From the border of the St. Lawrence
arrived a few days ago a distant relative
of her husband's, who was also a great
favorite of hers-a pretty young fellow,
well-dressed, blue-eyed, curly-haired,
named Angus McTavish. There was
a dance in honor of his arrival, at his
father's. I was invited, but declined
going. I am a great coward, although
I have the usual share of curiosity that
falls to the daughters of Eve, and would
like well to see Highland dancing; yet
I have heard so much about the re-
spectable, large-sized keg that is
necessary to "fire the eye and warm the
blood " on these festal occasions, that
I could not get my courage up to go.
Besides I do not know how to dance,
and was enjoying the luxury of a head-
ache; so I went to my own room early,
and took refuge in bed. I was not
asleep-headache is not favorable to
sleep-when the irresistible Angus came
to compel me by argument to go to

the ball. He knocked at my door,
and begged and prayed, besought and
lamented-Mrs. Morrison adding her
voice to help; but I was inexorable,
telling him,through the door,that I would
gladly go to meeting with him, which
was all that my strength was capable
of promising.

Mrs. Morrison would not believe in
my headache, or inability to dance,
and would persist in thinking that I
had slighted their relative, and was
quite angry in consequence. I was, as
I said before, thinking of retreating,
thinking that

"He who runs away
May live to fight another day,"

when I lifted up my eyes and
saw my two new acquaintances with
the Scandinavian names, Eric and
Olaus McSweyn, coming over the
meadow.

I have settled in my own mind that
these young men, twins by the way, are
descendants of the sea-kings, and have
in their veins the blood royal of the
Norse rovers. I noticed that Eric had
a gun in his hand, and hoped that he
would not take Mrs. Morrison out on
her crag in the water for a solan
goose, (what are they like?) or some
other strange waterfowl, and shoot her.
Such lamentable mistakes have occur-
red. With this benevolent hope I went
in lazily to dress for church. That use-
ful American magazine had furnished
me with a hint for making a bewilder-
ing bow of ribbon,

" Which I will pin
Below my chin,"

I said to myself, adjusting it at my three
inch square looking-glass. The effect
was as fine as could be desired. I was
still patting and coaxing the ends to
stay in a certain position when I heard
my door open without turning round,
and Mrs. Morrison's voice saying:

"It is past school time, Miss Ray."
"There is no school to-day," I an-

swered, turning round. " The trustees
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empowered me to give a holiday in con- would admire them, and acknowledge
sequence of the meeting. Are not you that there is nothing in English togoing? compare with them."

My door shut quickly, Mrs. Morri- ''There are some good things inson having no English equal to the oc- English," I observed quietly.
casion. When I came out I found " Yes, there are good things," ad-Mary Morrison and the two Scandina- mitted Angus, " but the language isvian princes-all purposing to go to tame-without the fire and feeling thatchurch with me. Mrs. Morrison was are in the language of the hills. If thechatting to my two princes in high Queen, our own dear Bhan Rigîun,good humor. understood Gaelic, and heard Donald's" You look splendid, Miss Ray," she songs, she would say that such a poetsaid to me; 'I hope your headache is as he is deserves to be pensioned bybetter." Government."

I assured her it was quite better. "He was very near deserving the"They say this preacher is a crazy Provincial Penitentiary this morning,"
boy," she continued, " so I hardly said Eric. " He was trying to climbthink it is worth while for any of you the gallows tree. He came very nearto go." having his wife's blood on his hands."

"Let us go to hear the crazy boy, "Were they fighting again?" askedby all means," said Eric McSweyn. Mary Morrison. " They will not stop"We have heard a good many wise short of murder."
men, and they have done us little good, " It's her own fault, and all she getsperhaps a crazy boy is just what willi serves her right," said Angus. " Donaldbenefit us." says that her tongue clips like theWe set out to church in high spirits. devil's scissors. I do not know howOver the bridge in the green lane we they clip, but she can cut to thewere joined by Angus McTavish, who bone."
crossed the brook, which was his " What was the quarrel about thisboundary, on stepping-stones, and run- time ? " Mary Morrison asked. " Thening gaily up the bank, called to me last big fight commenced with herthat he was going to be my partner to telling him to take his foot out of thechurch. I assured hin be was wel- way."
come, and enquired how much head- " Who knows ?" said Eric. "Itache and weariness of limb he was tak- began, I think, after Donald cameing to church with him as a legacy from home from the ball. ' He was nae fou,last night's ball. He declared he was na nae that fou, but just a drappie in
sound in head, heart and limbs. his 'ee.' When he is a little off the" Was Donald Monroe your fiddier?" square-liquor mellows him-he isenquired Olaus. kind, almost affectionate, and she gets"Yes, he was, of course, the glori- savage ; so anything and everythingous old fellow ! Miss Ray, have you sets the fight agoing-at least so Iseen this first of fiddlers and best of think. I saw her just after the fight.Highland bards?" Our cows were not found last night,andII have seen him, but I was not I was looking for them. I was comingawarethat he merited such high praise," down through McLachlan's sugar bushI answered. and I came upon her suddenly. She"Ah, if you understood Gaelic," said was on her knees with her cap off,Angus rapturously, " if you understood and her long gray hair streaming'the blessed speak,' you would not say down her back. She was praying. Iso. You would hear his songs! You tell you she was just telling her Maker
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all about it, and the character she was were coming out. He told her that
giving Donald was not flattering. I the child died because she could not
felt sorry for the poor old woman. If raise it, and she said-well, what she
she is iil tongued she is as ill treated.· usually says. I have heard it all often
I didn't want her to see me, and I enough, so often that I was fot listen-
stopped short, and do you know, she ing, and when he jumped on her like a
had in her hands a little baby's cap tiger I let him alone. I was angry
and a curl of fair hair!" enough to jump at her myself, because

" That was her baby's hair, that died she said sometbing about my mother;
on her way out from Scotland," said but, wben I noticed that she was black
Mary Morrison ; " they often quarrel in the face, and her tongue out, I
about it. Father knew them both in the jumped to part them, and I had a job
oldcountry. Hesaysshewastheprettiest to do it. I thought she would be gone
girl in the country round when she was before I could get his fingers loosed
Mary Cameron. After Donald's first from her throat. He was warm with
wife died, leaving him with four little whiskey and red hot with rage besides,
boys, he courted her. Most of bis and I could not make hm hear."
prettiest love-songs were made about iAfter I had got im off her, I had
ber. She was Niýhean ddeeas doun, to struggle with ail my might to keep
faithful, brown-haired maiden. But him from ber. But when he noticed
they were fbot long married when they ber lying stil without motion, and as
quarreled likie cat and dog, and they black as a stove pipe, he cooled down
have kept it up ever since." and came to himsef a litthe.

IbHere is Evander Monroe coming " I got water and dashed it in her
after us," said Angus. IWark slowly face. It was a long time before she
tilI he comes up, and we wiil hear ail came to, and when she did she gave a
about it. We have penty of tinie." shiver, and struggled up to her feet and

There were a good many besides our got out of the door. She went away
party on the way to meeting that throgh the bush, and has gone to the
morning, for the Glenshie people are Squire's I guess-she always goes there.
great cburcb-goers. We are joined by It will be a while before she gets rid
Ftora wecSweyn, sister of the twins, of the od man's mark on ber throat,
Christian McDonald, and my especial the old cat."
favorite, fair, serious-browed Katie "I wonder she does lot get our
McGregor. And stil the conversation father bound over to keep the peace,"

ent on about the quarrel between the ." said.
poet and bis wife. II "We do flot appeal to Iaw for our

When Evander overtook us I heard family disputes," said Evander proudy.
Angus ask, o Wat was it about this We do fot need lav; we are a law
ime ?" unto ourselves," said Angus gaily.

oI was not at home when it first com- You were very near having the aw's
menced. Tbe bail was kept up til strong arm down on you, Evander, this
broad dayiight, and I lingeed awhiie morning, anyway," said Eric soberiy.
after father left. I saw some of the I have done nothing but save a
girls home before I qvent home mysef. cross old woman's life; if the aw makes
Wen I got there, tey bad got upon a crime of tbat I will neyer do it again,"
an old subject, the met of the gentle- said Evander, laughing.
man Camerons, compared witb the I could not hep glancing at Evander
want cf ment of the black Monroes. Monroe. e was the handsomest spe-
Then they got to tahking of my step- cimen of a Cet I had seen in Glensie.
mother's little girl that died when we Talr and straight as a mountaineer
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should be, splendidly luminous dark He has preached and practised enough
eyes, black glossy curls, regular, finety for one day, I think."
cut, olive-brown features, a irn, sarcas. " They say the minister is crazy,"tic mouth, and teeth even and white as said Mary, interrogatively.
pearls; well dressed, cool and self-pos- " That's a story of Allan King's," re-sessed, he might have been a town- turned Evander. " It is not alwaysbred dandy. I notice in all these High- Gospel truth he preaches. Though Ilanders how polite, cool and self-pos- daresay he is crazy or he would notsessed they are ; so sure of themselves ; come here to preach for nothing."not a trace of rustic bashfulness among " He may be wise," said Olaus, " butthem. I wonder if it springs from the you think as Minister McWhirter saidinherent pride of their nature, or from of the story about Samson and the foxes,generations of feudal training, acknow- 'This may be, my friends, but it's notledging no superior but the chief; or very likely.' "
rather acknowledging the chief as the " Come, come, now, that is too bad!highestoutcome, theblossomso to speak Don't wrong the absent," said Katie-"thehighest top sparkle" of thegran- McGregor; " the minister never saiddeur and glory of the clan. I am that. No minister that ever stood in aforgetting about my handsome Evan- pulpit would dare to doubt a Bibleder. statement."

" He is a fine-looking fellow," I said " Well, I heard him say it, Katie,to Mary Morrison. and so did more than me. He was just"Father says Donald was handsomer one of the dumb dogs spoken of it.when he was young," she replied. Scripture."
I had seen Donald more than once- " You cannot say that he fed himselfa tall, thin, stern-looking, iron-gray and did not feed his lock," retortedman, with a face so hard, so determined, Katie. " If it was poor preach, it wasso dark-every wild passion carved into poor pay."

it-that one might fancy it would do as "He got more than he deservedthe figure-head on a vessel to represent when he got anything," said Eric de-a sea rover. I had often fancied that cidedly.
such a face belonged to him, mighty in We were at the church, and the un-battle, " dhune dhu glas," or dark grav worthiness of the Rev. Mr. McWhirterman, who founded the fortunes and was left aside until another opportunity,gave the name to the Douglas fanily. as we entered and took our seats. TheBut to think of him, young, handsome, church was well filled, considering thatmelting the hearts of the fairest fair harvest had begun. The young min-with tender songs sung to his own wild ister, a slight, boyish-looking personmusic, my fancy refused to go on such with a fresh, beardless face and down-a flight. He might with a different in- cast eyes, came along the aisle andstrument, blow up a clan's gathering or went up into the close, high, one-leg-sound a charge; but teaching his " un- ged pulpit. Neither in his prayer norgodly bit fiddle " to speak the praises sermon was there any sign of insanityof his sweet brown-haired darling- or even eccentricity; nor was there anynonsense ! These were of course un- striking display of eloquence. Therespoken thoughts. was one thing only to be remarked, Ih Is your father coming down to-day thought: all he said was intensely realto hear this young preacher ?" I asked to himself, and he had the gift ofof Evander. bringing it as a reality before his"No," said Evander laughing. "My hearers. He was not so eloquent asfather is not a glutton for the Gospel. Mr. McLachlan-did not stir me up to
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self-searching as he did-but he carried
me out of myself entirely. I had often
wept over a story ; that day for the first
time I had tears in my eyes for the
Man of Sorrows when " it pleased the
Lord to bruise Him."

As we went home we were almost
silent. We could not shake ourselves
free from the influence of one who be-
lieved and therefore had spoken.

That evening there was a good deal
of talk about Mrs. Monroe at Mrs.
Morrison's. That martial matron had
no sympathy with a wife who quarrelled
with her husband. Indeed there seem-
ed little pity for her in any heart. Her
temper and her tongue was the excuse
for Donald. I am afraid if he had
killed her the verdict of her neighbors
would have been that of the jury of
London celebrity, who, sitting at a
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coroner's inquest on an ill-tongued wo-
man who had been murdered by a sud-
den blow from her exasperated hus-
band, brought in the verdict of " Served
her right." Donald's talents, I suppose,
make them partial to him. He com-
poses songs so rapidly on every local
occurrence that admiration is largely
mingled with fear. I believe that no
man in Glenshie gets into an awkward
or absurd scrape but his first thought
is, " I would not, for a good many dol-
lars, that Donald should hear of this."
But Donald does hear of it, and the
event is celebrated in Gaelic verse,
wedded to a tune, ready to be sung at
the very first wedding, betrothal or
christening, to the intense mortification
of the victim, who has, however, one
consolation that some one else will
soon be in his place.
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As night comes creeping over day,
Elastic fancy soars away,
To take a glance through childhood's years,
Ail filled, as now, with joys and fears
That " long ago," in fitful gleams,
Comes back to me like vivid dreams.

There stands the modest village church
With well worn, ivv-mantled porch ;
The spire that served to point the way
For many a traveller bv day,
While superstition feared to mark
Its close proximity, if dark ;
For thereabouts, the people said,
Did wander spirits of the dead,
And moonlight on the gray tomb-stones
Gave them the look of dead men's bones.
Whoever ventured there by night
Was sure to see some ghostly sight;

And if he held his breath to pass,
Strange footsteps sounded on the grass.
Some told of one that dared look back
And saw a-something-on his track;
When morning came he searched the spot,
In hopes the ghost might still be caught :
Nigh grave-yards-'tis a dang'rous coast-
That ' something' though was found-a post.

The village school-house I recall
More vividly methinks, than all:
Of thirty pupils there was one-
A bright-eyed boy, brimful of fun-
A little boy, self-willed and strong,
And restless as the day was long.
What did he care for reprimand,
Or punishment, or stern command ?
Untamed as any forest-bird,
He could not brook a single word.

" Rebellious one ! " the master thought
"His rebel spirit shall be taught ;

To him l'Il show myself severe-
He shall obey or not be here ! "
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This was the way a war began
Between the pupil and the man;
From bad to worse the battle grew,
Nor man nor boy knew what to do.

Yet tender-hearted was the child,
With some quite tractable and mild;
I oft recall his large eyes yet,-
The forehead white, with veins so blue,
A face that beamed with intellect,
And independence rare and true.

Oh that the master could have seen
What that young nature might have been-
Have known that if strong will was there
It needed all the greater care-
Have looked upon that will with pride,
Not striven to break it, but to guide !

" So good ! " is sometimes said of one
That lacks capacity for fun ;

"So bad! " is oft applied to him
That sees some sport in every whim:
Vocabulary misapplied-
The bad is oft the good belied i

The river from the highest source
Will onward roll with mighty force;
Untroubled, its swift waters clear
Will bear us blessings every year;
But rudely check its chosen course
(No surer way to bring remorse),
'Twill sweep with devastating train
O'er all the smiling fertile plain.

One morn wee Willy's vacant place
Reminded me of his wan face
The eve before. The weeks flew by-
He did not come-I wondered why.

A hasty messenger one day
Came seeking one called " little May,"
And told of how their Willy sent
To know if that before he went
Away his playmate would but come.

'Away! "-he meant to his long home !

With throbbing heart I quickly flew
To where he lay, but hardly knew
The wasted form and weakened voice.
Afraid to make the slightest noise,
In silence by his couch I stood,
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While he, in melancholy mood,
Drew down my face near to his own,
And whispered tremblingly and low,-
" Dear little May! Oh, must I go ?"
The voice was but the faintest tone;
But still it had its restlessness,
And all impulsive tenderness,-
And then there came a single moan-
The eyes shone with angelic glow.

Naught could I speak ; my heart was full,
This, sturdy Willy of the school!
All blinding came the bitter tears,-
No time to calm his anxious fears.
My poor wee Willy, pale and meek!
I made a pillow for his cheek
Against my own, and, as he smiled,
I kissed his brow, so white, so mild.
Some moments passed-a change appeared-
The change I waited for, yet feared:
The little sufferer had fled-
I held not Willy-he was dead!

The earthly body that he wore
Was buried 'neath a willow tree-

And as I wept in sadness sore
The willow seemed to weep with me.

Upon the little lonely grave
The branches would so gently wave,
And if a bird came nigh to sing,
Its note had aye a mournful ring.
The school-house children went that way,
But softly trod, or stopped their play.
Ofttimes, amid their sportive noise,
I listened for wee Willy's voice
(So bard is it to realize
In childhood how a playmate dies!);
And if his tones I might not hear,
I still would dream his spirit near,
And smile to think, not far away,
He must be waiting "little May."

GoWAN LEA.
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In times so old as to antedate all hu-
man records, yet so new as to be only
yesterday in the history of the globe,
the waves of the Bay of Bengal dashed
against the foot of a range of hills
which extended, fold upon fold, far in-
land. From these uplands issued two
great rivers, bringing down every hour
burdens of earth and sand washed
away from a thousand mountain-peaks
and hill-sides. This earth and sand, de-
posited upon the shore, slowly formed
itself into dry land, encroaching more
and more upon the waters of the bay,
until a strip of alluvial land has been
formed, 150 miles long, with an ave-
rage width of 50 miles, sometimes
greater, and sometimes diminishing to
a narrow beach. This strip of allu-
vial territory is the province of Orissa,
which fell nto the hands of the British
in 1803. It is divided int'o three dis-
tricts, Puri, Cuttack, and Balasor, hav-
ing an area of 7,723 square miles, a lit-
tle less than that of the State of New
Jersey, with a population in 1870 of
2,119,192, being 274 to the square
mile. The density of the population is
about half-way between that of Eng-
land (347 to the square mile) and
France (177 to the square mile). The
region is naturally a poor one. Rice
is its main production, and the chief
food of its inhabitants. In good years
the product of food is adequate for the
population, but at intervals of a few
years a drought causes a famine. In
the great famine which occurred in
1866, fully a third of the people died
of starvation. Besides the three dis-
tricts above named, nineteen tributary
states are generally included in Oris-
sa. These have an area of 16,184
square miles, and a population of a
little more than 1,ooo,ooo. So that in
the widest sense Orissa is about half
as large as the State of Pennsylvania,
and has nearly as many inhabitants.

The sandy strip which constitutes

Orissa proper is the sacred land of the
Hindoos. It is the land of pilgrimage
for all sects and faiths. For more
than 2,ooo years the sacred city of
Puri, the abode of Juggernaut, has
been to them more than Mecca is to
the Mohammedans, or than Jerusalem
was to the Christians. The city con-
tains only about 25,000 inhabitants•
but every year the temple of Jugger-
naut is visited by 300,000 pilgrims from
every part of India. At the festival in
June or July there are regularly 90,ooo.

Juggernaut-properly Jagannàth,
"the Lord of the World," an incarna-
tion of Vishnu-is of comparatively
modern date as the deity worshipped
in Orissa. His first historical appear-
ance was in the year 318 A.D.; but the
legends respecting him go back for
millions of years, running thus :

Far back in the golden age the great
King Indradyumna ruled at Malwa.
Vishnu, the Preserver, had vanished
from the earth, and the king sent
Brahmans in every direction to find
the deity. Those who went to the
north and the east and the west came
back with no tidings. The one sent to
the south returned not. He had
journeyed through the great jungle till
he came to Orissa. There he became
the guest of Básu, a fowler of the wil-
derness, who, thinking it a great honor
to have a Brahman in his tribe, gave
him.his daughter for wife, and detain-
ed him in honorable captivity. Básu
was a servant of Jagannáth, and daily
went into the jungle to offer fruits and
flowers to his god. The Brahman at
length prevailed upon his father-in-
law to conduct him to the holy place.
His eyes were blindfolded as he went.
Wen they were uncovered he beheld
the deity in the form of a shapeless
mass of blue stone lying at the foot of
the sacred fig-tree. Básu went away
to gather flowers, when a voice from
heaven fell upon the ears of the Brah-
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man : "Go and carry to thy king the
good news that thou hast found the
Lord of the World." The fowler came
back with his offering of fruits and
flowers; but the deity did not, as was
his wont, appear to receive them ; only
a voice was heard, saying, " Oh, faith-
ful servant, I am wearied of thy jungle
fruits and flowers, and crave for cook-
ed rice and sweetmeats. No longer
shalt thou see me in the form of thy
blue god. Hereafter I shall be known
as Jagannàth, the Lord of the World."

The Brahman returned to Malwa
with the good tidings that he had
found the Lord of the World. King
Indradyumna gathered an army of
1,300,000 footmen, and wood-cutters
without number to hew a way through
the vast jungle. After journeying
eight hundred miles they came to the
spot, and beheld the blue stone under
thesacred fig-tree. Themonarch'sheart
swelled with pride. " Who is like unto
me," he said. " whom the Lord of the
World has chosen to build his temple? "
A voice from the sky replied, "O
king! thou shalt indeed build my tem-
ple, but me thou shalt not behold.
When it is finished, then shalt thou
seek anew for thy god." Then the
blue stone vanished forever from the
earth. The king built the temple,
and it was consecrated by Brahmá.

We have not space to give more
than an outline of the steps by which
the worship of Vishnu, the Preserver,
has in Orissa, and so to a great extent
throughout India, superseded the
worship of Siva, the Destroyer. "In
thetwelfth century," says Mr. Hunter,*
" a curious movement began. Vishnu-
vism began to throw itself upon the
people. Sivaism had enlisted their
ignorant terrors ; Vishnuvism was soon
to appeal to the eternal instinct of
human liberty and equality. The
first stirring of the waters commenced
in Southern India. There Rámánuja,
about 1150 A.D., persecuted from city
to city, proclaimed the unity of God
under the title of Vishnu, the cause

*Orissa. By W.W. Hunter : London, 1872.
Vol. I. p. 89 et seq.

and the creator of all. The preacher
made converts from every class, but
it was reserved for his successors
formally to enunciate equality of caste
before God as an article of the Vish-
nuvite faith."

In the mean time the great temple of
Jagannàth was built. In 174 King
Anaug Bhim Deo ascended the throne
of Orissa, his kingdom extending from
the Hooghly to the Godavery, from
the forests of Sonpur to the Bay of
Bengal. But in the height of his
greatness he had the mishap to kill a
Brahman, and the rest of his life was
devoted to the expiation of his guilt.
Tradition doubtless greatly exagger-
ates his works of penitence. He is
said to have built 6o stone temples,
bridged 1o broad rivers, dug 40 great
wells, constructed 152 flights of stairs
on river-tanks, founded 450 colonies
of Brahmans, and excavated i,000,000
water-banks. To him appeared the
Lord Jagannáth in a dream, and com-
manded him to journey to the sands ot
Puri, and there to call upon his name.
He devoted all his treasures to the
erection and endowment of the great
temple, which was completed in i 198,
having occupied fourteen years in
building. The reformation begun by
Rámánand was carried on by his
successors, and reached the sands of
Puri about the end of the fourteenth
century. Kabir, one of the twelve
disciples of Ràmànand, undertook to
gather into one fold all the people of
India, whether Hindoo or Mohamme-
dan. He taught not merely the unity
of God, but the oneness of all the
gods. Allah and Brahmá and Siva
were all one, and that one was Vishnu,
whose universal name was "The
Inner." Kabir anticipated almost the
words of Pope's " Universal Prayer

"Father of all ! in every age,
In every clime adored,

By saint, by savage, and by sage,
Jehovah, Jove, or Lord."

"If the Creator dwell in tabernacles,"
says Kabir, "whose dwelling is the
universe ? The city of the Hindoo
god is to the east, the city of the
Mussulman god to the west ; but
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explore your own heart, for there is
the God both of the Mussulmans and
of the Hindoos. Behold but One in
all things. He to whom the world
belongs, he is the father of the wor-
shippers alike of Ali and of Ráma. He
is my guide ; he is my priest."

The moral code of Kabir is as
beautiful as his doctrine. Virtue
consists in truthfulness, humanity,
retirement, and obedience to one's
spiritual guide. Among the five thou-
sand sàkhis or proverbs of Kabir are
some that have a strangely familiar
sound : " When the master is blind,
what is to become of the scholar ? "
" When the blind leads the blind, both
will fall into the well." " In the heart
where truth abides, there dwells God."
All classes and creeds and castes of
India claim Kabir as sprung from
them. At his death, so runs the
legend, both Mussulmans and Hindoos
claimed the body, to be disposed of
according to their respective rites.
One wished to bury it, the other to
bùrn it. While they were wrangling
over the corpse, Kabir himself appear-
ed, and commanding them to look
under the shroud, suddenly vanished
from before their eyes. They looked,
and saw only a heap of beautiful
flowers. One-half was given to the
Hindoos, by whom it was burned ; the
other half was buried in the Mussul-
man monastery at Puri; and to this
day the pilgrims from Upper India
beg a spoonful of river water from that
monastery.

The labors of Kabir are placed be-
tween 1380 and 1420 A. D. The next
great preacher was Chaitanyawho was
born in 1485. His birth was miracu-
lous and his life attended with signs
and wonders. For twelve years he,
labored to extend the worship of
Jagannáth, and then vanished from
earth at the age of forty-two. His,
cardinal doctrine was that all men are
capable of faith, and that by faith all
castes become equally pure. In read-
ing his writings one might fancy him-
self going over the pages of Madame
Guyon. He tries to mark out the
steps through which the human spirit

must pass to attain a perfect com-
munion with God. The first is Sdnti,
indifference to the world; then come
Ddsya, the active service of God :
Sdklya, personal friendship for the
Deity; Vdtsalya, tender affection for
Him, like that of a child for its parent;
and lastly, MAddhurya, a passionate
lo.ve. Chaitanya is the apostle of the
common people of Orissa. There are
in the province five hundred temples
devoted to the joint worship of him
and of Vishnu, of which three hundred
are in the most sacred district of
Puri.

Orissa has for twenty centuries been
the holy land of the Hindoos. Its
Sanskrit name, Utkala-désa, signifies
" the Glorious Country." It is "the
land that taketh away sin," "the
realm established by the gods." " Its
happy inhabitants live secure of a
reception into the world of spirits;
and even those who visit it, and bathe
in its sacred rivers, obtain remission
of their sins, though they may weigh
like mountains." Orissa is divided
into four great regions of pilgrimage.
From the moment the pilgrim passes
the Baitarani River, a hundred miles
from Puri, he treads on holy ground.
Behind him lies the world with all its
cares ; before him spreads the pro-
mised land, the place of preparation
for heaven. On crossing the stream
he enters Jàjpur, the City of Sacrifice,
sacred to Pàrvàte, the wife of the all-
destroying Siva. To the southeast is
the region of pilgrimage sacred to the
sun, now scarcely visited. To the
southwest is the region sacred to Siva,
with its city of temples, which once
numbered seven thousand, grouped
around the holy lake. Beyond this,
nearly due south, is the region of
pilgrimage beloved of Vishnu, known
to every hamlet throughout India, and
to every civilized people upon earth,
as the abode of Jagannith, the Lord
of the World. Every town is filled
with temples; every village has its
monastery ; every hill-top far up the
mountain sides is, crowned with a
shrine.

Mr. Hunter gives a vivid picture
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TEMPLE OF SIVA.

of these pilgrimages. Day and night, will remit the sins of a life. Thethrough every month of the year, younger ones are allured by the pros-troops of devotees arrive at Puri, and pect of a journey through str ange
for three hundred miles along the lands. Widows catch at anything to
great Orissa road every village has its relieve the tedium of their blightedencampment. At the time of the great existence ; childless wives long tofestivals the bands follow so closely pick up the berries from the child-that they form a continuous proces- giving banyan which grows in the sa-sion miles upon miles in length. They cred inclosure. In a few days themarch in orderly companies, each missionary has picked up a band ofunder its leader or guide. These pilgrims. Fully nine out of ten areguides may properly be called the women, and when the bands comemissionaries of Jagannáth. About six together on the great Orissa road theythousand of them are attached to the present a motley spectacle. Here aretemple from which they took ther a company of white-clothed, slenderdeparture for every section of the women from Lower Bengal, limpingcountry. The arrival of one of these wearily along. Next a train, clad inpilgrim-hunters is a memorable event bright red or blue, with noses piercedin the still life of a Hindoo village. with rings, trudges stoutly forward •He is known by his half-shaven head, they are the rugged peasantry ofcoarse tunic, knapsack, and palm-leaf Northern India. Now and then a ladyumbrella. He waits, patiently chew- from near Delhi is seen, ambling alonging his narcotic leaf, until the men upon a little pony, while her husbandhave gone into the field, and then walks by her side. A bullock cartmakes a round of visits among the creaks past upon its wooden wheels.women. He works alike upon their A long train of palanquins conveys ahopes and fears, their piety and their Calcutta banker and his family. Some-folly. The older ones long to look times there is a great north countryupon the face of the merciful god who rajah, with a whole caravan of ele-
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TEMPLE OF JUGGERNAUT.

phants, camels,and horses. But ninety-
five out of a hundred of the pilgrims
are on foot. Mingled with ail are
devotees of every sort, some covered
with ashes, some nearly naked, with
matted hair stained yellow. Almost
ail have their foreheads streaked with
red and white paint, a string of
beads around their necks, and a stout
staff in their hands.

So this great spiritual army marches
hundreds of miles along burning roads,
across unbridged rivers, through pesti-
lent jungles and swamps. Many per-
ish by the way; ail are weary and foot-
sore. But no sooner are they within
sight of the holy city than ail the mis-
eries of the journey are forgotten.
They hurry across the ancient bridge
with shouts and songs, and rush to one
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of the great artificial lakes and plunge the mystic wheel and flag of Vishnu.
beneath the sacred waters. The dirty In front of the main entrance is an ex-bundles which they have carried all the quisite pillar, the shaft of a single
long way are opened, and yield forth stone, forty-five feet high. It is oftheir treasures of spotless cotton, and pentagonal form, and is beyond allthe pilgrims, refreshed and cleanly doubt the most graceful monumental
clad, proceed to the temple to partake column ever raised by man. Theof the sacred rice which has been temple consists of four halls opening
cooked within its walls-that sacred into each other. The first is the Hallrice for which the Lord of the World of Offering, where the bulkier oblations

PLAN OF TEMPLE OF JUGGERNAUT.

longed in his old jungle home, and of
which he now partakes four times a
day in his temple.

The sacred inclosure is nearly in the
form of a square, 652 feet long by 630
wide, surrounded by a massive stone
wall. Within it are 120 temples dedi-
cated to the various forms in which
the Hindoo mind has imagined its
deity. Among these are about a score
dedicated to Siva and his wife, and
one to the sui. The central and chief
pagoda is that of Jagannáth. Its
tower, rising like an elaborately carved
sugar-loaf, black with time, to the
height of 192 feet, is surmounted by

are made. The second is the pillared
hall for the musicians and dancing-
girls. The third is the Hall of Audi-
ence, where the pilgrims assemble to
gaze upon the god. The fourth, be-
neath the lofty tower, is the Sanctuary,
wherein in jewelled state are seated
Jagannàth, his brother Balabadra, and
his sister Subhadrá. The images are
rude logs coarsely fashioned from the
waist up in human form-the same
carved by Vishnu himself. On certain
festival golden hands are fastened to
the short stumps which project from
the shoulders of Jagannàth. The
priests give a spiritual significance to
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the lack of limbs. " The Lord of the according as the months of the Hindoo
World," they say, " needs neither calendar fall. Its object is to convey
hands nor feet to work his purposes Jagannàth, with his brother and sister,
among men. from the temple to his country house,

The service of the temple consists a mile distant.
of a daily round of oblations, and of For weeks before the time, the
sumptuous ceremonies at special sea- pilgrims come trooping to Puri at the
sons of the year. The offerings are rate of thousands a day. The great
only fruits, flowers, and simple articles car has been slowly building; by this
of food, such as rice, pulse, butter, time it has reached its full height of
milk, salt, vegetables, cocoa-nuts, and forty-five feet. The temple cooks
ginger, which are offered up to the have made their calculations for feed-
images, and then eaten by the priests. ing 90,ooo mouths; for the doctrine is
The entire value of them is put down studiously inculcated that no food
at £4 8s. 4 d. a day, or £1572 a year. must be cooked except in the temple
Four times a day the gates are closed kitchen. Each image has a separate
while the god is at his meals, attended car. That of Jagannàth is thirty-five
by a few of his most favored servants. feet square, with wheels sixteen feet
At the door stand a group of ascetics in diameter ; the others are smaller.
singing his praises, while in the pillar- When the sacred images are placed in
ed hall the dancing-girls amuse him their chariots, the multitude fall on
with voluptuous gyrations. their knees and bow their foreheads in

Contrary to what has been almost the dust. Then they lay hold of the
uniformly asserted, the worship of Jag- ropes, and drag the heavy cars down
annàth is absolutely bloodless. The! the broad street. Before and behind
spilling of blood in any way pollutes drums beat and cymbals clash, while
the whole edifice, and a special troop from the cars the priests shout, har-
of servants is at hand to remove any angue, and sing songs, not always of
sacrificial food which may have been the most decent character, which are
thus profaned. Yet so catholic is received with shouts and roars of
Vishnuvism to all forms of belief that' laughter. And so the dense mass,
within the sacred inclosure is a temple tugging, sweating, singing, praying,
to Bimalà, one of the wives of Siva, and swearing, drag the cars slowly
who is worshipped with midnight or- along. The journey is but a mile, yet
gies and bloody sacrifices. But vari- it takes several days to accomplish it.
ous obscenities have crept into the Once arrived at the country house, the
system, some of which rival the lasci- enthusiasm of the pilgrims subsides.
vious mysteries of ancient Babylon. They drop exhausted upon the burn-
Mr. Hunter calculates that the annual ing sand, or block up the lanes with
revenue of the temple and abbeys their prostrate bodies. When they
amounts to £68,ooo. have slept off their fatigue, they rise

There are twenty-four high festivals refreshed, and ready for another of the
in the year, each occupying several strong excitements of the religious sea-
days, or even weeks. At the Red Pow- son. Lord Jagannáth is left to get back
der Festival, occurring about Easter. to the temple as best he may. He would
and lasting three weeks, a boat pro- never do this but for the aid of the pro-
cession is formed on the sacred lake. fessional pullers, a special body of 4200
At the Bathing Festival the images are peasants of the neighboring region.
brought down to the lake, and a pro- All this is bad enough. But the
boscis is fastened to their noses, so as story, so often repeated, of " thousands
to give them the appearance of Ganesa, of pilgrims sacrificing their lives in the
the elephaat-god of the aboriginal hope of attaining eternal bliss by
tribes. But the Car Festival is the throwing themselves under the wheels
great event of the religious year. of the chariot," appears to be a sheer
This falls in the month of June or July, fabrication. Mr. Hunter says :
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" In a closely packed, eager throng of a hun-

dred thousand men and women, many of them
unaccustomed to exposure or hard labor, and
all of them tugging and straining to the utmost
under the blazing tropical sun, deaths must
occasionally occur. There have, doubtless,
been instances of pilgrims throwing themselves
under the wheels in a frenzy of religious excite-
ment. But such instances have always been
rare, and are now unknown. At one time
several unhappy people were killed or injured
every year, but they were almost invariably
cases of accidental trampling. The few suicides
that did occur were for the most part cases of
diseased and miserable persons, who took this
means to put themselves out of pain. The
official returns put this beyond doubt. Indeed,
nothing could be more opposed to the spirit of
Vishnu worship than self- immolation."

But in another aspect the victims of
Jagannáth far exceed the numbers
ascribed to them by fiction. Puri is,
perhaps, the filthiest city on earth. It
contains 6,363 houses, and a resident
population of about 25,ooo. But there
are often 90,000 strangers at a time
who must have lodgings. At certain
seasons of the year the pilgrims sleep
out-of-doors. In dry weather the
streets of Puri look like a great en-
campment destitute of tents. The
spiritual army slumbers in regiments
and battalions. The same cotton gar-
ment which they wear by day serves
to wrap them from head to foot at
night. The soaking dews are unwhole-
some enough, but as long as the people
can spend the night outside,some check
exists to the overcrowding of pilgrims.
But the Car Festival, the great cere-
mony of the year, falls at the beginning
of the rainy season, when the water
pours down in almost solid sheets.
Every lane and alley becomes a torrent
or a stinking canal. The pilgrims
must seek the lodging-houses, and five
houses out of six are lodging-houses,
compared with which our poorest
tenement-houses are palaces of health
and comfort. The situation of Puri,
on a low level, cut off from the sea by
sandy ridges, renders drainage diffi-
cult. Every house is built on a mud
platform about four feet high. In the
centre of the platform is a drain which
receives the filth of the household
and discharges it in the form of a
black fetid ooze into the street. The SUN PILLAR AT ORISSA.
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mud platform becomes in time soaked
through with this pestiferous slime.
In many cases a deep open cess-pool
is sunk in the centre, and the wretched
inmates eat and sleep around this
perennial fountain of death. As a
rule, the houses consist of two or
three cells opening into each other,
without so much as a window, or any
ventilation through the roof. And
this in a country where for seven
months of the years the thermometer
ranges from 85 O to 105 O. One can
imagine the stench which must pervade
a city of 6,ooo houses, of which 5,000
are of just this kind.

One of the most beautiful features
of pilgrims institutions in Puri also be-
comes a means of death. This is the
almost sacramental ceremony of eating
the sacred rice. Portions of cooked
rice are sanctified by being brought
into the presence of Jagannáth. This
food is so holy that it wipes away all
distinctions of caste or sect. The
highest may eat it with the lowest. A
priest will not refuse it from a Chris-
tian. This is the common food of all
pilgrims. When freshly cooked, it is
not unwholesome; but only a small
part of it is eaten fresh, and not a
grain of it must be thrown away. In
twenty-four hours putrefactive fer-
mentation sets in, and in forty-eight
hours it becomes a loathsome mass of
putrid matter unfit for human use-
dangerous to a person in robust health,
and deadly to the wayworn pilgrims.

What wonder that the cholera makes
its regular appearance! And even
when the disease does not become
epidemic the mortality is fearful,
especially on the return journey. The
estimates of the number of deaths
among the pilgrims to Jagannáth vary
from 12,ooo to 5o,ooo a year.

Many reasons may be assigned for
the tenacious hold which the worship
of Jagannáth has for so long main-
tained over the Hindoo race, especi-
ally among the lower castes. Foremost

of all is the fact that he is the god of
the people. His missionaries penetrate
to every hamlet of Hindostan, preach-
ing the great central doctrine of the
holy food. As long as his towers rise
from the distant sands of Orissa, there
will be a perpetual and visible protest
of the equality of all men before God.
The poorest outcast knows that there
is a city far away in which high and
low eat together. In his own village,
if he touches the garment of a man of
good caste, he has committed a crime.
In Southern India, by the old law, no
one of the degraded class might enter
a village before nine in the morning
or after four in the evening, lest the
slanting rays of the sun should cast
his shadow upon the path of a Brah-
man. But in the presence of the Lord
of the World, Brahman and Pariah
are equal. What wonder, then, that
the name of Jagaináth draws pilgrims
from a hundred provinces to visit his
shrine-that they should long to gaze
upon the places where he has dwelt,
halt beneath the trees which have
overshadowed him, and bathe in the
waters which have laved his incarnate
frame!

It is not a little strange that the
great revivals of Vishnuvism in Hin-
dostan coincide almost exactly in time
with the great modern revivals in
Christendom. Kabir was contempo-
rary with John Huss, Chaitanya with
Luther. Nor has the influence of the
Hindoo reformers been less extensive
than that of the German. Who shall
dare aflirm that a people capable of
being converted in a generation from
Sivaism to Vishnuvism may not in
some generation, perhaps not far
distant, be converted from Vishnuvism
to Christianity ?

"The ascending Day-star, with a bolder eye,
Hath lit each dew-drop on our trimmer lawn;

But not for that, if wise, shall we decry
The spots and struggles of their timid Dawn,

Lest so we tempt the coming Noon to scorn
The clouds and painted shadows of our Morn."
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FROM THE FRENCH.

In the year 1770, during Holy Week,
Pope Clement XIV. celebrated mass in
the Sistine chapel, surrounded by car-
dinals and prelates. The chapel was
filled with noblemen, foreign ambassa-
dors and a few travellers of distinction
who had, with difficulty, obtained per-
mission to be present on the occasion.
The numerous crowd, for whom no
room could be found, repaired to St.
Peter's, and from thence sounds of dis-
tant chanting reached the ear. The
celebrated choir of the Sistine chapel
appeared in their places, and soon rose
the accents of Allegri's marvellous
Miserere-the sacred inspiration of so
pure a genius that the music seemed
to spring from a divine source. As the
notes of the psalm ascended, thousands
of yellow tapers, placed in the candela-
bras near the altar, shed a lurid reflec-
tion on Michael Angelo's grand fresco
(the Last Judgment), which covered the
opposite wall. In the flickering, fitful
light, the condemned, remorse-stricken
spectres seemed to move, their pallid,
worn features bearing the impress of
intolerable anguish, the eyes appearing
toshed tears of blood, the teeth to grind
in misery, the distorted limbs to writhe,
and, at times, the piercing strains of
the Miserere might have been taken for
wailing from the lips of those unhappy
spirits. At this moment, Michael An-
gelo's great work looked so terrible,
and so real, that involuntarily all eyes
turned towards it in terror and wonder.
A tall, intelligent-looking boy of four-
teen, whose high forehead and expres-
sive blue eyes, shining beneath a mass
of powdered hair, showed no ordinary
intellect, seemed the only person un-

moved by the wonderful effect produced
on the fresco by the changing yellow
light. He was dressed in a green vel-
vet suit, and seated next the Austrian
ambassador, in whose cortege the boy
had come. His whole soul was ab-
sorbed in the music. The head raised
and thrown back, the sparkling eyes,
the smiling mouth half-open as if to
las/e the marvellous sounds, the ears
pricked like those of a hound who heard
a stag's approaching steps-all be-
tokened ecstasy and deep attention.
It seemed as if he sought to impress
his memory with the divine melody.
Motionless and scarcely breathing, he
remained in the same attitude, until the
last note of the Miserere died away.
Then, starting as if from a dream, he
rose, made as it were a gesture of as-
sent to some self-imposed problem, and
quitted the chapel mechanically, taking
the arm of one of the secretaries to the
Austrian Embassy. Passive hitherto,
he now seemed stricken dumb, and paid
no heed to the exclamations of surprise
and delight at the beauty of the music
which escaped from the lips of his com-
panions. Arrived at the Embassy, the
boy hurried to his room and hastily
made some marks on a sheet of ruled
paper which lay on his desk-marks
unintelligible to any save himself. That
evening, at the ambassador's table, the
conversation turned on the religious
ceremony of the morning, and on the
wonderful Miserere.

" It is a great pity," said the ambas-
sador, " that the whole world cannot
benefit by knowing this marvellous
music, so full as it is of infinite sorrow
and repentance. No person hearing
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it could fail to shrink from encounter-
ing the anguish it expresses."

" You should use that as an argument
to prevail with His Holiness, and to
obtain a copy of the chant," observed
the French envoy, who was dining
with his colleague.

" Ail arguments would be fruitless;
several centuries have elapsed since
Allegri composed that music, and never
has it been heard,except within the walls
of the Sistine chapel. Kings and emper-
ors have failed to obtain a copy. To
ail royal petitions one answer has been
given : 'The chant forms part of the
holy treasure of St. Peter's and cannot
be performed elsewhere.' "

A proud smile wreathed, the lips of
the boy in the green suit, who sat at
the ambassador's table. The next day
(Good Friday) he was again at the
Sistine Chapel, listening intently to the
Miserere ; but this time his head, in-
stead of being raised, was bent down-
wards, and his eyes were riveted on a
sheet of paper concealed in the crown
of his hat,which lay upon his knees. A
Cardinal present watched the boy nar-
rowly, and noticed his pre-occupa-
tion.

That evening a grand sacred concert
was held at the Villa Borghese. The
palace and gardens were illuminated,
and the stars shone like lamps of gold.
It was a glorious Italian night. The
statues in the glades and shrubberies
resembled shrinking forms, listening,
concealed in their leafy bowers, to the
melodious strains proceeding from the
open windows. Suddenly, al the
guests crowded into the sculpture gal-
lery. A practised hand struck a few
chords on the harpsichord. "It is he !
It is he! The marvel of Germany 1"
was whispered on aIl sides, as every one
gathered round the instrument. After
a short prelude, the performer (who
was no other than the boy who had
been so entranced with the music in the
Sistine Chapel) sang with great force
and sweetness Allegri's Miserere. Never

had the marvellous chant been rendered
with more exactness and precision.
Near the harpsichord sat the Austrian
ambassador, encouraging the child by
look and gesture. The hearers were
lost in amazement and delight. Some
exclaimed at the " miracle ;" others
hinted at theft and profanation.

" To know the chant so perfectly, he
must have written down the notes as
they were sung !"

" Yes, certainly, he wrote them
down," exclaimed a Cardinal--the same
who had watched the boy that morning
in the Chapel.

" Is your eminence sure of that ?"
asked the Austrian ambassador, who,
holding the young musician by the
hand, now drew near.

" I thought I saw him doing so,"
murmured the Cardinal.

" You saw me reading, not writing,
my Lord," said the boy, respectfully,
but firmly.

" But you must have written what
you were reading ?"

" Yes ; I had transcribed the notes
from memory."

" From memory ? That is impossi-
ble ! for not a note is missing in the
music you have just played. It is Al-
legri's Miserere, perfectly rendered."

"I know it," said the boy, "but
what can be more simple ? The music
made such a profound impression upon
me that the sounds engraved them-
selves upon my mind. This is the
truth, my Lord. I swear it by this
sacred chant."

The assemblage listened, breathless,
to the conversation. Then most of the
princes and nobles surrounded the boy,
and overwhelmed him with praises.

Some cavillers, however, exclaimed:
" This should not be permitted ! He
must be forbidden to play the chant
and to have a copy of it! But what
can be done ?"

" His Holiness shall decide," said the
Cardinal to whom the boy had spoken.

The next morning, the youthful
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genius was sent for to the Vatican--the
Pope desired to see him.

With a calm and tranquil bearing,
the boy passed through the vast and
magnificent rooms decorated by Ra-
phael's master hand, gazing as he went
with wonder and admiration at the im-
mortal frescoes. Finally, he was in-
troduced into the Pope's private au-
dience chamber. Two attachés from the
Austrian Embassy accompanied him.
Clement XIV. extended his hand to be
kissed and said kindly :

" Is it true, my child, that the holy
chant, hitherto reserved for our sole use
in our Basilica at Rome, engraved itself
on your memory the first time you
heard it ?"

It is true, Holy Father."
"But how came it to pass ?"
"Doubtless by God's will and per-

mission," said the boy, simply.
" Yes, God grants genius," replied

the Pope, " and you are evidently one
of His chosen band. If He has thus
miraculously given you the power to
appropriate this chant, He must destine
you to create for His Church other
beautiful and sacred melodies. Go then
in peace, my son."

The boy departed, after receiving the
Pope's blessing, to which several costly
presents were added soon afterwards, by
order of His Holiness.

This wonderful child was Mozart, the
composer of so many chefs d'œuvre-
among which the music of Don Gio-
vanni and "The Requiem" rank highest.

From the age of three years his
father had fostered the boy's musical
genius, and when scarcely six he had
played on the harpsichord before the
Emperor, Francis I. of Austria, who
called him his little sorcerer, and al-
lowed him to associate with the Arch-
duchess, Marie Antoinette, who was
also then a child. During this stay in
Italy, where we have seen him give such
a striking proof of his genius at Rome,
Mozart visited Bologna. There he met
Martini, so celebrated for his science

in counter point. This harmonist was
awe-stricken, as he himself expresses,
at the " lightnings darted from that
youthful mind," and predicted with cer-
tainty the glory and fame which would
crown his labors later on.

The Philharmonic Academy of Bo-
logna, wishing to enrol the young Ger-
man among its members, asked him to
submit to the ordeal imposed on its as-
sociates. He was locked into a room,
with a theme for a fugue for four voices
to compose. He accomplished his task
in half an hour, and received his di-
ploma. No one of his age had ever
gained such a distinction. From Bo-
logna, he went to the Court of Tuscany.
The grand duke, enchanted with his
music, loaded him with honors and
presents ; the beautiful galleries of the
ancient palace of the Medicis echoed
with his songs. The very pictures
seemed to listen to his melody, and the
chaste Venus to smile upon him.

The sight of these chefs d'œuvre in-
spired him-he surpassed himself.
Never had his voice given utterance to
more sublime compositions. The at-
mosphere of Florence was worthy of
him. Like those tropical birds who
carol their sweetest melodies amid the
triple enchantment of sunshine, flowers,
and murmuring streams, Mozart sang
best among the marbles, the paintings,
the luxury, of the friendly Court of Tus-
cany, the patron of letters and of art.
But Mozart's greatest and most singu-
lar triumph was at Naples. There, they
would not believe in the wonderful
child's natural genius. Enthusiasm
changed into superstition-it was ru-
mored, and by many affirmed, that his
talent was the result of a magic talis-
man. Those who listened to the
young Mozart at Naples were unable to
penetrate or divine his genius. They
found a kind of consolation for their
wounded vanity in attributing his inspi-
rations to sorcery. Mozart's later years
did not disappoint the promise of his
glorious boyhood. We cannot now
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follow him through his short, but mar- hands and feeble voice, he endeavored
vellous career. We will only say that to try over this funeral music, which he
his last workyas a religious composi- said should be chanted over his tomb.
tion, the famous Requiem Mass. The An bour before his death, he gazed at
genius of Allegri, which inspired his the scroll, exclaiming: "Ah, I fore-
childhood, smiled upon him as a father saw truly that this Requiem sbould be
in his latest moments. Witt failing my own death chant

THE RUINED QUAY.

BY JOHN READE.

I.
By the ruined quay she sits in sorrow,

As she has sat for years and years,
Waiting the dawn of a glad to-morrow,

Waiting a ship that never appears:
"Come back, my love, or my heart will break,

It only beats for my darling's sake,
O cruel white sails, bring back my darling,

Have pity, O winds, on a maiden's tears."

II.
By the ruined quay a vessel is lying,

The people on shore have ceased to cheer,
The tattered flag is at half-mast flying-

Where is she now that her lover is here ?
Dead he has come from over the sea
To meet his dead love by the ruined quay,

And no more shall winds or waters sever
The lovers asleep by the cypress tree.
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(From the North American Review.)

In different times and countries, pa- vhere the real tyrant is organized ig-
triotism has different work to do. For norance, led by unscrupulous craft,
the last two or three centuries its bu- and marching, amid the applause of
siness has usually been the bridling of fools, under the flag of equal rights.
tyrants, the dethroning of arbitrary One might be better employed than in
kings and the setting up of constitu- booting and throwing stones at the
tional ones, or the getting rid of kings ghost of dead and buried privilege.
altogether ; in short, the extension of But the amusement is safe and popular.
popular liberties at the expense of the Habit bas made it second nature, and
wearers of crowns and bearers of scep- it gives excellent occasion for the dis-
tres. Going farther back, we see an- play of oratorical fireworks. The
other state of things. Toward the end transfer of sovereignty to the people,
of the middle ages we find the relations and the wole people, is proclaimed
of kings and peoples the reverse of the panacea of political and social ilfs,
what they afterward became. We find and we are but rarely reminded that
oppression divided and diffused in the popular sovereignty has evils of its
persons of a multitude of feudal ty- own, against whicb patriotismn may ex-
rants, and the masses looking to their ercise itself to better purpose. Here
sovereign as a protector. The feudal and there one hears a whisper that per-
oppressor was both bis enemy and haps tbe masses have not learned bow
theirs, and the progress of monarchical to use their power ; but the wisper is
centralization was in the interest both greeted with obloquy.
of prince and peasant. It was not We speak, of course, of our own
until feudalism pas prostrate that the country, where no royalty is lef t to far,
masses ceased to bless tbeir sovereign except the many-headed one that bears
as a friend, and began to curse hin as the name of Demos, with its portentous
a tyrant. concourse of courtiers, sycophants,

Stilt f artber back in the centuries we and panders. Tbose wbo live on its
find feudalis itself acting a part which favors, and pretend most devotion to
coup d not have been spared in the re- it, have been heard of late warn-
organization of society. The foe of ing us to beware, and telling us that
one generation is the friend of another, Demos is a dangerous beast," wbose
and there is scarcely a form of govern- caprices it behooves us to humor, lest
ment so bad that it has not, at some he should turn and rend us. Far be it
time, prevented a worse or prepared from us to echo this treason. Let
for a better. others cal him beast: we are bis sub-

It is but lately, then, that crowns ject, and will but touch with reverence
and sceptres have been denounced as a few flaws in bis armor.
enemies of the rights of man; but the Once e was a reasonable and sen-
war against them bas been waged so sible monarcb, wbo bad a notion of
hotly, and bas left sucb vigorous tradi- good government, and rilled himself
tions bebind it, that the same battie- iand bis realm with wisdom and mod-
cry is still raised in quarters wbere the eration; but prosperity bas a little
foe bas been driven off the field and turned bis ead, and bordes of native
utterly annihilated; wbere tbe present and foreign barbarians, all armed ith
danger is not above nor beneatb, and the ballot, have so bewildered him towt
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he begins to lose his wits and forget
his kingcraft.

When a king makes himself oppres-
sive to any considerable part of his
subjects, it is not worth while to con-
sider whether he wears one head or
millions; whether he sits enthroned in
the palace of his ancestors, or smokes
his pipe in a filthy ward-room among
blackguards like himself. Neverthe-
less, if we are to be oppressed, we
would rather the oppressor were clean,
and, if we are to be robbed, we like to
be robbed with civility. Demos is a
Protean monarch, and can put on
many shapes. He can be benign, im-
posing, or terrible; but of late we have
oftener seen him under his baser mani-
festations, keeping vile company, and
doing his best to shake our loyalty by
strange, unkingly pranks. The worst
things about him are his courtiers, who
in great part are a disreputable crew,
abject flatterers, vicious counselors,
and greedy plunderers; behind their
master in morals, and in most things
else but cunning. If the politicians
would let him alone, Demos would be
the exact embodiment of the average
intelligence and worth of a gîeat peo-
ple; but, deluded and perverted as he
is, he falls below this mark, and passes
for worse than his real self. Yet, sup-
posing that his evil counselors were
all exterminated as they deserve, it
would avail us little, for he would
soon choose others like them, under
the influence of notions which, of late,
have got the better of his former good
sense. He is the master, and can do
what he will. He is answerable for
all, and, if he is ill-served, he has no-
body to blame but himself. In fact,
he is jealous of his nobles, and, like
certain other kings before him, loves
to raise his barber, his butcher, and
his scullion, to places of power. They
yield him divine honor, proclaim him
infallible as the pope, and call his voice
the voice of God; yet they befool and
cheat him not the less. He is the
type of collective folly as well as wis-
dom, collective ignorance as well as
knowledge, and collective frailty as
well as strength. In short, he is ut-

terly mortal, and must rise or fall as
he is faithful or false to the great laws
that regulate the destinies of men.

A generation or more ago, a cry of
"Eureka !" rose over all the land, or
rather over all the northern part of it.
It was the triumphant acclaim of a
nation hailing its king. The enthusi-
asm had its focus in New England, at
that time, perhaps, the most successful
democracy on earth-a fact which,
however, was mainly to be ascribed to
wholesome traditions, which have be-
come part of the popular life. These
the jubilants overlooked, and saw the
fountain of all political and social
blessings in the beneficent sway of an
absolute Demos ; that is to say, in the
uncurbed exercise of the " inalienable
right " of man to govern himself. A
little cloud, no bigger than a man's
hand, rose presently above the sea, the
herald of an invasion of peasants.
With this in-pouring of labor came
railroads, factories, and a thousand
prolific industries, which heads without
hands could not have awakened or sus-
tained. Population increased, wealth
grew apace; men became rabid in mak-
ng money, and women frivolous in

spending it. The same influences were
at work through all the Northern
States. A vast industrial development,
an immense prosperity, rested safely
for a while on the old national tradi-
tions, love of country, respect for law,
and the habit of self-government.
Then began the inevitable strain.
Crowded cities, where the irresponsi-
ble and ignorant were numerically
equal, or more than equal, to the rest,
and where the weakest and most worth-
less was a match, by his vote, for the
wisest and best ; bloated wealth and
envious poverty; a tinseled civilization
above, and a discontented proletariat
beneath-all these bave broken rudely
upon the dreams of equal brotherhood
once cherished by those who made
their wish the father of their thought,
and fancied that this favored land
formed an exception to the universal
laws of human nature. They cried
out for elevating the masses, but the
masses have surik lower. They called
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for the diffusion of wealth, but wealth
has gathered into more numerous and
portentous accumulations. Two ene-
mies, unknown before, have risen like
spirits of darkness on our social and
political horizon-an ignorant proie-
tariat and a half-taught plutocracy.
Between lie the classes, happily still
numerous and strong, in whom rests
our salvation.

To these we must look for the ster-
ling ability and worth of the nation,
sometimes in wealth, now and then in
poverty ; but for the most part in
neither the one nor the other. They
are the natural enemies of the vulgar
plutocrat, and the natural friends of ail
that is best in the popular heart; but,
as they neither flatter, lie, nor bribe,
they have little power over these bar-
barians of civilization that form the
substratum of great industrial commu-
nities.

Liberty was the watchword of our
fathers, and so it is of ourselves. But,
in their hearts, the masses of the na-
tion cherish desires not only different
from it, but inconsistent with it. They
want equality more than they want
liberty. Now, there is a factitious
inequality and a real and intrinsic one.
Rank, titles, privileges, and wealth,
make up the first ; and character,
ability and culture, the second. Ex-
cepting only the distinctions of weaith,
we have abolished the artificial in-
equality, and now we are doing what we
can to abolish the real one. Vaguely
and half unconsciously, but every day
more and more, the masses hug the
flattering illusion that one man is es-
sentially about as good as another.
They will not deny that there is great
difference in the quality of horses or
dogs, but they refuse to see it in their
own genus. A jockey may be a demo-
crat in the street, but he is sure to be
an aristocrat in the stable. And yet
the essential difference between man
and man is incomparably greater than
that between horse and horse, or dog
and dog; though, being chiefly below
the surface, the general eye can hardly
see it.

Mountains and mole-hills, deserts

and fertile valleys, and ahl the univer-
sal inequality of Nature, are but types
of inequality in men. To level the

toutward world would turn it into bar-
renness, and to level human minds to
one stature would make them barren
as well. The history of the progress
of mankind is the history of its leading
minds. The masses, left to them-
selves, are hardly capable of progress,
except material progress, and even
that imperfectly. Through the long
course of history, a few men, to be
counted by scores or by tens, have
planted in the world the germs of a
growth whose benificent vitality has
extended itself through ail succeeding
ages; and any one of these men out-
weighs in value to mankind myriads
of nobles, citizens and peasants, who
have fought or toiled in their genera-
tion, and then rotted into oblivion.
Condé used to say that a thousand
frogs were not worth one salmon.
The saving, as he meant it, was false,
but there is a sense in which it is true,
though it tells the truth but feebly and
imperfectly.

The highest man may comprehend
the lowest, but the lowest can no more
comprehend the highest than if he be-
longed to another order of beings, as
for some purposes he practically does.
A single human mind may engender
thoughts which the combined efforts
of millions of lower intelligences can-
not receive. This is not the faith of
Demos. In his vague way, he fancies
that aggregated ignorance and weak-
ness will bear the fruits of wisdom.
He begins to think that science,
thought and study, are old-time illu-
sions ; that everybody has a right to
form his own opinion as to whether
the world is round or flat, and that the
votes of the majority ought to settle
the question.

We have said that intrinsic equality
is inconsi:tent with liberty. It is so,
because, in order to produce it, very
unequal opportunities of development
must be granted to different kinds of
mind and character, and an even dis-
tributive justice refused to human na-
ture. The highest must be repressed
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and the lowest stimulated in order to
produce a level average. In such an
attempt no political or social system
can completely succeed ; but in so far
as it tends this way it is false and per-
nicious. If it could succeed, or ap-
proach to success, it would be an out-
rage upon humanity. Asiatic despot-
isms have done so as nearly, perhaps,
as is possible ; but the Amuraths and
Bajazets will hardly be thought fit ex-
amples for emulation. Democracy
can no more succeed in producing a
level than they did, but it can do pro-
digious mischief by trying to produce
one. It may pretend that it is only
" levelling upward," but this phrase of
pleasing sound means levelling down-
ward also ; for, if the lower strata of
humanity are raised as high as their
nature and the inexorable conditions
of human life will permit, there will
still be no equality till the upper strata
are pushed down to meet them.

A society where liberty was com-
plete, and where all men had equal
opportunities of development, acccord-
ing to their several qualities, would
show immense diversities of all kinds;
like the vegetable world, where the
tallest trees and the humblest shrubs,
plants climbing and crawling, poison-
ous and wholesome, all grow out of
the same soil and are formed of the
same essential elements. So the es-
sential elements of human nature are
the same, but mixed in such different
proportion, and controlled by such
diffent tendencies, that they often re-
sult less in resemblances than in con-
trasts.

Shall we look for an ideal society
in that which tends to a barren aver-
age and a weary uniformity, treats
men like cattle, counts them by the
head, and gives them a vote apiece
without asking whether or not they
have the sense to use it ; or in that
which recognizes the inherent differ-
ences between man and man, gives the
preponderance of power to character
and intelligence, yet removes artificial
barriers, keeps circulation free through
all its parts, and rewards merit where-
ever it appears with added influence ?

This, of course, is a mere idea, never
to be fully realized; but it makes vast
difference at what a republic aims,
and whether it builds on numbers or
on worth. The methods by which it
tries to reach its mark may be more
or less effective, but it is all-important

i that the mark should be a true one.
The success of an experiment of in-

discriminate suffrage hangs on the
question whether the better part of the
community is able to outweigh the
worse. There are certain social con-
ditions, rarely to be found except in
small communities and a civilization
not the most advanced, in which this
question may be answered confidently
in the affirmative ; but, as numbers,
wealth, and luxury increase, the dif-
ficulty grows with them. It is aggra-
vated by the fact, generally acknow-
ledged by those inost competent to
judge of it, that intellectual develop-
ment and high civilization are not fa-
vorable to fecundity, so that the unin-
telligent classes, except when in actual
destitution, multiply faster than those
above them. Thus the power of ig-
norance tends to increase, or rather the
power of the knaves who are always
at hand to use it.

A New England village of the olden
time-that is to say, of some forty
years ago-would have been safely and
well governed by the votes of every
man in it; but now that the village has
grown into a populous city, with its
factories and workshops, its acres of
tenement-houses, and thousands and
ten thousands of restless workmen,
foreigners for the most part, to whom
liberty means license and politics
means plunder, to whom the public
good is nothing and their own most
trivial interests everything, who love
the country for what they can get out
of it, and whose ears are open to the
promptings of every rascally agitator,
the case is completely changed, and
universal suffrage becomes a question-
able blessing. Still we are told it is an
inalienable right. Suppose for an in-
stant that it were so, wild as the sup-
position is. The community has rights
as well as the individual, and it has
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also duties. It is both its right and its
duty to provide good government for
itself, and, the moment the vote of any
person or class of persons becomes an
obstacle to its doing so, this person or
class forfeits the right to vote; for,
where the rights of a part clash with
the rights of the whole, the former must
give way.

When a man has not sense to com-
prehend the questions at issue, know a
bad candidate from a good one, or see
his own true interests-when he cares
not a farthing for the general good,
and will sell his vote for a dollar-when
by a native instinct, he throws up his
cap at the claptrap declamation of
some lying knave, and turns with in-
difference or dislike from the voice of
honesty and reason-then his vote be-
comes a public pest. Somebody uses
him, and profits by him. Probably it
is a demagogue, possibly a priest, or
possibly both. In any case, it is folly
to call him a free agent. His inalien-
able right may perhaps be valuable to
him for the bribe he gets out of it ; but
it makes him a nuisance and a danger
to the State. It causes pulpit, platform,
and press to condone his vices, and de-
bauch the moral sense of the people by
discovering objects of sympathy in
vagabonds, thieves, and ruffians. It
gives power to the communistic attack
on property, and makes it difficult to
deal with outbreaks of brutal violence
against which even humanity itself de-
mands measures of the most stern and
exemplary repression.

Universal suffrage, imposed upon the
country by the rivalries of contending
parties bidding against each other for
votes, has since been promoted into a
" principle," regarded by many persons
as almost sacred. This so-called prin-
ciple, however, is by no means of uni-
versal application, and when applied
in the wrong place, at once reduces it-
self to absurdity. Distribute ballot-
boxes among the subjects of King
John of Abyssinia or those of the Khan
of Kelat, and set them to govern them-
selves by the full exercise of their in-
alienable rights, and our panacea would
result in anarchy. Universal suffrage'

is applicable only to those peoples, if
such there are, who by character and
training are prepared for it ; and the
only rational question is as to the de-
gree of preparation that will serve the
purpose. In any case, preparation
must be the work of time. There must
be hereditary traditions of self-govern-
ment. Universal suffrage exists in
some European nations, and exists
along with ahigh degree of civilization
and prosperity; but in these the tradi-
tions and material forces of a centra-
lized government are extremely strong,
and the evils of an ignorant or vicious
vote are held in check by powers of re-
sistance which are unknown here. Yet
even in these countries the final results
of the experiment are, and well may be,
the objects of deep anxiety.

We are told that to make a bad voter
a good one, we have only to educate
him. His defect, however, is not
merely intellectual. It consists also
in the want of the feeling that his own
interests are connected with those of
the community, and in the weakness or
absence of the sense of moral and po-
litical duty. The evil is not to be cured
by reading, writing, and arithmetic.
The public school may cram his brain
with all it is capable of containing, and
he will be no whit the better citizen
for the process. It might train instead
of cramming him, lay the foundation
of a sound morality, and teach him
something of political and social duty;
but such education is more difficult
than that now in vogue, and demands
more judgment and ability in those
who conduct it. To teach the teacher
must be the first step ; and here, as in
everything else connected with public
education, we find ourselves moving in
a vicious circle. To whom have we
intrusted these high and delicate in-
terests ? They demand the best in-
telligence and the best conscience of
the community ; and yet their control
rests, in the last resort, with legisla-
tures and municipal bodies represent-
ing in part that very public which
needs education the most-wretched,
wire-pulling demagogues, ignorant as
the constituencies that chose them,
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reckless of public duty, and without
the faintest notion of what true educa-
tion is. In such education rests the
only hope of democracies ; but it is
vain to look for it unless the wiser half
of the public can regain its virtual con-
trol.

The results thus far of our present
style of popular education are not flat-
tering. That portion of young Amer-
ica which has sprung from humble and
ignorant parentage ought to show its
effects most conspicuously ; but it may
be doubted whether, as a general rule,
the young Irish-American is a better
or safer citizen than his parent from
Cork. He can read ; but he reads
nothing but sensation stories and scan-
dalous picture-papers, which fill him
with preposterous notions, and would
enfeeble a stronger brain than his and
debauch a sounder conscience. He is
generally less-industrious than his sire,
and equally careless of the public good.

Those who bray loudest for inalien-
able rights extol the ballot as an edu-
cation in itself, capable of making good
citizens out of the poorest material.
Under certain conditions, there is a
measure of truth in this. An untaught
and reckless voter, enveloped by
honest and rational ones, is apt to
change greatly for the better ; but, to
this end, it is essential that those whom
the ballot is to educate should be se-
gregated and surrounded by healthy
influences. When extensive districts
and, notably, large portions of popu-
lous cities are filled by masses of im-
ported ignorance and hereditary inep-
titude, the whole ferments together till
the evil grows insufferable. The bal-
lot then educates only to mischief. If
the voter has a conscience, he votes it
away. His teacher is a demagogue
who plays on his prejudices or his
greed, and out of a bad citizen makes
him a worse. Witness the municipal
corruptions of New York, and the
monstrosities of negro rule in South
Carolina.

It is said that vigilance is the price
of liberty; but it has another condition
no less essential. It demands mode-
ration. It must stand on the firm

ground, avoid rash theorizing and
sweeping generalization, and follow
the laws of development that reason
and experience point out. It must
build its future on its past. When it
rushes deliriously after dazzling ab-
stractions, it is rushing towards its ruin.
In short, it must be practical, not in
the vile sense in which that word is
used by political sharpers, but in the
sense in which it is used by thought-
ful and high-minded men.

There is an illusion, or a supersti-
tion, among us respecting the ballot.
The means are confounded with the
end. Good government is the end,
and the ballot is worthless except so
far as it helps te reach this end. Any
reasonable man would willingly re-
nounce his privilege of dropping a
piece of paper into a box, provided
that good government were assured to
him and his descendants.

The champions of indiscriminate
suffrage-such of them, that is, as deign
to give reasons for their faith-point in
triumph to the prosperity which the
country has enjoyed till within the last
few years, and proclaim it a result of
the unlimited power of the masses.
This prosperity, however, had been
founded and half built up before the
muddy tide of ignorance rolled in upon
us. It rests on the institutions and
habits bequeathed to us by our fathers ;
and, if until lately the srperstructure
has continued to rise, it is in spite of a
debased suffrage, and not in conse-
quence of it. With still more confi-
dence, and more apparent reason, we
are told to look at the great popular
uprising of the civil war. Here, indeed,
democracy revealed itself in its grandest.
aspect. The degrading elements hadl
not then reached the volume and foace.
that they have reached to-day. The is.-
sue was definite and distinct. The:
Union was to be saved, and popular
government vindicated. Ther&,ewere no,
doubts and no complications. Victory
meant national integrity, and! defeat
meant national disintegration.. Above
all, the cause had its visible mNem-
the national flag; and thousands, andt
hundreds of thousands of eesm Wet
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turned upon it in ardent and loving
devotion. We heard a great deal at
that time about " thinking bayonets."
The bayonets did not think, nor did
those who carried them. They did
what was more to the purpose-they
felt. The emergency did not call for
thought, but for faith and courage, and
both were there in abundance. The
political reptiles hid away, or pretend-
ed to change their nature, and for a
time the malarious air was purged as
by a thunder-storm. Peace brought a
change. Questions intricate and diffi-
cult, demanding brains more than
hearts, and discretion more than valor,
took the place of the simple alter-
native, to be or not tW be. The lion
had had his turn, and now the fox, the
jackal, and the wolf, took theirs.
Every sly political trickster, whom the
storm had awed into obscurity, now
found his opportunity. The reptiles
crawled out again, multiplied, and in-
fested caucuses, conventions, and
Congress. But the people were the
saddest spectacle; the same people
that had shown itself so heroic in the
hour of military trial were now per-
plexed, bewildered, tossed between
sense and folly, right and wrong,
taking advice of mountebanks, and
swallowing their filthy nostrums. The
head of Demos was as giddy as his
heart had been strong.

But why descant on evils past cure ?
Indiscriminate suffrage is an accom-
plished fact, and cannot be undone.
Then why not accept it, look on the
bright side and hope that, "somehow
or other," all will be well in the end ?
Because the recognition of an evil
must go before its cure, and because
there is too much already of the futile
optimism that turns wishes into beliefs,
and discourses in every tone of sickly
commonplace about popular rights
and universal brotherhood. Beneath
it all lies an anxious sense of present
and approaching evil. Still the case
is not yet desperate. The country is
full of rec.uperative force, latent just
now, and kept so by the easy and
apathetic good-nature which so
strangely marks our people. This is

not the quality by which liberty is
won and kept, and yet popular orators
and preachers do their best to perpetu-
ate it. Prominent among obstacles to
reform is this weary twaddle of the
optimists.

It is well to be reminded how far we
have sundered ourselves froin the
only true foundation of republics-
intelligence and worth. The evil is
not to be-cured by hiding it, turning
away our eyes from it, or pretending
that it is a blessing. If it is to be
overcome, it must be first looked in
the face. All nations have in them
some element of decay. Systems and
peoples have perished, and not one
was ever saved by shutting the eyes
and murmuring that all was for the
best. Faith without reason will only
beguile us to destruction, and Liberty
may elope while we are bragging most
of her favors. We believe that our
present evils are not past cure, and
that, if the sound and rational part of
the people can be made to feel that
the public wounds need surgery, they
will find means of applying it.

Under what shape shall we look for
deliverance ? It is easy to say where
we need not look for it. To dream of
a king would be ridiculous. We might
set up an oligarch, or rather an oli-
garchy might set up itself; but it
would be one made up of the "boss "
the " railroad king," and the bonanza
Crœsus-a tyranny detestable and
degrading as that of the rankest
democracy, with which it would be in
league. The low politician is the
accomplice of the low plutocrat, and
the low voter is the ready tool of both.
There are those whocall on imperialism
to help us ; but, supposing this heroic
cure to be possible, we should rue the
day that brought us to it. Our emperor
would be nothing but a demagogue on
a throne, forced to conciliate the
masses by giving efficacy to their
worst desires.

There is no hope but in purging and
strengthening the republic. The
remedy must be slow, not rash and
revolutionary. A debased and irre-
sponsible suffrage is at the bottom of

456
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the evil, but the state is sick of diseases
that do not directly and immediately
spring from this source. Something
is due to the detestable maxim that to
the victor belong the spoils, and the
fatuity that makes office the reward of
party service, demands incessant rota-
tion, dismisses the servant of the
public as soon as he has learned to
serve it well, prefers the interests of
needy politicans to the interests of
the whole people, sets a premium on
trickery and discourages faithful in-
dustry. When the scraps and marrow-
bones of offices are fiung down to be
scram bled for, the dogs are sure to get
the lion's share.

Never was there a more damning al-
legation against popular government
than was made unwittingly by the pop-
ularity-loving Governor of a ce tain
State, who, talkipg for reform in one
breath and against it in the next, said
in substance that good administration
might be expected in monarchies, but
that with us the conduct of public af-
fairs is in the hands of the people, and
that to complain of bad civil service is
to arraign democracy itself. Let us
emulate this worthy gentleman ; sit in
smiling and serene despair, banish re-
flection, and drift placidly down the
tide, fishing as we go. It is thus that
republics are brought to their ruin.
What the times need are convictions,
and the courage to enforce them. The
hope lies in an organized and deter-
mined effort to rouse the better half of
the people to a sense that honest and
trained capacity, in our public service,
is essential to our well-being, and that
the present odious and contemptible
system is kept up in the interest of the
few, and not of the whole. There is
much, too, in the organization of legis-
lative and municipal bodies which
might be changed in the interest of
honesty against knavery, and of abili-
ty against artifice, without involving
any attack against " alienable rights."
Yet, so long as a debased suffrage re-
tains its present power for mischief,
the snake is scotched, not killed.
When a majority of the people become
convinced that no aggregate of folly

can produce sense, and no aggregate
of worthlessness can produce honesty,
and when they return to the ancient
faith that sense and honesty are essen-
tial to good government, then it will
become possible-not, perhaps, peace-
ably to abolish a debased suffrage-
but to counteract and so far neutralize
it that it may serve as a safety-valve
and cease to be a danger.

There are prophets of evil who see
in the disorders that involve us the
precursors of speedy ruin ; but com-
plete disruption and anarchy are, we
may hope, still far off, thanks to an im-
mense vitality and an inherited con-
servative strength. The immediate
question is this : Is the nation in the
way of keeping its lofty promise, real-
izing its sublime possibilities, advanc-
ing the best interests of humanity, and
helping to ennoble and not vulgarize
the world ? Who dares answer that it
is ?

Great fault is found with men of
education and social position, because
they withdraw from public life and
abandon the field to men half taught
and sans aveu. Tried by the standard
of ideal perfection they ought, for the
good of the country, to sacrifice in-
clination, peace, and emolument, go
down into the arena, and jostle with
the rest in the scrub-race of American
politics, even if victory brings them no
prize which they greatly care to win.
Such men we have. Those who to-
day save our politics from absolute
discredit do so, in one degree or an-
other, at a personal sacrifice. - If the
conflicts and the rewards of public life
have something to attract them, they
have also a great deal to repel. They
enter a career where the arts of politi-
cal management are of more avail than
knowledge, training, and real a>ility;
or, in other words, where the politician
carries the day and not te statesman ;
where fitness for a high place is not the
essential condition of reaching it, and
where success must often be bought
by compliances repugnant to them.
The public service is paid neither by
profit nor by honor, except such profit
and honor as those best fitted to serve
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the public hold in slight account. It millions of people produced the wise,
is only in the highest walks of political considerate, and temperate statesman-
life that honor is to be found at all. ship on which our nationality is built.
For the rest, it might almost be said Now we are forty millions, and what
that he who enters them throws on sort of statesmanship these forty mil-
himself the burden of proof to show lions produce let the records of Con-
that he is an honest man. More and gress show. The germs of good states-
more, we drift into the condition of manship are among us in abundance,
those unhappy countries where "the but they are not developed, and, under
post of honor is a private station;" and our present system and in the present
perhaps at this moment there is no temper of our people, they cannot be
civilized nation on earth of which this developed. The conditions of human
saymg holds more true. greatness are difficult to trace, but one

Out of this springs a double evil : thing is reasonably sure : it will not
Bad government first, and then an in- grow where it is not wanted. It may
creasing difficulty in regaining a good be found in a republic that demands
one. Good government cannot be the service of its best and ablest, but
maintained or restored unless the in- not in one that prefers indifferent ser-
structed and developed intellect of the vice of indifferent men, and pleases
country is in a good degree united with itself with the notion that this is dem-
political habits and experience. The ocratic equality.
present tendency is to divorce it from The irrepressible optimist, who dis-
them; and this process of separation, covers in every disease of the state a
begun long ago, is moving on now blessing in disguise, will say that emi-
more rapidly than ever. Within a nfient abilities are unnecessary in de-
generation the quality of public men mocracies. We commend him to a
has sunk conspicuously. The masses short study of the recent doings of
have grown impatient of personal emi- Congress, and, if this cannot dispel his
nence, and look for leaders as nearly illusion, his case is beyond hope. This
as may be like themselves. Young same illusion, in one shape or another,
men of the best promise have almost is wide-spread through all the realm of
ceased to regard politics as a career. Demos, where we sometimes hear the
This is not from want of patriotism. value of personal eminence of any
When the Union was in danger there kind openly called in question, on the
were none who hastened to its defence ground that the object of popular gov-
with more ardent and devoted gallan- ernment is the good of the many and
try, rejoicing to serve their country in not of the few. This is true, but it
a field where it was to be served by remains to ask what the good of the
manhood and not by trickery. Peace many requires. It does not require
came, they sheathed their swords, and that the qualities most essential to the
were private citizens again. They conduct of national affairs should be
would die in the public service, but dwarfed and weakened ; but that they
they would not live in it. should be developed to the utmost,

In fact, the people did not want, not merely as a condition of good gov-
them there. The qualities of the ernment, but because they are an edu-
Most highly gifted and highly cultivat- cation to the whole people. To ad-ed are discarded for cheaper qualities, mire a brazen demagogue sinks thewhich are easier of popular compre- masses, and to admire a patriot states-hension, and which do not excite jeal- man elevates them. Example is better
ousy. Therefore the strongest incen- than schooling ; and, if average hu-tive to youthful ambition, the hope of manity is encouraged in the belief that
political fame, is felt least by those there is nobody essentially much abovewho, for the good of the country, itself, it will not rise above its own
ought to feel it most. The natural level. A low standard means low
results follow. A century ago three achievement. In every one of the
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strata into which civilized society must
of necessity be divided there are men
capable of a higher place, and it is in-
justice to those whom Nature has so
favored not to show them the heights
to which they may aspire. What they
do see clearly enough are the facti-
tious heights of wealth and office ;
what they need also to see are those of
human nature in its loftiest growth.

A nation is judged by its best pro-
ducts. To stand ir the foremost rank,
it must give to the human race great
types of manhood, and add new
thought to the treasury of the world.
No extent of territory, no growth of
population, no material prosperity, no
average of intelligence, will ever be
accepted as substitutes. They may
excite fear, wonder, or even a kind of
admiration, but they will never win or
deserve the highest place.

Our civilization is weak in the head,
though the body is robust and full of
life. With all the practical vigor and
diffused intelligence of the American
people, our cultivated class is inferior
to that of the leading countries of Eu-
rope; for not only does the sovereign
Demos think he can do without it, but
he is totally unable to distinguish the
sham education from the real one.
The favorite of his heart is that de-
plorable political failure, the " self-
made man," whom he delights to
honor, and to whom he confides the
most perplexed and delicate interests,
in full faith that, if he cannot unravel
them, then nobodv else can. He
thinks that he must needs be a person
of peculiar merit and unequalled vigor.
His idea of what constitutes him is
somewhat singular. He commends as
self-made the man who picks up a half
education at hap-hazard ; but if, no
matter with what exertion, he makes
use of systematic and effective methods
of training and instructing himself,
then, in the view of Demos, he is self-
made no longer.

The truth is, liberal education is at
a prodigious disadvantage among us.
In its nature it is only the beginning
of a process that should continue
through life ; of a growth that will bear

its fruit only in the fullness of time.
Of what avail to nurse and enrich the
young tree, if its after-years are to be
spent in a soil and climate hostile or
at least unfavorable to it ? We do not
say this in despondency, but simply to
illustrate the position and its neces-
sities. Amid the morbid levelling of
the times, few signs are so hopeful as
the growing strength of the higher
education ; but it is well to recognize
with what it has to contend. In the
platitudes of democratic society two
counter-influences are apparent-the
one a curse, and the other a blessing :
First, those sudden upheavals of accu-
mulated wealth which break with sin-
ister portent that broad distribution of
property which once formed our safe-
ty ; and, secondly, this recent rein-
forcement of trained intelligence.
Each confronts the other ; for culture
is no friend of vulgar wealth, and
most of the mountains of gold and sil-
ver we have lately seen are in the
keeping of those who are very ill fitted
to turn them to the profit of civiliza-
tion.

But culture-to use that inadequate
word for the want of a better-has, as
we have said, to contend with formid-
able difficulties. The lower forms of
ambition among us are stimulated to
the utmost. The prizes held before
them are enormous. The faculties
that lead to money-making, and those
that lead to political notoriety as dis-
tinguished from political eminence,
have every opportunity and every in-
centive. Ability, poor and obscure,
may hope to win untold wealth, rule
over mines, railroads anti cities, and
mount to all the glories of official sta-
tion. As a consequence, we have an
abundance of rich men and an abun-
dance of clever politicians. Again,
we would not be misunderstood. We
have no wish to declaim against self-
made men. There are those among
them who deserve the highest respect
and the warmest gratitude. If rarely
themselves on the highest pinnacle of
civilization, they are generally the
sources, immediate or remote, from
which our best civilization springs.
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Yet there are achievements to which
they are equal only in exceptional
cases. We have had but one Frank-
lin ; and even that great man had fail-
ings from which different influences
would have delivered him. Nor was
Franklin a product of democracy full-
fledged.

While the faculties that win material
success are spurred to the utmost, and
urged to their strongest development,
those that find their exercise in the
higher fields of thought and action are
far from being so. For the minds
that mere wealth and mere notoriety
cannot satisfy, the inducements are
weak and the difficulties great. The
slow but ominous transfer of power
from superior to inferior types of men,
as shown in city councils, legislatures,
and Congress, has told with withering
effect on the growth of true political
ability. Debased as our politics are,
they do not invite, and hardly even ad-
mit, the higher and stronger faculties
to a part in them. Liberal education is
robbed of its best continuance and
consummation, in so far as it is shut
out from that noblest field of human
effort, the direction of affairs of state;
that career of conbined thought and
action where all the forces of the mind
are called forth, and of which the ob-
jects and results are to those of the
average American politician what the
discoveries and inventions of applied
science are to the legerdemain of a
street juggler. The professions still
remain open, and in these compara-
tively limited fields the results are
good. Literature offers, another field ;
but here the temptation is powerful to
write or speak down to the level of
that vast average of education which
makes the largest returns in profits
and celebrity. The best literature we
have has followed the natural law and
sprung up in two or three places where
educated intelligence had reached a
point high enough to promise it a fav.
orable hearing. For the rest, our
writers address themselves to an audi-
ence so much accustomed to light food
that they have no stomach for the
strong. The public demand has its

effect, too, on the pulpit. It is pleas-
anter to tell the hearer what he likes
to hear than to tell him what he needs;
and the love of popularity is not con-
fined to the laity.

From one point of view, the higher
education is of no great use among us.
It is not necessary to make a million-
aire a party leader, such as our party
leaders are, or a popular preacher or
writer. So little is it needed for such
purposes, that the country is full of
so-called "practical men," who cry out
against it in scorn. Yet, from a true
point of view, it is of supreme use and
necessity, and a deep responsibility
rests on those who direct it. What
shall be its aims ? Literature, schol-
arship, and physical science, are all
of importance ; but, considered in
themselves, their place is subordinate,
for they cannot alone meet the re-
quirements of the times. It has been
said that liberal culture tends to se-
parate men from the nation at large,
and form them into a class apart ; and,
without doubt, this is to a certain de-
gree true of the merely esthetic, liter-
ary, or scholastic culture. What we
most need is a broad and masculine
education, bearing on questions of
society and government ; not repelling
from active life, but preparing for it
and impelling toward it. The disci-
pline of the university should be a
training for the arena; and, within the
past few years, no little progress has
been made in this direction.

Some half a century ago, a few
devoted men began what seemed a
desperate crusade against a tremen-
dous national evil. American slavery
has now passed into history. It died
a death of violence, to our shame be
it said; for the nation had not virtue,
temperance, and wisdom enough, to
abolish it peacefully and harmlessly ;
but it is dead. We would not compare
the agitation against it to the far more
complex and less animating movement
by which alone our present evils can
be met and checked. Conviction and
enthusiasm, with very little besides,
served the purpose of the abolition
agitators. Their appeal was to senti-
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ment and conscience, not to reason ;
and their work demanded a kind of
men very different from those de-
manded by the work of political
regeneration. The champion of the
new reform will need no whit less
enthusiasm, but it must be tempered
with judgment and armed with know-
ledge. One idea will not serve him.
He must have many, all tending to
one end ; an integrity that can neither
be tempted nor ensnared, and a
courage that nothng can shake.

Here, then, is a career worthy of
the best, and demanding the best, for
none but they can grapple with the
complicated mischiefs of our politics.
Those gallant youths, and others such
as they, who were so ready to lay
down life for their country, may here
find a strife more difficult, and not less
honorable. If there is virtue in them
for an effort so arduous, then it is
folly to despair. If a depraved politi-
cal system sets them aside in favor of
meaner men, and denies them the
career to which the best interests of
the nation call them, then let them
attack this depraved system, and, in so
doing, make a career of their own.
The low politician is not a noble foe,
but he is strong and dangerous enough
to make it manly to fight him; and the
cause of his adversary is the cause of
the people, did they but know it ; or
at least of that part of the people that
is worth the name. No doubt, the
strife is strangely unequal ; for on one
side are ranged all the forces of self-
interest, always present and always
active; and on the other only duty
and patriotism. But if the virtue and
reason of the nation can be as well
organized as its folly and knavery are
organized to-day, a new hope will rise
upon us, and they wlho can achieve
such a result will not lack their re-
ward. The " literary feller " may yet
make himself a practical force, and, in
presence of the public opinion which
he has evoked, the scurvy crew who
delight to gibe at him may be com-
pelled to disguise themselves in gar-
ments of unwonted decency.

It is in the cities that the diseases

of the body politic are gathered to a
head, and it is here that the need of
attacking them is most urgent. Here
the dangerous classes are most
numerous and strong, and the effects
of flinging the suffrage to the mob are
most disastrous. Here the barbarism
that we have armed and organized
stands ready to overwhelm us. Our
cities have become a prey. Where the
carcass is, the vultures gather to-
gether. The industrious are taxed to
feed the idle, and offices are distri-
buted to perpetuate abuses and keep
knaves in power. Some of our city
councils, where every ward sends its
representatives, each according to its
nature, offer a curious and instructive
spectacle; for here one sees men of
mind and character striving for honest
government under vast and ever-
increasing difficulties, mingled with
vicious boors in whose faces brute,
knave and fool, contend which shall
write his mark most vilely.

The theory of inalienable rights 6e-
comes an outrage to justice and com-
mon-sense, when it hands over great
municipal corporations, the property of
those who hold stock in them, to the
keeping of greedy and irresponsible
crowds controlled by advenurers as
reckless as themselves, whose object
is nothing but plunder. But the
question is not one of politics ; it is
one of business, and political rights,
inalienable or otherwise, are not in
any true sense involved in it. The
city which can so reorganize itself that
those who supply the means of sup-
porting it shall have the chief control
over their expenditure, will lead the
way in abolishing an anomaly as ridi-
culous as it is odions, and give an im-
pulse to its own prosperity which will
compel other cities to follow its ex-
ample. That better class of citizens
who have abandoned civic affairs in dis-
gust, will gradually return and acquire
in municipal administration a training
which may avail them afterwards in
wider fields. The reform of cities would
be a long and hopefül step toward the
reform of the States and the nation.

FRANCIS PARKMAN.
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A STORY FOR BOYS.

"Wherever can he be ?" his voice-" Yes sir, we'll have no
"Well, Mis' Squeers, wherever the more of these charity rascals around

young scamp is, there's no use keepin' here ; I've had enough of that."
that door open and lettin' in draught " Oh, you have," sneered Liddy be-
enough to take the roof off, let alone low her breath.
givin' us all the rheumatism." Mr. Squeers drew his bootjack, a very

When angry, Mr. Squeers was careful clumsy contrivance of his own, out of
to give people their proper titles. a corner and proceeded to remove his
Thus reproved Mrs. Squeers closed the boots, after which he held up his feet to
door from which she had been peering the blaze and resumed the thread of his
out into the fast-falling night, and seat- remarks.
ing herself opposite ber husband re- "Yes, sir, if I catch the young rascal
sumed her knitting. The flickering around this place again, I'll-here I
light, which rose and fell from the old- am with that much work to do in the
fashioned fireplace, showed an anxious spring of the year I don't know where
look in her pale face, and though she to begin first, and that young scalawag
knitted on mechanically, ber attitude must take himself off-not that he's any
was that of an attentive listener. In good, but L'll give him a lesson to-
the little summer-kitchen Lyddy, the morrow if I catch him about here.
"help," whose custom it was to accom- We've had enough of takin' other peo-
pany her work with spirited if not very ple's children to do for 'em."
cultivated singing, scalded her milk "A deal you do," muttered Lyddy.
pans in a quiet, abstracted manner, now " But then when yer own flesh and
and then muttering something not very blood leaves ye," continued Mr. Squeers,complimentary to her master; or when " what can you expect of a foundlin',
a sound, however slight, from without or what's the same as a foundlin'. Oh,
caught her ear she would lift the latch the ingratitude, the ingratitude!"
and steal quietly out, but always re- " Mary bas helped us more since she
turned without any apparent result. went into town than she ever could have

It cannot be said that Mr. Squeers' done here. She bas done more than
countenance betrayed anything in the any girl I ever heard of. It's nothing
nature of anxiety, but it wore the deeply but overwork that's made her sick now,
injured air which was habitual to it I believe."
whenever the gentleman had a griev- There were times when Mrs. Squeers
ance. These occasions were frequent. ventured to speak.
"Yes, sir,"-Mr. Squeers' favorite mode "Well, well, say she has, say she has
of address when he meant to include helped a leetle. Who did everything
all who might be within the range of for her-who brought ber up ?"
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" Not you," snapped Lyddy in a
somewhat loud tone.

Mrs. Squeers took up her knitting
with a sigh, while her lord and master
proceeded to inveigh loudly against the
ingratitude of the world generally, and
the people he had to deal with in par-
ticular.

" Yes, sir, l'Il fix this bright boy
o'yourn," keeping an angry eye on his
wife, "if I find him sneakin' back here.
The half-witted little stoopid, never
arned bis sait yet, but if I catch him,
Ilil- I'il-"

Mr. Squeers rose and walked away
to bed, shaking bis fist at the floor and
his head at nothing, apparently at a
loss to think of words to express bis
dire intentions, albeit bis two suspend-
ers hanging down bis back detracted
somewhat from bis otherwise threaten-
ing aspect.

Mrs. Squeers put down her knitting,
and going down into the little kitchen,
dropped wearily into a chair.

l I'm so troubled, Lyddy; seems to
me it was bad enough to have Mary
sick, and now here Sam bas run away.
Poor little thing, where can he have
gone to? I feel just about beat this
night."

" I shouldn't fret about it, Mrs.
Squeers. Mary's sure to be better or
you would have heard, and as for Sam,
he'll be back in a day or two, and if
we keep him out of Mr. Squeers' way
for awhile, everything will come all
right."

" That's just it, Lyddy, father's not
very gentle with him,"-Lyddy thought
her mistress put it mildly when she
said, not very gentle-" and he's a
shy little thing. I should never have
taken a boy, Lyddy, and I wouldn't
have, but the poor motherless little
thing, seemed to cling to me, and I
liked him, and always will, though
people say he is stupid and has not
half bis wits. Poor little Sam! I'm
afraid you're cold and hungry some-
where to-night."

" He's ail right," replied the hope-
fui Lyddy. "I kind of misdoubted
there was something up, for more'n
a week he bas carried his doughnuts
or johnny.cake away from the table;
I believe now he was savin' 'em for
this jant, wherever it's to. There, now,
that's the last pan. I think Il just take
a run across the field. He may be h idin'
near the woods, half afraid to come
back."

" l'Il go too, Lyddy, he'll be more
apt to mind me."

But the search was fruitless. There
was no Sam lurking near the woods or
hiding in a corner of the fence, and
when Mrs. Squeers spoke softly to each
bush and stump, which to her anxious
eyes looked like the little figure coming
to meet her, there was no response save
the echo of her own voice, or the rust-
ling of the leaves in the night wind.

" It's just come to what I might have
expected, Lyddy," said she sorrowfully,
" father's been so hard on him that he's
just run away. Poorlittlefellow!--and I
was so fond of him. There's no saying
when l'Il get a horse to go to town now,
father's so put out about Sam, and poor
Mary sick ! Dear, dear, it's a hard world
sometimes!" And in spite of Lyddy's
hearty assurances of Mary's and Sam's
well-being-which she did not feel-
Mrs. Squeers went to bed very sad and
troubled.

If she could only have seen San%
that evening, or known of the friend he
had met when trudging wearily along
the muddy road with bis boots over bis
shoulder and a small parcel of stale
doughnuts under bis arm!

Sam was frightened when the stranger
accosted him, and wondered if he had
any connection with Mr. Squeers.

" Well, my boy, where 4re you bound
for ?"

"Town," was the low reply.
"Town ? Weil, when do you suppose

you'Il get there on these roads ?"
Sam looked more frightened than

ever.
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" What's your name, and where do
you come from? How is it that a little
fellow like you talks of going to town
alone ? Seems you're a stranger to me."

" My name is Sam, I live over to Mr.
Squeers' and I'm-"

"Oh," interrupted Sam's companion,
"Squeers', I see-I see," and a peculiar
expression stole into his face. "So
you're the little boy I've heard tell of.
Got sort of tired over there, I s'pose ?"

" No, sir, but-but you won't tell, will
you ? Mrs. Squeers has been so good
to me, she's all the mother I have, she's
done more for me than I could tell,
and Mary's sick in town, and mother
can't sleep nights for thinking of her,
and Mr. Squeers says the roads are too
bad to drive to town, he don't ca-he
isn't so worried as mother, so I left be-
fore daylight. I thought I might get
back to-morrow night, for father will be
needing me now the spring work is
going to begin. But you won't tell till
I come back, for mother is in such a
way about Mary ?"

Sam's hungry, wistful eyes were wet
as he lifted them eagerly to the stran-
ger's face.

" Tell ! you poor little soul 1 " and
farmer Burton passed the back of his
hand over his forehead to wipe away
the damp which was not there. " No,
I'il not tell. So you're to help with the
spring work, poor leetle mite ! Well,
well, and so Mary's sick ? Oh yes, I
know Mary used to come to my house
sometimes, with my Sallie."

And farmer Burton walked on by Sam,
talking, but mostly to himself, in a
strain very similar to Lyddy's over her
dish-washing. When they reached Mr.
Burton's comfortable farm-house, that
good man had considerable difficulty in
prevailing upon Sam to relinquish his
intention of walking all night. He was
afraid he " mightn't be back in time for
his work." However, the promise of a
lift into town next morning removed
his fears, and he followed his new friend
up to the house in a state of painful be-

wilderment at so much undeserved
kindness.

" Here, mother," said the farmer to a
stout, pleasant-faced woman who met
them at the door. " I've brought you
another, seeing we haint quite enough
of our own."

"Who is the little fellow ? " said Mrs.
Burton, looking at him with good-
natured surprise.

" Oh, he's Sam, comes from Mr.
Squeers', walkin' into town to see how
Mary is. Seems she's been sick and her
mother is frettin', so this little chap set
out to bring back the news-meant to
walk all night, but guesses he'll stay
over and get acquainted with us."

And while some very intelligent
glances were being exchanged over his
head, Sam broke out again about mother:

"She can't sleep at nights, and you
don't know how good she is; she
don't mind how stupid I am-she al-
ways liked me."

" Bless your little heart, you're not
so stupid as folks have said." Mrs.
Burton's motherly eyes were dirm as
she stooped to kiss the little pale,
freckled face, an action which filled
Sam with great astonishment. Surely
the world was different from what he
had imagined. That any one but
mother-and she only did when they
were alone-should kiss him; that any
stranger should speak kindly to such a
stupid, half-witted boy as he was, were
problems Sam found difficult to solve.

" And, mind, nothin's to be said,
mother, it's a secret," said Mr. Burton.

" Honor bright 1" Mrs. Burton ac-
companied this remark with a wink.
"Now for supper."

But such was Sam's amazement at
the number, good looks, good nature
and happiness of the Burton family,
that it is to be feared his supper would
have been a poor one, had not Sallie-
or rather Miss .Burton, who was a
grown up young lady, taken him under
her care, and reminded him when he
lapsed into meditation, that if he wanted
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to grow up a strong man, lie must eat
lots of pancakes and drink all the milk
he could get. Thus admonished, Sam
would turn to his plate; for he had
reasons, urgent reasons, known only to
himself and hidden away down in the
depths of his grateful little heart, for
wanting to grow up a strong man. But
how strange it all was, that they
should be so good to him and so
happy together! He had heard Mr.
Squeers speak of Farmer Burton as a
pretty considerable forehanded man,
but that such a state of bliss ex-
isted in any home had never entered
Sam's head. Poor little Sam sighed
and wished mother and he could live
in a house like this. After tea his at-
tention was divided between a little
black-eyed girl who undertook to
initiate him into the mysteries of "Tic-
tac-toe," with her slate and pencil,
and Sallie, for whom he had been
seized with a sudden admiration at the
tea-table. Indeed Sallie might be
called the centre of attraction. To her
corner the eyes of the little ones
strayed with glances of mingled awe
and admiration, and titters, born of a
pleasant sense of ownership in the in-
teresting Sallie; while with the older
ones, especially the girls, good manners
and curiosity seemed to struggle for the
mastery. No doubt the lessons suffered
that night; even Farmer Burton occa-
sionally lifted his eyes from the axehelve

good girl, and the man that got her
would do well. Whatever he thought
of it, the presence of Sallie's family did
not appear to detract from her enjoy-
ment of the occasion. To little Sam
all this was marvellous. It never
struck him that he with his great
patient, hungry eyes, thin, pale face,
that looked as though it had never
smiled, was as great a wonder to them,
or that the scraps of Mr. Burton's con-
versation which he overheard-about
the poor woman, said to be a rale lady,
who died; the man who gave his child
to a stranger and wandered away no
one knew where-had any reference to
himself. Sam wasin anew world indeed.
And when bed-time came for the little
ones, and according to the family
custom they were all kissed round, and
every one kissed him too, poor Sam
thought heaven must be something like
this. Or was it all a dream ? It seemed
more like one than ever when the
next morning came and Sam found
himself in the stage, safely seated be-
tween the driver and one of the pas-
sengers, holding a paper of fresh
doughnuts made up for him by the
thoughtful Sallie. To travel in the
stage, in company with a lot of grown-
up people!-well, after that anything
might happen.

Even here Sam was surprised to find
himself worthy of notice. What could
the reason be ? The driver was so iollv

he was smoothing, gazed reflectively with him, and the strange gentleman so
at the " settee," for a few seconds, and pleasant and friendly, asking so many
then at his wife, who for the most part questions that Sam was gradually led
kept ber eyes discreetly on ber work. on to relate some of his experience,
Would the reader know the meaning of which he did, dwelling largely on
ail this ?-Sale hada beau. Shedid not mother's goodness to him, all she had
generally spend ber evenings in the done for him, and ail he meant to do
living-room, but the spring cleaning for her when be became a man. And
had been done early this year, the then what more natural than to get out
parlor stove taken down, and the chilly his luncheonand passit around, explain-
nights had led to the vacation of the ing that they were not mother's,-her's
"settee" in favor ofSallieand her lover. were better than any other person's !
As Mrs. Burton remarked,it was a savin' "Poor little critter !" muttered the
of firewood and fuss,-not that she driver with a slight cough, and a ten-.
grudged Sallie anything; she was a dency to choke over the first bite.

F
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Would Sam ever forget the delight of
that morning's drive ?. Never. 'Tis
true his feelings were a little hurt when
the driver spoke of Mr. Squeers as a
" miserly old hulk whose own children
couldn't live with him, and his wife, a
poor, broken-spirited thing, dassent
call her ears her own." But the an-
noyance soon passed, and he found
himself getting deeply interested in the
conversation which followed. There
was a great deal about lumber, mills
and water-power. Sam wondered
what a water-power was. But could
his ears be deceiving him ? Could it be
possible that the stranger was going to
build a mill near them ? His heart
gave a glad bound. Still, it wasn't like-
ly; he was too fine a gentleman to live
back in the country like Mr. Squeers.
Down went his heart again. But when
they reached town-all too soon-and
the stranger, shaking hands with Sam,
told him they were going to be neigh-
bors and would get better acquainted
by and by, in his delight and amaze-
ment he almost forgot what he had
corne for until the driver hurried him
away to find his sister, reminding him
that the stage went out again at five.

Mary was better and at work again,
but she and Sam spent the afternoon
walking about, gazing in at shop win-
dows and deliberating upon a present
for mother. Never had five o'clock
corne so soon, Mary thought, as she
watched the little runaway Sam clam-
ber up again beside the stage-driver,
whom he now regarded in the light of
an old friend. Sam did not think the
drive quite so delightful as in the morn-
ing, especially when it grew dark, and
they were drawing near Farmer Bur-
ton's, where he found ail the family out
to see him and enquire for Mary.
When the stage rattled on, leaving that
abode of light, warmth and cheerful-
ness behind, with every turn of the
wheel taking poor Sam nearer his inter-
view with Mr. Squeers, he thought it
was dark for him in every sense.

" Now, little feller," said the driver,
when they reached the cross-road,
" here we are ; you've a bit to go yet;
you'll have to walk pretty smart."

Sam took an affectionate farewell of
his friend and grasping the " present,"
trudged manfully on in the dark, his
mind in a very tumultuous state with
ail he had seen and heard. But per-
haps mother would have gone to bed,
he thought, while making his way
carefully through the vegetable garden.
No, there was a light in the kitchen,
and a figure in the door; then presently
a voice,

" Why, Lyddy, here's some one-"
" It's me, mother," whispered Sam

joyfully. And Sam was drawn in and
the door shut.

Many years have passed since Sam
got a lift in the stage.

Near the spot where stood the
Squeers' abode, there is a thriving vil-
lage, the centre, indeed it may be said
the origin, of which is the " Mills "-
for almost every man finds employment
in them-known as Halton's Mills,
and to some extent famous from the
fact that certain parts of the machinery
are the invention of the proprietor.
On the outskirts of the village there
stands a large but plain cottage, with
(and this is considered the height of
fashion) a verandah running al around
it. At a certain hour in the afternoon
two figures are always to be seen on
this verandah, both old friends of ours.
In the pale face of the elder there is a
satisfied, contented expression, a rested
look. Mother has found light at even-
tide. In the black eyes and good-
natured face of the younger we cannot
fail to recognize a Burton. The amia-
ble Mr. Squeers is no longer here to
make things pleasant for al around
him. But can this comfortable, easy-
going man, who walks up to the ver-
andah and seating himself on the third
vacant chair says with a quiet laugh:
" Tic-tac-toe, three in a row"-can
this be our little thin, pale-faced Sam,
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who hadn't all his wits about himP mother cried for joy -then a share in
Oh, that lift in the stage! What it led the miii; and then-but it was al
to! A new friend; so many months at easy after that-for then the littie
school every year; work in the mill, biack-eyed girl came over from Far-
hard work too,and hard study at night. mer Burton's, and after a time our littie
But what of that? Then books on Sam became sole owner of the Halton
machinery; and then (what a day that Milîs. Oh, that lift in the stage!was!m) the two patents-what wonder if B. ATHOL.

ABOUT CATS.

It is true that cats do not, as a rule,
display the intelligence and affection so
characteristic of dogs ; it is also true
that, in many instances, they exhibit
most interesting traits of character and
disposition, frequently winning for
themselves a place in the regards of
their owners, from which they may not
be ousted by the most sagacious
" Ponto " or " Carlo " that ever barked.

Usually considered dull and un-
amiable, poor pussy lives under a
blighting shade of disapproval ; snub-
bed by the sterner sex, harrowed in soul
by the constant persecutions of their
canine followers, finding her only refuge
ii the sympathizing heart and protect-
ing lap of that sex to which helpless-
ness never appeals in vain. A quiet
and home-like creature, pussy is em-
phatically the woman's pet. Her social
habits, love of the fireside, and com-
fortable hearthside song, gain for her a
welcome from those whose lives are by
Nature's ordinance usually shut within
four walls, which, though narrow, may
yet enclose

"Domestic happiness, the only bliss
Of Paradise, that has survived the fall,"

and who naturally love all that is soft
and appealing and gentle.

Why cats should be so berated has
always puzzled me. They are most
affectionate, as any one can prove by
encouraging instead of resolutely snub-
bing every humble dumb-show of af-
fection that the poor pussies make. A
dog rubs his ugly head against his
master (generally, I am convinced,
with ulterior motives in the provender
line), and is rewarded with an approv-
ing pat, a " good dog," and a snack of
something nice, all in grateful re-
cognition of his supposed attachment,
which, I have observed, is sure to be
particularly powerful and obtrusive at
meal times. Poor puss now arches her
pretty tail, curves her back, mews her
mild regards, and rubs herself against
her master's legs,-does she likewise
receive marks of approval ? Not at
all. She leaves hairs on my gentle-
man's clothes, and is, therefore, and in
consequerice, anasty, troublesome beast.
No wonder that her affections have
grown apparently cold 1 Would you have
her longer to wear her heart upon her
sleeve for daws to peck at ? " La
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Belle Dame Sans Merci " never carried
a harder heart towards unfortunate
knights and warriors than does pussy
to the world that has wronged her and
hers. Does she not remember cruel
chasings and stonings by creatures
whom she sees grow up to be men ?
Does she not yet yearn towards her
helpless offspring, relentlessly drowned
when but a few hours old ? Persecuted
and bereaved, can she be expected to
bestow her affections indiscriminately
on those who thus wrong her ? Is not
her coldness justifiable and meritorious ?
We hold it so. To those alone who
value her worthily and seek her respect,
does she unveil her icy reserve, ? And
on such she lavishes a wealth of af-
fection not to be estimated by ordinary
standards. She loves constantly; she
never forgets. Her sweet little cry of
pleasure, as she runs to meet you after
an absence, is the sweetest home-
welcome in the world, and at alil times
(not particularly at meal times) does
she cuddle close to her mistress, assur-
ing her of her unalterable regard. She
is meek and humble, her ways are
peaceful and unobtrusive. Away with
your dogs! They are strong and cruel.
Pussy shall rest in my heart and my
home.

Pussy's one failing, thievishness, can
seldom be cured ; but for mercy's sake
do not expect perfection ! Do let her
enjoy her one little weakness in peace,
remembering with what secret com-
placency you hug to your bosom your
own special darling sin. It is the
one flaw that serves but to mark the
pure brilliancy of the gem ; it is but
the black patch, the beauty-spot, that
throws into high relief the shining
whiteness of your moral complexion,
the "touch of nature" that " makes the
whole world kin." Is not pussy also
to have a little touch of blackness ? Is
she alone to be immaculate ? So, I
say, reflect on your own sins, and let
puss alone.

It is not my purpose here to ente

into a particular defence of my favor-
ite's character, nor yet to elaborate her
virtues. She was made in wisdom,
and daily proves herself to be not the
least intelligent or amiable of domestic
animals. Anecdotes innumerable prove
her wonderful sagacity, and she has
even been worshipped by heathen
nations, who, wiser than moderns, re-
cognized her silent superiority. Having
lifted my voice in her behalf, I shall
now content myself with relating an
anedote or two that shall not set forth
pussy's virtues, but may yet bear a
moral thereon to the reflective reader.

When I said above that a cat can
seldom be cured of thievishness, I
used the term "seldom" advisedly, and
with an ulterior purpose of relating
how I once cured one of stealing-at
least, from our larders.

Pip was a handsome cat, grey,
striped in tiger fashion with black, and
not renarkable for intelligence. The
only point of interest that he offered
when a kitten was an appalling lazi-
ness. Place him on his back, he
would not turn over ; put him in your
pocket, there he would remain while
you took a walk; put him anywhere,
in any position, it never occurred to
him that he might move until forced
to seek food.

He never was funny. Taken from
his mother at three weeks old, carried
fron her protecting arms across an in-
clement and unpleasant sea, villified
by sailors as a second Jonah, and
treated on all sides with the disrespect
usually observed towards his kind, Pip
early became misanthropic, and looked
upon the events of life with an indif-
ferent eye. This lasted till he was a
year old, when he developed a passion
for stealing. Did we save any special
tidbit for a snack between times, that
tidbit Pip almost invariably enjoyed in
his private apartments under the back
platform. Half-a-dozen shelves offered
no obstacle, "the more the merrier,"
quoth he, "for ambition loves to climb."
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Legitimately obtained food he scorned.
He would refuse scraps of meat and
fish, and rush off in frantic haste with
a bit of dry bread, or a mouthful of
dough. He would turn up his nose at
milk, and retire in triumph with a
stolen potato skin. Part of his time
he devoted to cribbing cream, which
we kept in the cellar way, the door of
which was always latched. How he
got in was for a long time a mystery,
until the servant girl, attracted one day
to the door by a peculiar clicking,
found Pip hanging by one fore-paw to
the handle, while with the other he
pressed down the latch. Then he
pushed the door open, dropped to the
floor, and walked in. A high button
on the door soon stopped that perform-
ance, but the raids on open closets
were pursued with unabated ardor.

At last we cured him in a curious
way. Among our most prized posses-
sions at the time was an old electrify-
ing machine, with the usual accompa-
niments, and a large set of Leyden jars.
Being mischievous young people, my
brother Alfred and myself were in
the habit of " shocking " persons and
things by means of these same jars well
charged, tormenting ourselves with vio-
lent electric shocks for the purpose of
victimizing others. After every avail-
able person had been shocked, we
turned our attention to animals, assum-
ing professional airs, and talking loudly
of science. Horse, cow, pig, dog, and
even hens were experimented on.
Smiler reared, snorted, kicked violently,
and careered over the meadow, shriek-
ing in the most absurdly terrified man-
ner. Poor Sukey straightened her tail,
almost stood on her head, and bellowed
like the " crack-o-doom ; " the pig
squealed as if his last day had come,
and gave himself up to despair, which
pathetic passion he indicated by loosing
the curl of his tail and woefully ignor-
ing the choicest mud-puddles; the hens
cackled and cackled, and could not stop
cackling,-they waked in the night to

cackle their indignation and astonish-
ment. And Pip, poor Pip! he was the
funniest of all. His mouth opened in
cavernous depths that could not be jus-
tified by his outward dimensions, he
careered about the room declaring his
anguish in imaginable wails, he
grovelled on the floor, and finally bolted
through the open window. We knew
that he suffered but a passing pang in
company with us, so we practised on
him more, unmoved by wails.

One day after shocking every avail-
able subject, I entered a bedroom, car-
rving a Leyden jar well charged in hope
of finding some new victim. Pip was
the only occupant of the room, and to
my amazement retired very hastily,
wailing, and with mortal terror im-
printed on his lineaments. I chased him
down stairs, and tried all manner of al-
luring enticements to overcome his fear,
but all to no purpose so long as I held
the jar. Suspecting the cause of his
strange conduct, I put the jar away, and
in a few minutes had my poor pussy
nestling in my arms. After that he ap-
peared to scent electricity in the air,
and was always missing when experi-
ments were going on. The study,
where the machine stood, was abhorred
by him ; nothing could induce him to
enter that room of torture.

One day, while fear was still strong
upon him, and visions of Leyden jars
yet floated before his eyes, Pip wan-
dered into the pantry after a nice little
bit of salmon that he knew had been
put away from dinner. Spying its lo-
cation, Pip's appalled gaze fell on a
round tin canister that stood near. His
uncritical mind waited not to consider
differences ; the band of dulled tin was
enough to suggest unspeakable agonies.
He waited not for a second look, but
fled, shrinking in terror as he went.
Henceforth, the pantry was safe from his
pilferings, for on its shelves a row of
canisters always reminded him of a tor-
turing and dreadful mystery that he
dared not again encounter. The fear
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of tin cans haunted him to the day of
his death, and, as the scientific result of
our experiments, we announced curing
a cat of stealing.

The trick of opening latched doors
is frequently performed by cats, as
everyone knows. But seldom does this
performance lead to the curious occur-
rence that I once knew of. A cat be-
longing to a friend that we once had
was quite an adept in lifting latches,
but found locks to belong to that class
of things which no fellow can under-
stand. Coming home late one night,
Miss Pussy tried to enter the house by
her accustomed way of opening the
front-door by the huge latch so com-
mon in that remote place and old-fash-
ioned time. Being barred inside, the
door, of course, resisted ail pussy's ef-
forts. Imagining that perseverance
only was needed to win success, she
persistently hung to the handle and
wrestled with the latch. The noise of
her jumps against the door, and the
clickings of the latch awakened the lady
of the house, who immediately decided
on burglars. She roused her husband
and sons, and quietly and in darkness
ail consulted as to the best means of
defence or attack. Loaded guns were
at hand, and it was decided to surprise
and shoot the supposed burglars from
an upper window. Ail gathered in the
appointed rooi of attack, the window
was thrown quickly open, and a gun
pointed at the door from which the
noise proceeded.

" Move, and you're dead men!" cried
the valiant defender. No answer came,
and the rattling continued.

" Come out of that, you rascals!"
was the next adjuration. " Lay down
your tools or l'Il shoot you."

No answer, and continued rattling.
" Here, Henry, Stephen, you boys,

hold me while I lean over and see what
this means."

Leaning away out of a window in
only a nightgown, in cold November,
was very disagreeable work, and, more-

over, nothing came of it. Peer as he
might, nothing could the Captain see
in the darkness, but still the door rat-
tled and shook. And then, unawed by
the big sealing-gun, pussy dropped
from the latch, and piteously mewed
for admission. The story was too
good to be hidden, and before a week
was over Captain Percy was congratu-
lated on ail sides for his successful
capture of the burglar. This incident
happened in the village of Brigus,
Newfoundland, and is in ail particulars
true.

We have had many pet cats, and,
like everybody's babies, our cats were
the most wonderful things ever seen,
so we thought. However, some were
really clever, and some were funny, and
some simply nice. One we had that
always in spirit remained a kitten.
Fun was her one idea; play she would,
and with everything that came in her
way. One summer, a particularly fat
toad took up his residence beneath our
front doorstep, and in the evening
would take his walks abroad like any
other toad. Patty soon found his nest,
and routed him out whenever she want-
ed him to play with. It was most
amusing to see the funny creature toss
poor toady about like a bail, while his
bright eyes grew brighter and rounder
as he tried to escape, hopping clumsily
about, fright and amazement filling his
breast. I think they must have been
quite friendly, however, as Patty never
hurt him, and he never left his quarters
for good. Another curious plaything
that this cat possessed was a mole,
which she used regularly to unearth
and toss about. Poor, clumsy mole
would utter tiny shrieks and try hard to
escape, but was never let off till some
new plaything took his tormentor's
fancy. I think he must have grown
disgusted, for he left us in a few weeks.

Patty was a thievish wretch, however,
but her motives, I am bound to say,
were good,-she stole for me as well
as for herself, hoping thereby, I sup-
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pose, to justify her private purloinings.
She stole indiscriminately, and what-
ever she could not eat she brought me.
Handkerchiefs, lace collars, antimacas-
sars, neckties, anything that came to
hand she appropriated and brought
home. I might almost have furnished
my house and clothed myself with her
pilferings had her ability equalled her
will. I daily expected to see her drag-

ging home sofas and easy chairs. If
the meat-safe was left open she would
steal a piece of meat, hide it away, and
then by anxious mewings and runnings
invite me to shut the safe. Her af-
fectation of honesty, however, was
rather transparent to those who knew
her. Peace be to her; she will never
thieve any more.

J. X. S.

KATE'S FRIEND.

BY ESTHER WARREN.

" There," said Kate, with an air of
satisfaction. " I guess she will like it.
It looks pretty, doesn't it ?"

" Rather," responded Charlie, sur-
veying the bright little room with the
mildly approving air brothers assume.
"It looks quite-clean."

" Which is more than can ever be
said of yours," retorted Kate, laughing.
" I wish you would take that horrid
snapping-turtle of yours away. It
frightens me out of my wits every time
I enter your apartment."

" So I will," returned Charlie, with
unexpected amiability. "I'il put it right
here on your mantel. Gertrude Lee
would like it."

" She'd be charmed, beyond a doubt,
but your pet wouldn't know himself in a
clean place. Charlie, do behave while
she's here ! "

"Don't I always ! " signs of indig-
nation beginning to manifest them-
selves on his sunburnt, boyish face.

" H'm-sometimes," divided be-
tween a desire not to offend, and scru-
ples about telling a falsehood.

" When I have company, I let you do
as you like."

" My inclinations don't lead me to do
such horrible things as yours."

" What is she like, anyway ? " ques-
tioned Charlie gloomily, thrusting his
hands deep into his pockets, and lean-
ing against the door.

" Well, you see," began Kate, drop-
ping into the big easy-chair by the win-
dow, "I don't quite know myself. I
haven't seen her for two-three years.
Before that she was very pretty and
nice, so it's fair to suppose she's the
same now."

" I think it's a great bother she's
coming. I know I shan't like her ! "

" Because you don't like any girl.
However, I suppose Gertrude Lee would
survive your dislike. What is more to
the point is that you behave so she
won't dislike you. Judging by your
usual conduct, I take it you are about
as unpopular with girls as they with you."

" Just wait till she comes," muttered
Charlie, fired at this last insult.

" Charlie, Charlie !" rushing after
him, as he ran up the stairs two at a
time. " Wait-just a minute, please."

" Well, what do you want ?" appa-
rently mollified by her tone.
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" Don't do any of the awful things " Do you like it ? I'm glad, because,
you generally do, that's all," continued you know, you are to make me a good
Kate, persuasively. " Don't bang the long visit," as the carriage stopped in
doors, or give a war-whoop when you front of the house. "Now, if you don't
come in, or shout, ' Is din' ready ?' or mind me leaving you a minute, I will
whistle, or bring those animals you drive the horse to the barn, as I don't
shoot into the sitting-room, and don't, see Hugh anvwhere about. Mamma
don'/ sing ' Roy Neal and his fair young will take care of you," as Mrs. Herrick,
bride.' " a pretty, sweet-looking woman, advanc-

" Well, what can I do ? You don't I ed toward them.
let a fellow do anything!" in an in- So, leaving her friend with her
jured tone. mother, Kate drove rapidly along the

" Behave like a civilized being, that's driveway to give her cherished Puck
all," hurrying back to change her dress into the man's care. They were all in
for dinner. the sitting-room when she returned,

It was a pretty room, as she had said. Charlie looking rather unhappy. Tea
Straw matting, with several bright rugs, vas over, and the two girls, after play-
covered the floor. Cretonne curtains ing a game or two of croquet, seated
hung at the windows, one of which themselves on the piazza steps, Kate
opened on a small balcony, covered with with a collection of engravings and
woodbine. The mantel and numerous photographs to show her friend.
brackets were well-filled with books, "What a stupid game croquet is!"
pictures, and knick-knacks, and the sun said Gertrude, presently. " Do you
was filtering in through the partially play much?"
closed blinds, brightening and cheering "A good deal," confessed Kate.
it all. Altogether Kate thought, as "But I didn't mean to make a maytyr
she took a final survey, Gertrude Lee of you this evening."
would be hard to please if she did not "Oh, it was no matter. Who is that ?"
like it. as Kate, slowly turning over the photo-

Two or three hours later, she was graphs, paused at that of a young
driving to the station in her pretty phae- man.
ton, that had been her gift on her last " A friend of Bobby's-my other
birthday-her fifteenth-and soon af- brother, you know. Is he not hand-
ter, her carriage might have been seen some ?"
rolling up the Herricks' driveway, with " No, dissipated-looking," tossing
two girls seated therein, talking, laugh- the picture carelessly back.
ing, and enjoying themselves, as only Kate looked up in astonishment, and
girls can. flashed angrily back,

" There is mamma waiting to wel- "A friend of Bobby's, I think you
come you," exclaimed Kate, as they heard me say ! "
approached the house. " I really be- Gertrude laughed, and leaned her
lieve I have done nothing but talk head back against the pillar.
about you these last three weeks; " Can't help that," said she.
consequently, there is quite a little Kate swept the pictures up, and
excitement attending your arrivai." returned them to the sitting-room with-

"You flatter me immensely," laugh- out speaking. How rude it was of
ed Gertrude, a pretty, blue-eyed girl of Gertrude! For a minute, quick-temper-
about Kate's age. " Oh, how lovely it ed Kate struggled with an inclination
is here!" looking admiringly at the to be equally disagreeable to her, or
piazza hung with roses, and woodbine, to leave her on the steps alone ; then-
and honeysuckle. "At any rate, it was not very nice of
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me to get angry with my guest, even if
she were rude-on her very first night,
too," and so thinking, she rejoined her
on the piazza steps.

" Well ! " said Charlie, whirling her
into a corner, as they all stood in the
hall together preparatory to going to
bed, "if that's your Gertrude Lee, I
don't think much of her."

" Why not ? " rather more anxiously,
a shade less indignantly, than she
would have asked in the morning.

l H'm," was the only answer Charlie
vouchsafed, as he walked off with his
nose in the air, and his hands in his
pockets.

The next morning passed off very
pleasantly. The two girls took a long
drive in the cool, early hours, and then,
the day turning out excessively hot,
betook themselves to the shaded, com-
fortable sitting-room, with a couple of
books. Not for long, however, were
thev permitted to remain there in.
peace, for Charlie, bot, tired, and
rather cross, came in from an unsuc-
cessful fishing expedition, and threw
himself on the sofa.

"With your muddy boots on! "cried
Kate, reproachfully. "Charlie Herrick,
if you only would remember."

" Don't bother, I've a headache," he
replied, with bovish impatience.

Slightly remorseful, Kate brought
slippers, a fan, and a glass of water,
and made her brother as comfortable
as the state of his aching head would
permit.

" That's very decent," he responded
gratefully, in return for th ese attentions
as he buried his hot face in the cool
pillow. " Much obliged! "

" How you wait on him !" remarked
Gertrude, from the piano. " Revers-
ing the order of things, isn't it ?
striking a few opening notes.

"I say, I wish you wouldn't," began
the invalid on the sofa.

4 Wouldn't what ? "
"Play, you know. It goes right

through a fellow."

" Why, Charlie !" exclaimed Kate,
shocked at this breach of manners.

Gertrude struck carelessly a few
more notes before ceasing-and Charlie
jumped from the sofa, and muttering
something that sounded wonderfully
like " Nasty old thing," walked out of
the room.

l I'm so sorry," began Kate, apolo-
getically. " Don't mind him, Gertrude.
His head really was aching, and it
made him cross and rude."

" Boys always are. I am so thankful
I have not a brother."

Kate flushed. It was one thing to
say something against Charlie herself,
and quite another to have a stranger
do so ; but then Gertrude, she had
already discovered, had a way of stat-
ing her opinions very freely.

" Charlie isn't as pretty as he used
to be," went on Gertrude, swinging
slovly back and forth on the piano
stool. " I remember him such a pretty
little fellow-but he isn't at all now,-
has grown quite homely, in fact."

I'm sorry to hear you say so. But
after all," with an effort to speak easily
and pleasantly, " beauty doesn't make
much difference to a man, do you
think? I agree with somebody or
other-Charlotte Bronté, isn't it ?-
that a man has no business with mere
beauty ; what he wants is strength and
brains."

To her surprise, Kate began to find
that she did not enjoy her friend's visit
as much as she had anticipated. She
had really looked forward to this part
of her vacation that Gertrude was to
spend with her, and yet, now she was
really there, it was not half so pleasant
as she had thought it would be. What
was the trouble ? Gertrude was always
bright and good-natured ; she was not
selfish,-one always had the lion's
share of her caramels, the first peep
into her new magazines, the choice of
seats in the carriage,-and yet there was
something about her that made every-
one dislike or at least fail to like her.
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Even pleasant Mamie Sanborn, who
liked everybody, did not seem to fancy
her much. Charlie detested her, and
kept as much as possible out of her
way. He was at the age when a boy,
careless as regards his personal ap-
pearance, is very sensitive to an attack
on his dignity, and he had never for-
given Gertrude for telling him, on the
third day of her visit, that his face was
dirty.

Poor puzzled Kate ! When she had
seen her friend last she had been
honestly fond of her, but surely Ger-
trude must have changed since then !
It was very hard work for her to keep
her temper sometimes, and yet Gertrude
did not mean to be provoking, and
Kate would often take herself severely
to task for having flashed back a sharp
answer, and to make amends would be
doubly amiable and try hard to per-
suade herself that she was very, very
fond of her friend.

What she said was perfectly true,-
still there was no need of saying it.
Kate almost began to wonder if exces-
sive frankness were not quite as bad as
the other extreme. It certainly was
not good manners for Gertrude to say,
as she was putting on her dress,
"What makes you wear violet so much,
Kate ? It's horribly unbecoming."
Nor was it exactly her idea of civility
for a girl to laugh at the picture of her
friend's grandfather, even if the dear
old man's costume was rather old-fash-
ioned.

When they went to see Grace Lang-
ley, to a question of hers, as to how she
-Gertrude--liked Westport, she replied
that the upper part was pretty, but the
rest hideous, and Grace lived in " the
rest."

And yet at times Kate enjoyed her
friend's society as much as she had
hoped for. Gertrude was intelligent
and bright, could talk very entertain-
ingly, had read a great deal, and was
always pleased with every effort made
to entertain her. It was approaching

the end of her visit now, and to Kate's
surprise and secret remorse she eould
not feel exactly sorry for it, though
when Gertrude made some allusion to
it, it was with perfect honesty that she
said,-

" I shall miss you ever so much. I
wish you could stay longer, Gertrude."

" Thank you. I hardly think I can,
though," and then Kate was disgusted
with herself to find that her friend's
answer was a relief to her.

Pretty soon some friends-school-
mates of hers-came in and stayed till
dinner-time. There was a picnic on
foot, to which they invited the two
girls, and in discussing that, and laugh-
ing and chatting about various matters,
the time passed so rapidly that all were
surprised when the dinner-bell rang
and the guests rose to go.

" I am so glad it should come just
now," exclaimed Kate, at the table.
" It has been talked about for ever so
long, and now it comes just at the right
time."

" Isn't she homely,-Mamie San-
born ?" remarked Gertrude. " Thck
red hair, and such a funny nose."

" Yes, but she's so nice," said Kate,
warmly. " One of the pleasantest, nic-
est girls I know ; I don't believe any-
one thinks of her looks, her manners
are so lovely."

" What horrible hats Grace Langley
wears ! Did you notice the one she
had on to-day ?"

" I'm afraid, Gertrude," rather sober-
ly, "that my friends didn't please you."

"Gertrude would like thern if she
knew them better," said Mrs. Herrick,
quietly. "I know of no one who does
not like Mamie Sanborn."

A few mornings later, the great old-
fashioned carriage, now seldoin used
except on occasions of this sort, was
drawn forth from the carriage-house,
and a little after ten was waiting at the
door for the load of girls whom Kate
had offered to convey to the picnic
grounds.
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It was a pretty spot that they had
chosen, a pine grove sloping gently
down to a lake, with a clearing near
the shore where the table was to be
laid.

" Don't you think it's pretty?" asked
Mamie Sanborn, as the girls got out of
the carriage. "We are quite proud of
it in Westport. You see we are not of
sufficient importance, or population, to
have many picnics, so we are spared a
regular ground, with the regulation of
swings, tilts, tables, etc. I'd as soon
think of picknicking in a dining-room
as in such a place."

" It's very pretty," responded Ger-
trude, looking around. "Oh, there are
boats !"

" Yes. We'll have a row after din-
ner. Can you pull ?"

"Oh, yes, I am very fond of it."
"So am 1, but I seldom have an op-

portunity. Perhaps it's just as well,
for one burns so on the water, with tan
and freckles looming up in the back-
ground."

" Why, I didn't imagine you cared.
You never used to be so careful, did
you ?"

Mamie flushed sensitively at this
speech, for bright, sensible girl though
she was, her freckles were a source of
great tribulation to her, and Kate, with
a painful feeling of responsibility, slip-
ped her arm through hers and said
gaily,-

" Don't you think it would be a
good plan to have dinner ? The ride
has made me hungry as a bear. Who'll
make coffee ?"

Somebody volunteered, and presently
the boys had kindled a bright fire be-
tween a couple of rocks that formed an
admirable natural fire-place. Some
laid the cloth and others unpacked the
baskets, and with the aid of many and
willing hands, a tempting repast was
soon spread out beneath the pines.

Then, after they had finished, and
the baskets had been repacked, games
were proposed, it being rather warm

for rowing. They began with " Com-
pliments."

" I give this handkerchief," explain-
ed Dora Greyson, " to some one, and
whisper that he or she is to give it to
such a one,-as the prettiest, or the
most lovable, who takes it without
knowing, and receives whispered direc-
tions to give it to some one else. And
then when we are through, each is to
tell to whom and for what he gave
the handkerchief. Do you under-
stand ?"

All did, and the game began. Pre-
sently it came to Grace Langley, who
gave it to Gertrude ; she, in turn, pre-
sented one of the younger girls with it,
and so the game went on, till Mamie
Sanborn, who with Kate had had the
handkerchief given her numbers of
times, declared that her memory was
already so burdened that she could re-
member nothing more.

Grace Langley had given it to Ger-
trude, as having the prettiest eyes.

" I was told to give it to the one who
had the best opinion of herself," Ger-
trude went on, " and I gave it to Alice
Richards."

An awkward little silence fell on them
all, while Alice looked ready to burst
into tears. Then Mamie Sanborn
spoke.

" That is because you are not well
acquainted with us," said she good-
naturedly. " If you had been, you
would have infallibly chosen me-all
my friends say it is my chief failing."

" O Gertrude, how could you!"
whispered Kate, much mortified.
" Alice is such a nice little thing, even
if she is rather vain of her pretty face.
You might have given it to me. I
should have understood and not have
minded."

" I don't see anything to mind, any-
way. It's your turn again."

But a chill had been thrown on the
game, and a proposal to take a row on
thelake was well received. There were
lilies to be gathered, and in plucking
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and admiring the lovely starry blos- " So much the worse," broke in
soms, a considerable time passed away. Grace, angrily, the remark about her
Then it was proposed to land for ber- voice having rankled.
ries, and the party accordingly scram- " I can't say anything," began Kate,
bled up the shelving bank, and soon dejectedly. " It's dreadfully mean of
numerous " Ohs " and " Ahs " of satis- me to speak against her behind her
faction proclaimed the berries to be 1 back-but I'm so sorry, girls."
large and numerous. " Never you mind, Kate, we all

Finally Gertrude declared with a yawn know it isn't your fault."
that she was getting tired, and so pre- "But I'm so sorry your picnic is
sently they rowed back, talking, laugh- spoilt."
ing, and singing; that is, they were "It isn't-not at all," rather lamely.
singing with much enjoyment, even "I'm so sorry, too, for her, that she
though not a great amount of mel- should be so regardless of other peo-
ody, till Gertrude turned to Grace ple's feelings," the tears coming into
Langley, who was sitting next her, and her eyes. " It is such a pity, for she
said,- is really so good and clever and gene-

" You put us out dreadfully. For rous."
pity's sake is that your idea of , Row, " Kate dear, don't you mind," said
Row ?'" and poor Grace, who really Mamie, putting her arm around her.
had no more voice than a fish, was " And Grace, you're a goose to care for
snubbed into hurt and angry silence the what she said. Let's get some of these
rest of the afternoon. lovely red berries to take home. Oh,

After that the singing died out, and and arbutus ! I thought it was too
a rather quiet boat.load landed at the late for it, didn't you ?"
Pines. In vain merry Mamie San- " See, isn't it sweet ?" said Kate
born talked, laughed, and got up half an hour later, dropping a bunch
games. At last they broke up into of the delicately scented blossoms into
twos and threes, and strolled leisure- Gertrude's lap. "Are you ready for
ly through the woods. Gertrude was home ? They seem to be making a
amongst those who did not care to start."
go. Their return was rather earlier tban

" I'd just as soon sit here," said she, they bad anticipated, and to Mrs. Her-
when Kate proposed following the ex- rick's surprise, the carnage set the
ample of most of the others. " But you tvo girls down before tbe bouse just as
go, if you want to." tbe tea-belI struck, wben Kate's part-

" I don't like to leave you." ing words bad been fot to expect tbem" Don't mind me. I shall take one before nigbt,
of the books and read." INotbing bas bappened, bas it ?"

"Are you sure you don't mind? sbe questioned, in true moterly alarm.
"I'd rather read." "Oh no, notbing, orly we're ever s0
That seemed final, so Kate joined tired,' said Kate, ratber wearily.

Grace Langley and Mamie, who were Tbat was ail tbe remark vouchsafed
just starting. concerning tbe events of tbe day, not-

" I don't like to say anything against witbstanding tbe innumerable questions
a friend of yours, Kate," began the Cbanlie sbowered upon her-wbat tbey
former, when they were out of hearing, did, wbat tbey said, and above ail,
" but what odd things Gertrude Lee wbat tbey had to eat.
does say !" A day or two later, Gertrude returned

" I daresay she doesn't mean half of home, and Ioyal-bearted Kate was dis-
tbem," said Mamie, soothingly. gusted and asamed to find wat an
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unmistakable relief it was. Not to servedly frank ? Is it right to always
anyone else, however, did she betray speak out just what is in your mind ?"
it. Only, some weeks later, after a " H'm--guess-it isn't exactly
thoughtful little silence, she broke out good manners."
with,- " More, my dear, I don't believe i is

"Mamma, is it wrong to be unre- good morals."- Watchman.

PUZZLES.

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

I.
CHARADE.

The mountain oak of giant height
That bends not to the driving storm,
Sustains the vine of lesser might,
Which twines around its rugged form
And as the tender plant so frail
Trusts the strong oak to shield from harm,
So, sheltered from each passing gale,
Myfirst leans on the loved one's arm;
All left, to one dear form to cling,
A gentle, hoping, trusting thing.

When through the desert's dreary waste,-
The scorching sands spread all around,-
The weary travellers onward haste
And not a spring or shade is found ;-
A suffering band,-if in their way
My next were seen, O happy they.

My whole the honest sons of toil
Need never know, need never fear;
But he who loves the midnight broil
Sheds there the bitter fruitless tear.

E. H. N.

II.
A WOOD-PILE.

Sticks of wood are big things to hide, but
there are ten different kinds hidden in what
this boy says : " I have been as busy as a bee
chopping wood, for a short time, hoping to
give papa and mamma pleasure by earning
some money. O, a king wouldn't be prouder
than I. if I could-and give up, I never will !
I shall tell Archie Taft and Will Oven 1'11
shovel more snow for them, and if I raced
around the village all day I could pick up a
good deal of work."

III.
AN ACROSTIC.

First take a word that will silence proclaim,
Which backward and forward will both spell

the same ;
Then for your next a feminine name,
Which backward and forward will both spell

the same ;
An instrument, too, which lawyers oft frame
Which backward and forward will both spell

the saine ;
A fermented drink that is known by a name,
Which back vard and forward will both spell

the same ;
A musical note often called by a name,
Which backward and forward will both spell

the same.
The initials of these, when joined, spell a name,
Which backward and forward will both read

the same.

IV.
RIIDDLE.

I dwell in the earth and also in the sea,
And likewise may be found in every cup of tea;
The beasts that roam my help demands;
In every breath they draw I lend a hand;
They could not eat without my aid,
And I am found in every meal that's made.

SANDY.

REB US.
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REVERSIBLE DIAMOND.
A consonant.
The nick-name of a male.
Pertaining to royalty.
Used sometimes for "father."
A consonant.

Reversed.
A consonant.
Used sometimes for " father."
A drink.
A hole in the earth.
A consonant.

VII.
CHARACTERISTIC INITIALS.

(Example.)

i. Such Work Succeeds (novelist).
Answer-Sir Walter Scott.

2. Erratic, Ambitious, Proud (poet).
3. Love's Euphonious Lines (female poet).
4. Has Earned Honor (a female sculptor).
5. Invincible Patriot (patriot).
6. Fate Gifted Him (poet).
7. He Wears Laurels (poet).
8. Illustrious Name (philosopher).

VIII.
POETICAL PI.

'Joeny hetpirngs fo vole dan houty,
Ot mose odog angle velea het ters:

Rof mite liwl cheat heet onso hot hurtt,
Herte rea on sirbd ni salt eary's sent."

Ix.
DROP-LETTER PUZZLE.

(An old saying.)

T u h e r n t i g u c n e l e t.

X.
PUZZLE BOUQUET.

i. A cunning animal and a covering for the
hand. 2 A voracious bird of prey and a useless
plant. 3. A pipe and a flower. 4. A sweet-
meat and a bunch of hair. 5. A noun meaning
a quick breaking and a winged serpent. 6. A
stone fence and the blosson of a plant. 7. Frag-
rant and a vegetable. 8. An entertainment of
dancing and a boy's nickname. 9. Vapor
frozen in flakes, and to let fall. Io. To enter
into the conjugal state, and a precious metal.

XI.
MAGIC DOMINO-SQUARE.

Eight dominoes placed together form a square
composed of sixteen half-dominoes, as shown
in the diagram. But, in the diagram, each
row of four half-dominoes contains a different
number of spots from any of the other rows.
Thus the topmost row, counting horizontally,
contains eighteen spots ; the one below it only

PUZZLES.

four; the first row to the left, counting vertically,
ten ; the diagonal row, downward from left to
right, eight, etc. It is required to make a
square of eight dominoes of the same set, in
which each vertical, horizontal, and diagonal
row of half-dominoes shall contain exactly
sixteen spots. Who can do it ?

S e e
e. e .1O

9- 9

e. e
e e

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN SEPTEM-
BER NUMBER.

CHARADE.-Fire-fly.

iI.
SQUARE WORD.-A C I D

C O D E
I D L E
D E E R

III.
INITIAL CHANGES.-Owl, howl, bowl, scowl,

cowl, growl, prowl, jowl, fowl.

IV.
TRANsPOSITIONS.-. Wrote, tower. 2.

Ages, sage. 3. Shore, horse. 4. Snipe, pines.
5. Psalm, palms. 6. Vowels, wolves. 7. Tex.
as, taxes. 8. Roses, sores. 9. Spices, pisces.
1o. Balm, lamb. Il. Care, race. 12. Odor,
door. 13. Stripe, priest.

ACROSTIC.-I. Zwingle.
Nelson. 4. Ostracism. 5.
Ionic. 7. Areopagus.

2. Esculapius. 3.
Bannockburn. 6.

J. T. F.
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VI.
CROSS-WORD ENIGMA.-AbsalOm.

VII.
SQUARE WORD.-G H E B E R

H A M O S E
E M B O S S
B 0 0 T E E
E S S E N E
R E S E E K

VIII.
LOGOGRIPHi.-Daniel, Denial, Aldine, Nail-

ed, Ailed, Delia.
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TRANSPOSED DOUBLE AcROSTIC.-
Perdu -D rup E
Mite -I te M
Alien -A nil E
Roman-M ano R
Agone -0 neg A
Leon -N oe L
Adder -D rea D

BIRD PUZZLE.-I. Kite. 2. Swan. 3.Wren. 4. Flamingo. 5. Jay. 6. Falcon. 7.
Rail. 8. Martin. 9. Heron. 1o. Raven. ii.
Lark. 12. Goose. 13. Quail. 14. Grouse.
15. Rook. 16. Swallow. 17. Chaffinch. 18.
Sparrow. 19. Crane. 20. Magpie. 21. Cur-
lew. 22. Turkey. 23. Crow.

XII.
A HIDDEN QUOTATION.-" A rose by any

NUMERICAL ENIGMA.-Jenny Lind, Gold- other name would smell as sweet."
smith. 'hakespeare.



HARD TIMES' PARTIES.

Clara Dawson was sitting in the
back parlor of ber father's house. It
was a cosy, pretty room, with pictures
on the w alls and flowers in the bay-
window. It offered every inducement
to laziness, numerous easy chairs and
a large, comfortable lounge, with
downy pillows ; but at the same time,

-a work-table and a book-case filled
with books, showed that it was also
the shrine of industry. Clara vas at-
tired in a becoming though simple
afternoon dress; her hair, which some-
times she was wont to arrange in the
most complicated maze of plaits, frizzes
and curls, was loosely braided and
coiled into a knot at the back; but the
effect of this simple coiffure was ren-
dered highly satisfactory by the pres-
ence of two jaunty little bows of blue
ribbon. She was seated before the
fire in an easy chair ; ber feet, incased
in slippers, were resting on a foot-
stool ; while on ber lap and on the
table beside ber, w'ere skeins of various
colored Berlin wools, which she was
sorting. Altogether, more comforta-
ble circumstances for a young lady to
be in on a cold winter's afternoon, can
hardly be imagined ; yet strange to
say, Clara did not seem to be particu-
larly well pleased. She had a very
pretty little mouth that could smile in
the most bewitching manner, display-
ing a double row of pearls; but, instead
of smiling, which, to be sure, would
be but wasting sweetness on the desert
air, her lips every now and then curled
into anything but a bewitching pout.
Her white hands moved rather impa-
tiently among the wools, which would
get tangled, and no wonder, for the

young lady's heart was evidently not in
ber work. The door opened softly; a
girl of about Clara's own age peeped
in, saying in a cheerful voice as she
entered :

" Well, Clara, how do you do? It
was dreadfully duli at home,-they've all
gone out for the day; so I have brought
my work over here, and we can chat
and work together. How cosy you
are !-take care-don't rise - you're
scattering your wool about."

Clara was smiling now; she drew
an easy chair up near the fire for her
friend, and soon the two girls were
laughing, working and chatting, as
only girls can do.

I How beautifully you're getting on
with your tidy, Nellie ! I shall make
one like it, if I ever get this ottoman
donc, which I don't believe will ever
be the case," said Clara, dolefully, as
she bent to investigate the intricacies
of a fresh tangle.

" Was it the consideration of that
dreadful possibility that made you
look so blue just before I came in?"
asked Nellie,-" I never saw you look
so cross before ; but perhaps it is your
custom to frown when you are alone,
so that you may have nothing but
smiles for your friends-rather a good
idea."

" So it is, Nell, but I don't happen
to have originality enough to think of
such clever things ; I was cross, and
I'll tell you why. I haven't had a
party for ever so long, and I made sure
papa would not object to my giving
one sometime this month. I had it
all planned-such a splendid aflair !-
and behold, at the first hint, papa
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looked very serious and said: 'Clara, hers, I'd have a party, though. See,
my dear, we can't think of such a thing how does that flower look ?"
just now ; the times are too hard.' I "Lovely ; are you going to fill in
knew the minute he said it that there the back-ground ?"
would not be the slightest use in coax- "Yes. Isay,Nellie,whyisitthatwhen
ing. When papa says a thing in that we give parties we have to go to such
decided way, it is final ; so my beauti- expense ? The fun does not cost any-
ful scheme comes to nothing. Isn't it thing, and who goes to a party just for
provoking?" the sake of supper, I'd like to know ?"

" It is too bad, Clara, but the times "Mr. Greenwood," said Nellie.
are hard, and a party costs a great "Yes," laughed Clara, " he's one
deal,-you would not believe how to be sure. You know Laura Com-
much until you had counted every- port could not go to the Jones' party
thing; even a moderate little affair because she had a bad cold ; and the
runs away with a good round sum. I next morning, being very anxious to
know papa wouldn't let me have one; so hear all about it, she asked Mr. Green-
J do not intend to ask him. There is wood at breakfast what it was like, and
one thing, though, it is not as if every- who were there. Mr. Greenwood was
one else was giving parties, and asking a littie put out, having espied cold
you to them. I should feel dreadfully beef, a dish for which he has no
mean in that case, not to be able to particular iiking, and he said with
return the compliment ; but nearly a sigh, as he handed his plate: The
cvery one is in the same predicament party was a grand success; we 'ad
as ourselves. There has not been a three turkeys, two 'ams and several
single party for an age, except the geese.' Laura had as much as she
Jones'; and if report can be trusted, couid do to keep from tittering, and
they, of all others, are least able to Tom, with the most perfect gravity
afford it. XVhy, even Mary Branscomb said: 'Ah, indced! I knew there would
is talking about hard times and eco- be one goose (giving a comical look at

bomy, and you know how rich her Grefnwood, whose eyes were on his
father is! You'd paugh to hear her. I coffee cup), but you say there were
miiet her up street the other morning. severa.' Sevyeral!' rpeated the un-
'Do I look thin, Nellie?' she asked, suspecting young gentleman, where-
with a lugubrious expression. 'These upon Laura took a violent fit of cough-
hard times papa says we'ii have to eco- ing and left the table." The two girls
nomize, and I've given up having bread waughed heartily.
for breakfast. ' Given up bread!' said It was quite the fashion to laugh at
J, in amazement. 'Yes, Nellie, it's a poor Grcnwood, and it was also the
soomn fact-haven't had a bite the rast fashio to laugh at Tom Comport's
thrce mornings-do I ook very much jokes.
rduced' ' tWhy, I think fasting Well," said Clara, after a few
agrees with you remarkably well; I minutes spent in counting stitches, I
neyer saw you look better; but, seri- don't believe most people ever think of
ously, what do you have for breakfast the supper,-I know I don't. Why ot
instead of bread ? ' ' Toast,' said have a party without supper ?-we couid
Mary, demurely. 'YI as glad I don't take our tea before we went, and wd
look haggard,' and off she sailed with have ail the fun, without any of the
the air of a martyr." bother or expense."

SThat's just like Mary," said Clara, Yes," said Nellie, with a smile,
laughing. IShe's aways at some Iask Mr. Grcenwood-te him to
nonsense. If my father were as rich as bring his goose with hm. There'd be

0
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one sure enough if he came ; but as
birds of afeather like to flock together,
he'd feel rather lost without a com- 1
panion."

" Stop, Nellie, that joke of Tom's
has gone far enough; you'll be mak-
ing poor Greenwood out a cannibal
soon, having him eat his own relatives;
but let us put our work away, it's getting
dark. You're to stay to tea-yes, and
spend the evening too, so not a word,
my lady. Here comes Charlie."

A merry whistle, subsiding into a
hum as the street door closed, was
heard in the hall ; the next moment a
veryhandsomeyoung gentleman opened
the sitting-room door. " Well, Clara,
you good-for-nothing creature, sitting
here in the dusk idling, while your
brother is toiling in the perspiration of
his brow, and the freezing of his ears,
get me my slippers," and Charlie Daw-
son, making a successful dodge, glided
into his sister's easy chair, just as she
rose. He spread out his hands to the
cheerful blaze, after the manner of a
gipsy crone, and looking up, suddenly
became aware that NeMlie Simpson was
seated in the high-backed chair oppo-
site, looking down at him with an
amused smile playing around ber lips.
Now, if this sketch were a love story,
we might say that in Charlie Dawson's
writing-desk upstairs, there were several
manuscript poems, in which the name
Nellie occurred not unfrequently. There
was a good deal in them about " eyes of
heavenly blue," and "love for ever true,"
of "locks of living gold," and "vows of
love untold," and much more of a kindred
nature. There was also at that very mo-
ment, in his vest pocket, ai the left side,
carefully folded in a piece of silver
paper, a little curl of blonde hair. Per-
haps it was the consciousness of these
secrets that made Charlie's face flush
a little on discovering the eyes of
heavenly blue bearing down upon him,
or, perhaps it was only the reflection
of the ruddy fire-light ; be thisas it may,
there was something in his smile, as he

gave Nellie his hand, that told the
young visitor more eloquently than
words that she was welcome.

Tea over, music was in order, and
Mr. Dawson, senior, insisted, as he
always did, on Nellie singing some
of his favorite old-fashioned songs.
After playing a few duets, the girls
got their fancy work, and Charlie
read them some amusing sketches from
a new book he had brought home
while the senior 1 artner in the well-
known firm of Dawson & Son retired
to the adjoining apartment with his
papers. Reading was ere long given
up in favor of conversation, in the
course of which the old subject of
parties came up.

" I am just dying to have a party,"
said Clara ; " things are dreadfully dull
this winter."

"Hardimz;nes" groaned Charlie oracu-
larly, at which the young lady rather
snappishly rejoined.

•" Well, I hope l'Il know that soon.
It's the supper that costs so much.
Why can't we have parties without
supper, and let Mr. Greenwood bring a
lunch with him or stay at home ?"

" Well, really," said Charlie, " that
is hard on Greenwood," and then he
burst into a peal of laughter long and
loud. Of course he was given the
benefit of Tom Comport's joke, and its
occasion.

" Do you know," said Charlie, when
the mirth had subsided, " I think it's a
pity people go to such expense and
trouble to entertain their friends. They
would enjoy themselves fully as well
with one-tenth the fuss and display
generally made. Now the French have
jolly parties where the only refresh-
ments are a few bon. bons and a glass
of eau sucré."

" I wish they were the fashion here,"
sighed Clara.

And why not set the fashion ?"
Oh, I wouldn't like to be the first

to begin. Just think how people would
talk !"
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" Well, let them talk, or rather let us before, were brilliant and amusing in
talk it over first among our friends," the extreme.
said Charlie, who, when once interested I How pretty Clara looked as Cm-
in a subject, was not to be dismayed derella!" remarked Nellie Simpson to
bv trifles. You speak to the ladies, and young Doctor Meredith, as they sat
I'll undertake the gentlemen. They'll sipping their coffee,
all vote for it, you'll see. We'll organize 1 I I cannot imagine Miss Dawson as
a hard limes party club ; give grand looking otherwise, under any circum-
entertainments with no refreshments stance," returned the Doctor gallantly,
except coffee and one kind of cake, and he glanced towards the end of the
which will be handed round among the'room, wvere the young hostess was
guests in the drawing-room. No table- dispensing steaming cups of the fra-
setting or bother of that kind, you see; grant beverage. The Doctor meant
take my word for it, they'll be all the what be said, and some time after, took
rage in no time." advantage of an opportunity vhich

The idea grew in favor as it was offered, to tell Clara-vell, not exactly
discussed, and the final decision was, this, but something else that pleased
it shall be done. ber quite as well. It was coming home

% from the Gordon's party. We migbt tell
On a bright starlight evening, about you ail about it if this vere a love

a week after the conversation recorded story-but to return.
above, you might have beheld a bril- Hush, silence!" said Mary Brans-
liant scene had y ou peeped into the comb, with a strange sparkle in ber
Dawson's front drawing-room. Young eye, IMr. Greenvood is going to sing,"
ladies and gentlemen in groups or Really," said that young gentle-
couples were chatting and laughing in man, II am but an amateur, and a
right social style. Miss Jones was poor one at that. A prima donna, like
warbling forth an invocation to her Miss Branscomb would only laugh at
kindredspiritthenightingale; whileMr. my crude attempt; besides, I neyer
Greenwood leaned over the piano brea- sing without my guitar."
thing sweet words, such as "charming," II shah deprive you of that last
" entrancing," "'eavenly," between the excuse," said Tom Comport, wbo at a
verses. The scene was an inspiring signal from Miss Branscomb, walked
one, yet do not suppose we are silly to the hall and returned witb the guitar
enough to attempt to give you a de- complete, even to the blue ribbon.
scription of the evening's proceedings. "You were certainly very thought-
Reader, think of the parties you have fuI, Mr. Comport," said Mr. Green-
attended yourself; recall the clever and, wood, as he gently resisted Tom's
witty things you have said and heard efforts to adjust the ribbor round bis
said on such occasions : the lively neck.
repartee, the good- natured quizzing, the: You sec, I've beard you sin-, my
nothings and the somethings, both dear fellow. Give us that charming
wise and otherwise, that made the hours littie thing beginning 'Vy, ah why,
fly quickly ; do this, we sav, and you my beart, this sadness
will be in a position to understand how Everyone vas now calling loudly for
delightfully the time passed at the the song, ail excuses were overruled,
Dawson's that winter's evening. If you and Mr. Gustavus Greenwood baving
are fond of charades and tableaux, it struck an attitude, having rolled up
may interest you to know that those bis eyes in the approved style, and
under Charlie Dawson's management. having given the usual abems, and
which sad been rehearsed the evening guitar prelude, began-
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"W'y, ah 1 w'y, my 'eart, this sadness ?
W'y mid scenes like these decline,

W'ere all, though strange, is joy and gladness ?
Oh say wat wish can yet be thine ?"

"All that's dear to me is wanting,
Lone and cheerless 'ere I stray;

For strangers'joys, 'owe'er enchanting,
Speak but of joys now passed away."

" Do you hear that, Miss Dawson ?"
whispered Tom Comport to Clara.
" Mr. Greenwood does not like these
new kind of parties. He's lamenting
that the days of'amsandsevyeralgeese have
passed away. See how heart-broken he
looks. Sad, isn't it ?"

The party at last came to an end,
as the best of things will. Auld Lang
Syne was sung in full chorus, and the
guests departed declaring that they
never had been at a pleasanter party,
and that they never had enjoyed them-
selves better. Even Mr. Greenwood,
as he stepped out into the moonlight
with the blue ribbon of his beloved
guitar round his neck, and Miss Jones
leaning on his arm, felt that the
triumph of his song more than com-
pensated for the absence even of 'ams
and sevyeral geese.

As Charlie Dawson had prophesied,
"the hard times' parties" immediately
became very popular. The Branscombs
gave one the next week; the Simpsons,
the Comports, the Gordons and other
families followed, and the winter which
promised to be so dull became by
far the most cheerful on record. As
summer approached there were hints of
lawn and croquet parties, at which ice
cream or lemonade was to take the
place of coffee ; and in anticipation of

these joys, incredible quantities of ice
were stowed away in cellars and out-
houses.

Reader, is there a word of applica-
tion needed ? That strange enigma
human nature is emphatically a social
nature. No wonder the poet exclaimed
in amazement

"Oh Solitude, where is the charm that sages
have seen in thy face !"

and the sages themselves practised one
thing, and preached another, for they
always were anxious enough to get
large congregations to listen to the
propounding of their theories. Social
intercourse to young people especially
is indispensable. It rubs off the rough-
ness, brightens up the wits, and fits
a man to benefit his race, by mak-
ing him better acquainted with it.
Even witnessing the little shams of
society prepares one to be on his guard
against the greater shams to be met
with in the wider walks of life. Who
would not in youth form friendships,
participate in social pleasures, and
cultivate that free exchange of thought
with others which as sunny memories
of auld lang syne will return to cheer
the heart, when perchance the cares
may be many and the joys few ?

Now, reader, you know the thoughts
that prompted the writing of this
article. Is sociability at a low ebb in
your vicinity ? Well, just introduce
the " hard times parties ;" things will
brighten up wonderfully, and before
long you will agree with Tom Comport
that the name should be changed to
good limes parties.
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FOODS IN SEASON.

BY GIUSEPPE RUDMANI, Chef de Cuisine.

OCTOBER.
FISH.

Brill, Black Bass, Bluefish, Bonito, Codfish,
Eels Flounders, Mackerel, Maskinonge, Perch,
Pickerel, Sturgeon, Smelts, Salmon, Sheep-
head, Trout (salmon, lake and brook), White
Fish.

SHELL FISH.
Clams, Crabs, Lobster, Mussels, Oysters,

Scallops, Terrapin, and Turtle.
MEATS.

Beef, Mutton, Veal and Venison.
POULTRY AND GAME.

Capons, Chickens, Ducks, Geese, Grouse,
Hares, Larks, Leverets, Prairie Chickens,
Pigeons, Quail, Rabbits, Snipe, Turkeys, and
Woodcocks.

VEGETABLES.
Artichokes, Brocoli, Beans, Cabbages, Celery,

Carrots, Cucumbers, Coleworts,,>Endive, Leeks,
Lettuces, Onions, Okra, Parsnips, Parsley, Po-
tatoes (white and sweet), Salads of all kinds,
Shallots, Spinach, Truffies, Tomatoes, Yellow
Squash.

CANNED VEGETABLES.
Asparagus, Mushrooms, Peas and Truffles.

FRUITS.
Apples, Bananas, Dates, Figs, Grapes, Lemons,

Limes, Oranges, Peaches, Pears, Quinces.
CANNED FRUIT.

Apricots,
Greengages,
Quinces.

Blackberries, Cherries, Damsons,
Pears, Peaches, Pine Apples,

NUTS.
Almonds, Cocoanuts, Black Walnuts, Fil-

berts, Hazel Nuts, Pecan Nuts and Shell Barks.
VOCABULARY OF TERMS.

Blancher.-To render white ; to remove the
hulls from fruits and vegetables.

Braising.--A mode of cooking in which the
meat is raised on a wire false bottom from ac-
tual contact with the liquor it is moistened with,
and on the cover of the pot (braisière) live
coals.

Bardes.-A thin slice of fat salt pork, used
to protect and enrich anything small, delicate or
naturally dry, or game while roasting.

Cr6 utons.-Pieces of thin bread in various
shapes fried crisp.

Espagnolé.-The grand sauce from which is
made all the special sauces.

Roux.-Butter and four kneaded and used
or thickening sauces, &c.

'I

I I
[I

I ~3~~Jj %3/ t

Egg Whip. Cleaver. Meat Saw.
Knife. Vegetable Scoop.

Cook's

Bain-Marie. (L)

Small Saucepan. Bain-Marie. (IL.)

Larding Needle with lardor inserted. Trussing
Needles.

BLACK BASS A LA LIVOURNAISE.

Trim the fins and tail of a fine black
bass, split it down the back, remove
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the bones, lay it on a deep dish, pour
over it a Marinade d'Huile ;* thirty
minutes before dinner time place it on
the broiler over a clear fire, and cook.it
slowly to a fine buff color, dress it on
its dish, pour over it two ounces of but-
ter heated over the fire until it froths,
place a handful of crimped parsley well

BONITO, OR SPANISH MACKEREL.

drained in the centre, and surround
with quartered lemon; send to table
with a well-made Livournaise sauce.

SAUCE LIVOURNAISE.

Steep in tepid water ten anchovies,
wipe and divest them of bones and
skin, pound them to a paste along
with the yolks of two hard-boiled eggs
and two raw eggs, rub through the
tamis, remove to a bowl, and very
slowly and carefully incorporate half a
pint of good olive oil, a pinch of cay-
enne and white pepper, very little nut-
meg, juice of one large lemon, and one
tablespoonful each of parsley and
onion. Set on the ice until needed.

BLUE-FISH L'HARTRAISE.

Cut and trim small bluefish in three
pieces, wash, wipe dry and set in a stew-
pan with two finely chopped onions,
four ounces of butter, salt, pinch of
pepper, a little nutmeg and a pint of
broth. Simmeruntil done, when with-
draw it, thicken to consistency with suf-
ficient whi/e roux, simmer ten minutes,

*MARINADE D'HUILE.-Mix together two
tablespoonfuls of oil, four of good vinegar, thejuice of a lemon, a teaspoonful of salt, and a
large pinch of white pepper and use as directed.

skim off all the fat, strain through the
tamis, return to the fire, incorporate
a leason of four yolks of eggs, add five
tablespoonfuls of chopped parsley, pour
the sauce on the fish and send to table.

BONITO, OR SPANISH MACKEREL EN

MATELOTTE A LA MARINIERE.

Trim and prepare a Spanish
mackerel, cut it in inch slices,
set it on the fire with four
ounces of butter, a garnished
bouquet of parsley,sprinklie with
two ounces of sifted flour, let
it cook five minutes, when add
half-pint of water; when it boils
set it where it will only simmer
until cooked, when withdraw
the fish, skim the braise, strain
through the tamis, return to the
fire and reduce to the proper

consistency, warm the fish in it, dish it
handsomely in a close wreath, sur-
round it wjth a border of artichoke
bottoms, and place in the centre twenty
button onions glacé and thirty mush-
rooms mixed together.

EELS EN MATELOTTE.

Cleanse thoroughly, and cut into
three-inch pieces, three pounds of eels,
wipe them dry and set them on the fire
in enough broth to cover, boil slowly
fifteen minutes, when add two dozen
button onions glacé and an equal quan-
tity of mushrooms, dress a border of tri-
angle shaped croûtons fried in butter,
round the dish, arrange the fish in a
pyramid and pour over the sauce fin-
ished with a pat of butter and an ounce
of flour mixed, the juice of a lemon and
send to table.

CODFISH WITH OYSTER SAUCE.

Trim and boil a piece of codfish in
plain salted water, until sufficiently
cooked, withdraw, drain, and dress it
on a hot dish, and send to table with
a bowl of either white or brown oyster
sauce.

OYSTER SAUCE, WHITE.

Blanch fifty oysters in their liquor,
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then reduce it with half pint of veal
broth, until nearly all is evaporated,
when add to it one pint of milk, simmer
a few minutes, skim it clean and add a
leason of fouryolks of eggs; pass through
the tamis into a bain-marie; just be-
fore serving add the oysters, washed in
warm water, a pinch of cayenne and
mace and juice of half a lemon.

OYSTER SAUCE, BROWN.

Proceed as directed for oyster sauce,
white, substituting beef broth for veal
broth and milk.

PERCH SUR LE GRIL A LA BADEN.

Trim four small carp, draw, wash,
wipe dry, lay in a dcep dish and pour
over them a marinade d'huile. Turn
for frequently two hours, withdraw
them, wrap them in two thicknesses of
paper saturated in the marinade, and
broil over a steady fire, when, dress
them on a hot dish, surround with fried
parsley, and send to table with a well-
made sauce piquante maigre.

SAUCE PIQUANTE MAIGRE.

Set on the fire two ounces of butter,
two ounces of onions cut very fine, and
cook without acquiring any color, add
three tablespoonfuls chopped parsley,
four gherkins chopped small, one table-
spoonful capers cut small, and half the
butter sauce ; as soon as it boils add a
leason of three yolks of eggs, a pinch of
white pepper and salt, and put it in the
bain-marie for use.

SMELTS, LONDON STYLE.

Draw by the gills and wash as many
smelts as may be needed ; dip each in
flour, season with salt rather plentifully,
and fry brown and crisp in plenty of
lard, made smoking hot for the purpose;
dress them on a hot dish, and send to
table with plain boiled potatoes and
walnut pickles.

STURGEON WITH EGG SAUCE.

Prepare, and cook in plain salted
water with vegetables and few herbs, a

piece of small halibut. When cooked
withdraw, drain, remove the skin, disli
on a silver dish-drainer, place four
groups of crimped parsley well drained
with quartered lemons round, and serve
with a well-finished egg sauce.

EGG SAUCE.

Cut four hard-boiled and cold eggs
into neat dice, add them to the butter
sauce and set in bain-maie for use.

BROOK TROUT A L'ETEWEE.

Trim the fins, remove the head and
tails, and cut in halves two trout ; set
in a stewpan two tablespoonfuls of good
oil with two shallots sliced, cook of a
fine yellow, add a garnished bouquet of
parsley, a bay-leaf, a clove of garlic, a
blade of mace, some mushroom trim-
mings, and a pint of Espagnolé; bring
to boil, skim well, add the trout, sim-
mer slowly until done, when remove,
keep hot, reduce the sauce to consis-
tency, dress them on a hot dish, add
plenty of chopped parsley to it, pour
over the fish and send to table.

STEWED OYSTERS.

Place fifty oysters on the fire in their
liquor, as soon as they boil withdraw
the stew, skim it well, add to it a pint
of boiling milk, a pat of butter, white
pepper and salt, and serve at once with
crackers and pickles.

ROASTED OYSTERS.

Wash thirty large oysters in their
shells and set them with their deep side
downwards on a baking sheet in a hot
oven, watch, and as soon as the shells
withdraw, separate the shells carefully,
serve on the deep shell with lemonsquar-
tered, bread and butter, and pickled
cauliflower.

FRIED OYSTERS.

Wash thirty double extras in their
liquor, wipe dry and dip in fine white
bread-crumbs, then in beaten eggs,
then in the crumbs, again with a broad
knife shape them oval and quite level.
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Ten minutes before dinner-time, place
them on the wire lining of a deep fry-
ing-pan and immerse them in plenty of
lard made smoking hot for the purpose,
a golden yellow ; dress them on a
folded napkin in close circular order,
fill the centre with fried parsley and
send to table.

TOMATO.

Set over the fire a quart of tomato
pulp, a quart of stock, six ounces of
hani in dice, fried with a large onion
minced fine, in two ounces of butter;
two sprigs of thyme, a bayleaf, eight
pepper corns, a large bouquet of parsley
and a shallot, simmer very gently an
hour, when run through the tamis,
season with white pepper and salt, and
if ready to serve, place two large hand-
fuls of Croûtons à la Condé in the
tureen, pour in the soup, and send to
table.

CROUTONS A LA CONDE.

Cut stale bread in half inch slices,
then cut in half inch lengths, then in
half inch squares, and fry in plenty of
hot grease.

PORTERHOUSE A LA SARATOGA.

BEEF SAUTE A LA MARSEILLAISE.

Cut two pounds of round of beef into
one inch cubes, set them in a stew-pan
with an ounce of beef dripping, place
on a hot fire and brown quickly, add
then, half-a-pint of good beef gravy and
reduce quickly to glaze, when at once
remove, and place it where it will gra-
dually acquire a deep red color, remove,
add one and a half ounces of sifted flour,
salt, pepper, a bouquet of parsley,
thyme and green onions, and enough
stock to cover, set it where it will slowly
simmer until tender, dress the beef on
a hot dish in a pyramid, strain and'skim
the sauce, pour it over the beef, sur-
round with a border of diamond-shaped
croutons and send to table.

EMINCE DE BŒUF A LA PORTUGAISE.

Cut the remains of rare roast beef
into small neat dice, set them on a
plate, cut in fine shreds half an onion,
a bouquet of parsley and a sprig of
thyme, cook brown in two ounces of
butter, then add half-a-pint of thick-
ened gravy, boil and skim, add the
minced beef, warm it, season with salt
and little nutmeg, dress a border of oval
croûtons on the side of the dish, pile the

cuuii a prnuanse otbl
emnce in a pyramid and send to tableSet a porterhouse steak in a deep

dish, sprinkle it with two tablespoonfuls HAUNCH OF MUTTON A L'ANGLAISE
of oil and a tablespoonful chopped Dress a well-hung haunch of mutton
parsley ; peel overnight, six large pota- on a spit, set it close to the fire foi
toes and slice them with a knife set twenty minutes to form a crust over the
obliquely in a plane of wood (to be ob- entire surface, wen, set it back and
tained at any of the iron-mongers), wash i cover wit a buttered paper, baste at
them in plenty of water, then lay them fioe with salted water, afterwards very
in ice-cold water until within an hour often with the drippings, roast it thus
or two of dinner-time, when drain them ten wit o he pping , ati h
of all the water, and fifteen minutes twenty minutes to the pound, removebefre imetosere imese heminthe paper, dredge flour over, bastebefore time to serve immerse them in twice, dress it on its dish, ornamentplenty of lard, made smoking hot for the with a frill and three silver skewers, addpurpose; when they are of a fine buif enougb stock to the gravy, boil, skim.
color, remove, and drain them of all the and strain, pour over the remove and
fat, sprinkle with fine salt, and after send to table.
broiling the steak over a clear fire, lay
it on a hot dish, season with pepper IRISH STEW.
and salt, surround it with the potatoes Prepare two pounds of mutton cut-and send to table. lets, and lay them in the bottom of a
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stewpan with a bouquet of parsley,
thyme, a blade of mace, white pepper
and sait, with a quart of cold water;
simmer slowly, skimming often for
twenty minutes, when add two dozen
onions of equal size, previously cooked
in stock, and two dozen small potatoes
trimmed quite round to match the size
of the onions ; continue the simmering
until the potatoes are cooked tender,
when instantly remove, dress the cutlets
in close circular order, with the onions
and potatoes in the centre, àdd to the
braise enough whÎte roux to thicken it,
strain-, and if seasoned correctly pour
over the stew, sprinkle over the whole
two tablespoonfuls chopped parsley and
serve.

POTATOES SAUTE.

Cut five cold boiled potatoes in
slices a quarter of an inch thick, make
a single layer of them in a large fry-
ing pan with an ounce and a half of
butter, season with salt and white
pepper; when of a good brown color,
turn, brown the other side, dress in a
close circle on a hot dish, dispose in
the centre a handful of fried parsley,
and send to table.

POTATOES A LA REITZ.

Cut four large potatoes, in long
strips one-eighth of an inch square,
immerse them in plenty of smoking
hot lard,until of a fine buff color, with-
draw, drain,place them in a frying-pan
with an ounce of butter, a little fine
sait, and two tablespoonfuls of chopped
parsley, toss them until the butter is
absorbed, when dress them high on a
hot dish, and send to table.

PARSNIPS A FRITE.

Parboil four large parsnips in salted
water with a bouquet of parsley and a
pinch of mignonette pepper, drain,
cool, cut in slices, and immerse in
plenty of smoking hot lard until tender
and of a fine brown color, then with-
draw them, dress on a hot dish, garnish
with parsley and send to table.

CABBAGE A LA FRIBOURG.

Slice, cross-cut two large onions,
sauté in three ounces of butter, then
add a large firm white Savoy cabbage
freed of stalk, cut in quarters and sliced
very thin, a pint of veal broth, half a
pint of white wine vinegar, sait and
pepper ; simmer slowly two hours, then
thicken with two ounces of white roux,
mix, dress on a hot dish and send to
table.

COMPOTE OF APPLES.

Peel, core and throw in water ten
apples; make a syrup of one and a-half
pints of water and eight ounces of
sugar, boil and skim for five minutes,
then add the apples, place it where it
will only simmer (care must be exer-
cised that the apples, while being cook-
ed through, are not broken); when
one side of an apple is done, turn it,
and when done ail through it must be
taken out and set in the cômpota're; when
ail are cooked reduce the syrup with
the juice of a lemon and the rind thinly
pared, strain and pour over the apples.

COMPOTE OF PEACHES.

Peel eighteen ripe peaches ; prepare
a syrup of twelve ounces of sugar and
a pint and a-half of water. Boil ten
minutes, throw in the peaches, simmer
ten to twelve minutes, dress them in
the compo/ûre, reduce the syrup, pour
over them, and send to table.

CELERY SALAD.

Cut white tender stalks of celery in
one inch lengths, place in a bowl, dress
with Mayonaise, garnish with olives and
hard-boiled eggs, and serve.

POTATO SALAD.

Slice six cold potatoes very thin, lay
them in a salad bowl with two table-
spoonfuls each of chopped onions and
parsley, sait, pepper, two ounces of
sait pork in neat dice, fried crisp, two
tablespoonfuls of oil and one of vine-
gar. Mix well and send to table.
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FEILLETAGE PUFF.

Sift on the pastry slab a pound of dry
flour, which form in a ring, previously
removing about three ounces to be used
to flour the slab. Thoroughly press out
all the water and buttermilk from a
pound of good butter, put an ounce in
the centre of the ring of flour, the rest
place in the corner of a clean napkin and
place on the ice, add the yolk of an egg
to the butter, mix well, then gradually
add ice-water, and gradually take the
flour from the inside of the ring, until
about a cupful of water has been used,
mix the rest of the flour in and rub it
on the slab with the backs of the hands
until it comes from the slab quite clean
and from the hands. Now place it on
the ice for an hour, then drive it out
to about six inches square, flatten the
butter a little, place it in the centre of
the dough and completely cover it, flour
the siab, turn it over and drive it care-
fully out thin,-this is called one turn ;
wind it on the rolling-pin, turn it upside
down, and fold it carefully in three, as
square as possible, drive it out thin,
carefully keeping it as level and square
as possible,-this isthesecond/urn; wind
it on the pin, reverse it, and fold
squarely in three, drive it out thin and as
level as possible,-this is the thirdturn ;
reverse it, fold it, drive it out thin,-this
is the fourth /urn ; reverse, fold and
drive it out for the fi/h turn ; reverse,
and this time wash it thoroughly with
lemon juice, fold in three, and on this
turn-or more properly speaking half-
turn, whatever kind of work is to be
done must be cut out. Here we will
let the subject rest and take it up as the
different kinds of work come along to
be described.

PATES.

laving prepared the feuill/cdge (puff
paste) and folded it for the last time,
roll it out to the thickness of half an
inch, when, stamp out with a round
fluted cutter, lay on a baking sheet,
with a smaller cutter mark out the

covers, wash their surfaces with egg-
wash, and bake in a hot oven about
fifteen minutes. When cool enough to
handle, remove the covers and the in-
sides, and use as intended.

BRIOCHE.

Place half a pound of flour on the
pastry slab, make it in a ring, add to it
one ounce of compressed yeast, three
ounces of sugar, a pinch of sait, and
enough milk (previously boiled) just
warm to bring the whole to a lithe,
smooth dough, set it in a kitchen bowl
and stand it in a warm place to rise,
covered with a woollen cloth ; when it
has risen to twice its original dimen-
sions finish mixing the cake by
placing on the slab a pound and
a-half of flour in a ring, in the
centre put fourteen yolks of eggs and
eight whites, fourteen ounces of butter
and a large pinch of ground cinnamon;
gradually mix, adding the flour cau-
tiously until by vigorous rubbing on the
slab the pastequits itclean, now clean off
the hands-do nol use any more flour, and
add to it the sponge, very thoroughly
incorporate then together; as soon as
it again leaves the slab and hands clean,
replace it in the bowl to rise, setting
it in a warm place covered weil from
the air. When it has risen very light-
in about two hours, have a well greased
sponge cake mould, put the brioche in,
and bake in a fair oven until a straw
thrust into it comes out clean.

FLOATING ISLANDS.

Set over the fire a large sautoir half
full of milk ; as soon as it boils, care-
fully lay in it the whites of three eggs
in tablespoonfuls ; as soon as the under
sides are done, turn them; when all are
cooked, remove with a skimmer ; make
a custard of a quart of thin cream, the
yolks of three eggs and three whole
ones, six ounces of sugar, a table-
spoonful of orange flour water, and a
pinch of sait; when cool pour into a
flat glass dish, arrange the poached
whites of eggs on it, and send to table.
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COCOANUT MACAROONS.

Grate a large cocoanut, spread it
on a sieve to get perfectly dry,
when measure out two cupfuls of
it, add a cupful of sugar, the beaten
whites of two eggs, and two table-
spoonfuls of sifted flour, mix carefully
together and drop by spoonfuls on a
buttered baking sheet ; it bakes a nice
yellow.

ALMOND CUSTARD.

Set over the fire in a double sauce-
pan a pint of cream and a pint of milk,
add to it eight ounces of almonds
pounded to a fine paste, with half a
gill of rose water, and seven ounces of
sugar; stir until it is nearly boiling, then
add six eggs, and stir until it thickens ;
when cold, stir from the bottom and
pour into a glass dish, or in glasses.
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THE COMING MAN. By Charles Reade.
Letters contributed to Harper's
Weekly. Harper's Half Hour
Series, New York.

Mr. Reade, the novelist, is rather
fond of all kinds of reforms. His latest
subject is the custom of educating
children into righthandedness. The
first part of his book is devoted to
proofs, of more or less value, that the
power of the both hands is naturally
the same, and in the latter part he
urges parents to so educate their chil-
dren that they will be either-handed.

HISTORICAL LEFTHANDEDNESS.

Assyrian and Egyptian sculptures in relief,more recent probably than most of the abovewvords, but aider than written language, reveal a
moderate preference for the right and. Pagan
customs and traditions accord. The Hindoos andmany other Oriental nations, from tirne immerno-
rial, have performed certain ignoble ablutions atpeep of day with their left hands, and for that, orother reasons, have declined to touch meat except
with their right.

Mohammedans in general use only the right in
eating ; and this comes to them by race not re-
ligion, and preceded Mohammed by thousands of
years.

From Assyrian and Egyptian sculptures the
next step, though a wide one, is to the earliest of
the Hebrew writers. These accept the pagan
theory, but with a certain moderation not foundelsewîere, either in ancient or modern times. Tobegin with their phrases-these do not run downthe ieft hand. This Syrian tribe took their wordssignifying right and left from some pagan an-cestors, wvho worshipped the rising suni, and
watched his course. This is transparent; for
their word " Kedim " means in front, or East.
"Achor" means behind, or West. "Jamin" right
hand, or South, and " Shemel" left hand, orNorth. (See Cruden on the word " Hand.")Thus their phrases are neutral and decent•
but their facts show the right hand superior in
dignity. In the bare sketch of events from Adamto the special history of Israel, this cannot ap-pear : but it comes out as soon as the narrative,dealing with more recent and vivid tradition, en-ters into minor details.

Rachel, dying, in travail, called her new-born
ch ild "the son of my sorrow," but Jacob reject-

ed this name, and called him '' the son of my
right hand" (Benjamin). Genesis, xxxv., 18.

Joseph brought his two sons to Jacob, for his
blessing ; and the incident, as related, is a pic-ture. Manasseh being the elder, and Ephraim
the younger, Joseph presented the children to
his father thus-Mannaseh in his left hand, op-
posite Jacob's right hand, and Ephraim in his
right hand, opposite Jacob's left. But, to his
surprise, Jacob put out his hands crossways, so
that his right hand fell on Ephraim, and his left
on Manasseh ; "and this," says the writer, "he
did purposely ;" but Joseph, thinking it was an
error, tried to shift his father's hands, and said,''Not so, my father: for this is the first-born
put thy right hand on him." But his father re-
fused, and said "I know it, my son, I know it,"
-and he persisted in blessing the younger above
the elder, and therefore kept the superior hand
upon Ephraim's head.

In Deuteronomy Moses describes the Law as
having come from God's right hand.

In sacrificing a ram, Moses directtd that the
priest's right ear, right thumb, and right toe,
should be anointed with the blood. Exodus,
xxix. 20.

To go for a moment to a much later period,Solomon, granting an audience to his mother, de-
scended from his throne, bowed to her with pro-
found respect, and ordered her a seat on his righthand. i Kings, ii. 19.

In Exodus, xv. 6, 12, and in nearly aIl the sa-
cred books, especially the Psalms, the right hand
of God is lauded, and his left hand is neyer men-tioned in the lebrew Scripture.

Such was the superior dignity of the rigbt
hand in ancient Israel, derived from Svrian tra-
ditions, but as to the modern theory of muscular
superiority, that is not indicated, but rather con-
tradicted, nor is there a direct slur cast upon the
left, as there is by the heathens, and by us, their
too docile pupils.

In Homer we get the pagan notion unmitigat-ed. His heroes salute with the right hand ; and
they all turn to the right at their devotions ; Jovethunders to the right. And in this poer we find
something more that the Hebrews did wot receive,
viz : that the left hand is unlucky, and r0 potent
that it diffuses ill luck as far as the eye can see.
Thus Polydamas took fright at the oren of an
eagle which soared with a serpent in its clutches,
received a bite and, dropping its prey, lew away
on the left of the Trojan host.

This superstition about the left hand was in
the human mind long before Homer, and it has
survived him three tbousand years. It grew and
expanded in Greece, and becare a principal ele-ment in all their omens and auguries.
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The Romans fell into it thoroughly. Woe to
the man on whose left hand a raven croaked or
flew, when he went forth to war or travel ; and
indeed in classical literature the supposed unluck-
iness of the left hand is the main feature of that
vilified limb. Of this a thousand examples could
be given as easily as one.

The Latin word "sinister" (left) was innocent
in itself; it means the arm that is attached to
the sinus, or bosom. I suspect it was coined
after they had discovered that the heart lay on the
left side. But though "sinister" was an honor-
able term, or a neutral one, at first, the prevail-
ing sentiment soon blackened it, and it came into
conquered Gaul with a vile character, which it
holds to this day in France and England. Both
these nations, nowadays, use "sinister" only to
mean unlucky, or full of bad designs.

Shakespeare uses it once or twice in its original
sense of the left hand, but since his day we have
fallen by degrees into the French way. Though
"sinister" no longer means the left hand in
France, that unlucky limb does not escape vilifi-
cation. It is called "gauche," which vord means
indifferently left hand or clumsy. " Gauche" is
said to be a word imposed by the conquering
Franks, and to be "manus Gallica," or "the
Gaul's hand," as opposed to "main Franche,"or
" the Frank's hand ;" and from this word of con-
tempt, "gauche," the Spaniards have taken
"gaucho," the English "a gauky," and the
Scotch "a gowk." The Italians, not to fall
behind other civilized nations in vilifying the
left hand, call it " mano-manca," or a failure," mano-stanca," or a helpless hand. The Span-
ish " man zurda," or " seneca," which are also
uncomplimentary.

On the other hand, "dexterité," French, "dex-
trous," and "dexterity," English, are from "dex-
ter," and eulogistic. Thus laudation of the right
hand as good and skilful, and depreciation of
the left as useless, clumsy, perverted, and un-
lucky, have flowed into France and England by
two separate streams, one crossing the continent
many thousand years ago from East to West, an-
other coming northward far more recently with
the Roman conquerors. Both streans came alike
from the East ; only one came as the crow flies,and the other round by Greece and Rome. Prob-
ably the two streams meet in the French words
"adroit," skillful, and "maladroit," clumsy,
where the prefix is Latin, but "droit" is the
same word as the German "recht," and the
English " right," whence " droiture," "right-
eous," " righteousness," etc.

Words at first follow ideas and are the cur-
rent signs of those ideas ; but by-and-by they re-
act upon the mind, and tend, by mere reiteration,
to keep alive the ideas that gave them birth.
These two streams of language are supported by
custom and sentiment. Friends grasp each other
by the right hand. It is almost an offence to of-
fer the left. In Germany, France, and Scotland,
the right hand must be lifted to God in the wit-
ness-box. In Germany, to this day, humble folk
cut up their meat with the right hand, then lay
down the knife, and take the fork in their right
hand to eat. This comes straight from the East.
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Impregnated with all these traditions, young
mothers and nurses check infants, with supersti-
tious horror, in the use of the left hand-which,
nota bene, the poor little victims invariably at-
tempt-and do their best to make a pagan tradi-
tion an immortal truth, and keep mankind one-
handed, and right-handed.

Finally, certain German physicians, assuming
too hastily that so general a practice must be
founded not in custom but in nature, have set
themselves to find the anatomical cause of the
assumed fact, and think they have discoved it in
the balance of the viscera, which are generally
four or five pounds heavier on the right side than
on the left.

This is the case I have to contend with as a
friend of mankind : and, if men will listen to me
patiently, and then use their own good sense, it
will be a good thing for them, and a much better
for their children.

GYMNASTIC TEACHING.

My next evidence is a class ; and of great
authority ; for, suppose a number of men and
women, who had aIl their lives studied to per-
feet one limb, would they not be oracles about
that limb? and by the same rule, if there are
men and women who gain their bread, and
fame, by perfecting the whole body and aIl the
limbs, surely these persons must be infallible as
to whether the trained and perfect man is right-
handed, or left-handed, or either-handed.

Now there is such a class, small in numbers,
but wide in impartiality, for it is of both sexes,
and aIl nations-THE GYMNASTS, MALE AND
FEMALE.

If the right-handed theory is true, it must be
the interest of the gymnasts to carry it farther
than any other people.

Instead of that, they are ail more either-
handed than the world ; and nota bene, the
more eminent, the more either-handed.

Gymnasts have two lines, the strong and the
agile. A few combine both ; but that is not
the general practice ; and, at any rate, the dis-
tinction itself is sound, and useful in argu-
ment.

For many years I have watched both lines of
business with interest and close observation. In
the agile and graceful, including the feats upon
the bar, the trapeze, the aerial flights, the
treble somersaults, and the flying catches, I
observe an evenness of the body, a simultaneous
action of both limbs, a level extension and
equally prehensile power, of both hands, that no
positively right-handed, nor left-handed, person
is capable of.

In the strong men and women I notice, even
in repose, a marked and equal development of
the great femoral sinew above each knee ; and
in action, when the male or female athlete puts
up the agile, and holds him or her in the air
with straightened arms, the outburst of muscle
seems equal in both arms, nor is there any
perceptible difference in the size of the arms nor
their strength.

So far I venture to call myself as a witness,
because minée are genuine observations of per-
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formers, whose costume reveals the action of le tells me that le has been driven-in spite
every muscle, and were made many years before of a prejudice be sbared with every man-to con-
I ever thought to use them in any public argu- clude that the great weakness of women is (ue
ment. Stili my readers are entitled to higher not so much to Nature, as to their early neglect
authority, and shall have it. of muscular training, except dancing, in which

I will call FARENI. tbey are fot weak. In no other way can be ac-
This gentleman was recommended to me by a count for their endurance in the ball-room, and

learned physician as the highest authority in Eu- their power and agility in the arena, Nvheneve-
rope, for the reasons that follow. tbey train.

It seems he studied Anatomy and Medicine
professionally, and obtained his diploma ; but WHAT IAS BEEN DONE.
presently caught sight of a great field in scienti-
fic gymnastics, and turned his mind zealously There vas lately a very skillful surgeon, wbo
that way. He knows the whole art, and bas could operate with eitber hand. Mr. Wakley, I
done both strong and agile business ; bas lifted am assured, saved a life by a left-banded opera-
himself entirely by the little finger of each hand tion. In Paris, young surgeons practice loth
till the chin was level with the hand, has walked hands. Dr. Quain bas given me a piece of ex-
Niagara on a rope, etc., etc. He has allowed cellent writing done by a gentleman with bis
me to examine his arms ; they are grand models, left hand, wbose right hand is dîsabled. Dr.
with a vigorous and equal development of the Quain assures me il is better writing than the
biceps and triceps in each, the triceps especially gentleman ever vrote with his right, ani was
remarkable, and equal in each arm. He is acquired in a twentieth part ofthe fime. Nether-
therefore a practical, and also a scientific, teacher j clift, the expertdeposes to me that Lord Nelson
of gymnastics, and an invaluable witness, as ac- wrote a bad band with bis right ; lost that hant,
cessible to my readers as to myself, and that is and soon wrote a good baud vith bis left.
ny idea of a witness. He bas been good enough More remarkable still, a correspondent, by way

to give me two or three conferences and much of comment on my first letter, bas sent me
positive information, a part of which I now specimens with each band, both superior writ-
deliver from my notes written at the time. in.

He authorizes me to sav that " the lop-hand- Mr. Burns, property-master at the Olympic
cd " and " game-legged habit "-these are his Theatre, and a very skilful carpenter, can use
own terms-are the curse of the youtbfd hammer, cbisel, or gouge, with ither hand, and
gymnast ; all his pupils come to him infected, carve wood witb either, even in delicate work.
and this is his order of instruction : Ist. le Messrs. Telbin and Craven, scene-painters,
teaches thein to fall; so that they may never can botb paint with the left or tbe rigbî, teste
hurt themselves in the least, even in practicing Henrico Neville. For older examples among
at the low bar, a few feet above the suspended painters, see Left-haudcdey8, by Dr. Daniel
carpet. 2d. He sets himself to train both arms Wilson, page 20.
and legs to equal force and suppleness ; this is Ah tbe best steam-loom weavers can sit be-
his foundation-stone. At this he stays, until it tween two power-looms, watcb, stop, repair
s mastered. The suppleness, evenness, and tbreads, etc., rigbt and left, and are paid

grace, of the perfect gymnast can never-he accordingly.
assures me--be attained unless the limbs have Al the fast type-writers, principally vomen,
been equalized. Some pupils are quick at this are eitber-banded, and by that means alone can
equalization; others slow. He has had to tie print one bundred words a minute, and make a
the legs together, to tie the right arm ; and to gool livelibood, teste Dr. Hamilton, of Glouces-
stop all exercises for weeks, except with the left ter Terrace, who bas kindly aided me in tbese
leg and left arm. But he never gives in, be- researches.
cause the succeeding steps of his science would Ask a gentleman wbo is driving four-m-baud
be ill applied. if he let the pupil go awry at to sbift the reins from bis left baud into bis rigbt.starting. Tbeman feelsiîrpotentdirectly. Wbyso? lie

Farini declares, from experience, that there is bas ouiy sbiftec the difficulty to the band tbey
by nature no difference whatever between the preîend is always tbe sîronger. Tbere is no
right and left limbs of the human body, but the stronger baud: the potent baud, rigbî or lefî, i,
well-meaning, and misguided females, to whom tbe customary baud, and custom is omnipotent.
our race is confided in infancy, get hold of it It is tbe same vith the legs: in going up a lad-
when it can be moulded like a lump of clay, and der, no man cares whether be begins witb the
easily do it a mischief, which can not be cured rigbt or the left. In getting over a stile no man
years afterward without a deal of trouble ; be. cares wbetber he throws the right Ieg across il,
cause the body is now older, less ductile, and or tbe left. But combine tbese two simple ac-
made stiff and stubborn by a fixed bad habit. lions; cross a borse : you put the left fout up mb

In short, custom is everything, teste Farini. a stirrup and tbrow the rigbt leg over an equine
His pupils come game-legged, and lop-armed, stile; i is customarv and easy Now go on tbe
by custom : and by custom be cures them. By borse's otber side and reverse tbose simple ac-
custom, in his opinion, the whole human race lions. Straigbtway you are paralyzed with im-
could be made as either-handed, and even-leg- potence real or imaginary. You would rather
ged, as he makes his pupils-if the teaching be- climb the beast by the crupper. Yet practicegant in infancy. bota nays, and they are eqtwally easy.
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THE TRUE SOLUTION.

Now let any man take the facts connected
with the brain and the viscera in apes, tigers,
racoons, infants, adults, etc., and the varied
facts revealed in this letter, and as many more
indisputable facts as ever he likes, and I say he
will never reconcile all his facts and all mine
with any other solution but this, that every
child is born as either-handed as an ape, and
shows it till Nature is stifled by grown-up peo-
ple, but that custom is a second nature, and
that it is the women who begin the fight against
nature, with custom, and make the child lop-
handed ; in which he is afterward confirmed by
the habit of imitating his playfellows, another
custom, and the traditions of society at school
and at home, which also are custom, and not
Nature.

" As the twig's bent the tree is lnclined."
The editor of Figaro, J. Mortimer, Esq., is

completely either-handed. It came about thus :
The women made him right-handed in the usual
way. But when he was about four years old he
injured bis right, and the left hand look its place.
His right recovered ; but as the whole thing is
custom, and Nature bas nothing on earth to do
with it, the left hand did not resign the eminence
it had obtained by habit, arising not froin nature,
but accident. However, when he reached fifteen,
the other boys ridiculed him so that he set delib-
erately to work to cultivate the right and be like
his fellows. He succeeded-because the whole
thing is custom-but became either-handed. 1,e
can use both hands equally well, except that he
can work better with the right hand, simply be-
cause he practices it more. His left hand and
arm remain the larger, and somewat stronger.
Such is the power of early custom. Follow
these changes

Either-handed for the first twelve months by
nature.

Right-handed by training for three years.
Left-handed for twelve years by habit, arising

not from nature, but accident.
Either-handed now by training, and each hand

superior whenever most practiced.
These changes reveal the twaddle of Anatomy,

the impotence of Nature, and the omnipotence
of custom in the whole thing. The gentleman
is alive, and accessible. The adult reasoner
calls no witnesses that cannot be cross-examined.

My eldest brother, Mr. William Barrington
Reade, is either-handed. In bis youth a crick-
eter, he bowled and batted left-handed, but
caught equally well with either hand, which in
those days was not common. He always carved
skillfully with the right, and wrote an exquisite
and indeed an unrivalled hand ; was a smart
cavalry officer, and did bis sword exercise with
the right. Shoots from his right shoulder ; can
not shoot from bis left. In shaving lathers with
bis left, then shaves'entirely with his right ; then
goes over it again with his left, on the principle
observed by mowers in mowing short grass.

I once asked him why not one of his children
is ambidexter. He replied as follows to a syl-
lable :

" Oh, for that matter, I always vowed that if
ever I married my children should have the use
of both hands ; and I did my best : but all the
good I did down stairs was undone in the
nursery.

This then is where the shoe really pinches.
Women suffer much for children, and love them
much. They are naturally impatient of male
interference between them and children, the
burden of whom they bear. In the next place,
yielding as women are in some things, they are
stiff as iron in matters of custom, especially irra-
tional custom. There is no single instance on
record of their ever giving up any downright
mania, under the influence of the pen, and they
will not change their natures for me. They
will never be the friends of children, but always
their lovers, and their enemies, unless they can
be persuaded out of it.

I must appeal, therefore, to good husbands,
who wish to be good parents ; and first to the
class of mechanics and skilled laborers who have
young children growing up about them. Look at
these children, my fine fellow, and more to come.
Can you tell me what they will be ? Can you
look at any one of them and say "I am sure
that boy, or girl, will never be able to make ten
shillings a week more by being either-handed,
as the either-handed type-writers and steam-
loom weavers do ?" The omniscient God might
say that, or He might say the reverse. You can
say either. All vou know is that you brought
them into the world, without their consent, a
world they will have to work and struggle for food
in, like yourself; and so you ought to give them
every chance, you and your wife. Well, either-
handedness, as a rule, is money, and your wife
can teach it the little children as easily as she
can right-handedness. When they promote
themselves to throwing stones you can insist on
their throwing them equally well with both
hands, and so on to this or that trade. They
will never go back, if you start them right, and
they may live to bless you for it. If you fall
into this suggestion, send me your address, and
I will lend you my co-operation by sending you
printed instructions.

As for our games, what can be more absurd
than to see a man, in the cricket field, stop a
ball with the left in an attitude fit for throwing
it to the wicket-keeper, yet have to shift the ball
to bis right hand, and advance the left foot to
throw, and perhaps let in a run ? The game of
Fives is played with both hands, and is a most
beneficial game to the whole body. Why
should the games that are only fives with a bat,
be played lop-handed ? But I will be reason-
able, I will only ask a few young ladies and
gentlemen to give either-handedness a trial in
lawn tennis-under forfeit for every hall struck
with the wrong bat. I know it will be rather
heart-breaking at first, but it will improve the
whole body, and, if persisted in, we shall see
young women very goddesses of grace and
poetic movement, especially if they would also
learn to do the most graceful thing possible, viz. ;
take wide steps gracefully, and bound like
antelopes, lighting always on the hall of the
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foot, and with the feet pretty near together, We must take her as she is, and work her by in-and ready to be off again. Young ladies, listen fallible rules. Even as the gimlet makes a holeto an older fox than you are, and Heaven will in the hard wood, and then the screw can enter,reward you. You will be married wholesale so we must gimlet into the skulls of Nurse andfrom the lawn. mother the word EITHER-HANDED ; and then we
SURSUM PATRES -- FATHERS, AWAKE! shall have a chance to screw the idea " EITHER-

H1ANDED " in by degrees. Of this I am so sure,
If any parents in my walk of life can rise to that I will send the gimilets by post to any parent,

the parental wisdom and affection of an old who may be in earnest ; my girnlets will be good-
bachelor-to whom, personally, children are sized slips of paper with the word " either-
pests-and decide to be their children's friend, handed " printed large, a few words of sense, and
let me warn them they live farther from their of course a filigree border : the trimmings may
young than mechanics do, and have a harder reconcile her to the truth.
task. Every gentleman with a large family has There is one topic more I would rather refer
three houses under one roof. His basement is to medical men, under conditions. They must
a modern public-house, that the lower classes forego the talse method of Broca and other juve-
run in and out of without his consent or know- nile reasoners, and conduct the enquiry on the
ledge ; and his nursery is a mediæval tower of plan of adult Reason-statistics collected by
rusty superstitions. Nurse will be dead against men without a theory.
him ; and he cannot fight her ; he would be mad Here is an awful coincidence, which none but
to try it. His only chance is to persuade her. a fool will slight ; here is a single animal setting
But he will never do that unless he begins by himself against his Creator, and making him-
enlarging ber vocabulary. He may take this self lop-handed and game-legged ; and this same
truth from me ; it is the observation of a life- animal is more often afflicted with paralysis of

one side (called in Medicine " Hemiplegia")A GAP IN LANGUAGE MAKES A GAP IN than are animals in general. This, I say, is an
THOUGHT. awful co-incidence. Here is another-I am

told, out of the note-books of several physicians,"Oh, don't do that, Master George; you wil consulted by my friend Lawrence Hamilton,be left-handed," cries the Paynim nurse. that the right side, in their experience, is" What, if he uses his left hand one minute, paralyzed rather oftener than the left. So thatand his right the next ? asks the youthful the hand which, for so many years, man hasmother. alinost worsbipped, by w-ord and deed, is often-" La ! yes, ma'am ; if he uses his left at all." est laid low in horrible degradation, and
That a child, who uses his right and left, brought very close to death and putrefactionwould not be left-handed, but either-handed, is while yet the body survives. Even so Antiochus,an idea this good soul could no more get into her who accepted homage as a god, was not honoredskull, until you have enlarged ber vocabulary, with a stroke of lightning or any godlike death.than she could fly to heaven on a soap-bubble. but smitten with worms, and taught his distanc-ITbere s a fool for you," cries some spright- from divinity.ly reader. As to the physical reasons of the above coinci-No greater a fool than lier neighbors ; not to dences, Dissection, on a grand scale, May, or

be able to realize any thing, unless there is a fa- may not reveal them ; all the investigations upmiliar word that fits it, is the common foible of to date have been on too trumpery a scale, andall ordinary minds. My Lord Bacon says truly in the hands of theorists, which is fatal."words are the counters of wise men but the Let the leaders ofmedicine profit by their pri-money of fools." vate practice and the invaluable machinery forI cite from a weekly paper : "A writer in statistics in the hospitals and infirmaries. Theone of the medical journals asks why are we nation is large ; let them get one thousand brainsrigbt-handed? Does it not occur to him that of paralyzed persons examined by people whothe reason is because we are not left-handed ?'" have no theory. Let it be noted at once whetherWhat witbering sarcasm, and how eager he is each sufferer was right-handed, left-handed, orto clap his fool's cap over a gleam of dawning either-handed, paralyzed right or left, with orreason ! without loss of speech, and after death whetherDissect this weekly wag. What he proclaims the lesion was in the right lobe of the brain orcomes to this: II can not conceive any man the left. This wide statistic will shed the firstnot being lop-handed. If lie is not right-hand- gleam of real science on this matter . at presented lie must be left-handed, and vice versa." it is all obscurity and dishonesty, bcause eac
But why are the wag's conceptions so limited ? theorist has found his own facts, a who ihas
only because his vocabulary-unlike that of the not observed that Medicine is mere fiction,
despised " medical journal "-does not contain whenever the theorist is allowed to collect tie
the word " ambidexter ; " still less the better facts ?
word "either-handed," and his mind can not, in Meantime it is enough for me, who ar a pracany subject, go an inch beyond his vocabulary. tical man, that an either-handed animal hasTo him, and to millions, A GAP IN LANGUAGE somehow or other. a better chance of escapingIS A GAP IN THOUGHT. paralysis than a lop-handed animal has. Aristo-Now why should Nurse have a larger brain te says " When you have secured a fact, youtlan this weekly wag ? She is not paid for it. need not trouble about the reason ; " and that is
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good sense, at all events as a rule of action.
Chances are bought and sold all the world over,
and often for high prices. One chance more in
fifty of escaping paralysis is alone worth great
pains and labor ; and besides, on this point, the
effect of inherited habit on the species is not yet
known. We might possibly dimnish that fear-
ful malady in the race, as well as in the indivi-
dual, by ceasng to inflict on children the lop-
handed mania, and by aiding and directing those
wise instincts the infant always shows, but at
present resigns-to his own life-long injury-
under the tyrannical influence of a creature,
whose pagan traditions are not half so old, nor
half so wise, as that poor child's immortal in-
stincts, derived from primeval Man : but she is
too big, watchful and resolute, for any child to
resist.

CHILDREN SHOULD BE ETTHER-HANDED.

To make children as either-handed as our Cre-
ator intended, first fix the word "either-handed "
in the minds of the whole household, and never
let a day pass without using it aloud to denote
the only perfect child. Next impress the word
"lop-handed," applying it equally to the the
mere right-handed child and to the mere left-
handed child, and declare them both to be
equally imperfect, and on the road to deformity.
Language, that great instrument of truth or
falsehood, being thus cleared, I offer a few crude
but practical hints. Infants are overhandled.
Their live pets pine before our eyes from that
very cause, and it is a caution. More floor and
less lap ; more safety-chair, with both arms free,
and less hugging, cuddling, and carrying, with
one little arm crippled against a nurse's body.
Children must be carried out-of-doors for air,
but even there the nurse must carry them an
equal time on each arm. It is necessary to her
own body, and to the child it is vital. No-
thing will require more parental vigilance and
determination than this. Carrying for an hour
on one arm and five minutes on the other makes
the nurse lop-sided and the infant lop-handed.
In his chair, or so placed under a watchful eye
that both arms are free, bring pretty things op-
posite bis hands, and never let him stretch out
either hand across bis body. Teach him to
throw things down with either hand alternately,
and by-and-by with both hands at the same
time. Let him be a quadruped and a suckling
rather longer than usual, not shorter. When
those tender limbs will bear the erect body
without the injury a parent's loving impatience
bas sometimes caused, let him toddle, not to
anybody's apron, but to a horizontal bar held
across for him, and teach him to seize it with
both hands exactly at the same time. Throwing
is a great matter in itself, and the road to
efficient striking, which is à great part of labor,
sport, and war. Throwing with either hand
can not be commenced too soon nor followed up
too diligently. Taking these few hints as the
mere basis of a system, those affectionate and
intelligent parents who have written to me will
very soon expand the matter and go beyond
their counsellor in their training of infanits.

H
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I now make a jump, and go to children.
When it comes to reading, writing, ani sewing,
the centre of the paper or book should be oppo-
site to the nose ; indeed, all objects should be so
looked at to inake the sight even and correct. A
little girl in threading her needle should hold it
well out, opposite her nose, and thread it some-
times with one hand, sometimes with the other,
and should use needle or scissors with either
hand; also throw and catch balls and play bat-
tiedore with either hand. Have no mercy on lier
if she plays her bass notes inaccurately, or
thumps them and only plays the treble. Writing
should be taught thus: The centre of the paper
opposite the writer's nose, the letters exactly ver-
tical- the slope being a mere disease to which
we owe illegibility. The writing should always
be from left to right, because we write for read-
ers, not for ourselves ; but it should be done with
either hand. Short-hand writing ditto. I ad-
vise parents to have their boys and girls taught
short-hand writing and type-writing. Few
adults have patience to learn type-writing, but
perhaps a boy or girl would find it as easy as
hand-writing. A short-hand writer who could
type-write bis notes would be safer from poverty
than a great Greek scholar. Boys and girls
should all be taught to swim three times earlier
than they ever are. Many a life has been liter-
ally thrown away for want of this easy accom-
plishment that can be learred in a week; and it is
an either-handed practice invaluable to the grow-

.ng body. So is rowing, especially with sculls.
At present the most either-handed game is
" fives." It can be played in almost any court-
yard by making the pavement smooth. But, as
the hand drives a ball feebly, racket bats must
be substituted, with the handle reduced to four
inches. The game thus played, which I suppose
is much the same as hand-ball in Ireland, would
be invaluable, and could be played by girls as
well as boys, which " fives " can hardly be ; it
would be too hard upon a girl's hand. At crick-
et I advise fielding with either hand, batting
right-handed, and bowling left-handed. It
would be an abuse of a good thing to bat either-
handed and bowl either-handed ; this would en-
tail waste of time and loss of skill. As to throw-
ing either-handed, every sea-beach with shingles
is a natural gymnasium. The boy of seven or
eight should be trained to stoop, raise with bis
left a pebble the sea bas smoothed for him, ad-
vance bis right foot, and throw with his left, at
some mark, the body erect and graceful, the
right foot well advanced. He should then stoop
again, raise a pebble, advance the left foot free-
ly, and throw with the right, and so on in rota-
tion. This is invaluable practice, especially if
the instructor insists cn a graceful, easy, and
ardent carriage of the body in the act of throw-
ing. Use hammer, hatchet, gauge, saw, foil,
and single-stick with either hand. Do not let
your son squint down the barrel of a gun or rifle
because the government orders it. It is need-
less, fatal to even sight, and governments are
often very ignorant. Should any inequality ap-
pear in the legs, practice digging, hopping, and
kicking foot-ball, with the inferior limb only, for
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a while ; but the best practice of all, perhaps, is
to stand on each leg in turn, and swing the
other as high as possible both forward and back-
ward ; this will soon reveal any deficiency that
exists, and, if persisted in, will do wonders to
cure it. Never let stays in any form come near
a growing girl. It is a wicked action. lang
her petticoats by braces, as a boy does his trous-
ers.

I offer these crude hints to parents as a friend,
not an oracle. I am sure of the general truth ;

but as to the best mode of applying it, why, we
are all groping our way out of heathen darkness
six thousand years old. We must put our heads
together : and my great hope of helping parents
in this great benefit to their offspring and to man-
kind lies in this- that I am willing to be a medi-
um of communication between one parent and
another. Their love and their intelligence will,
I daresay, soon make me their pupil, whom, at
first starting, they have been pleased to accept
as a teacher.

LITERARY NOTES.

THE PRINCEss LOUISE, who is coming out to
be our " Governess," is an artist of high merit.
Her studio in the Gardens of Kensington Palace
is nearly ready. It is being built from designs
by Mr. E. Godwin. We fear Her Royal High-
ness will miss in Canada the art atmosphere of
the older society of England.

IN THE Chernical Section of the British Asso-
ciation much interest was excited by Professor
Reynold's paper on Baeyer's method of produc-
ing artificial indigo. There seems little chance
of making it as a commercial product, but yet
when artificial madder was first produced it was
never supposed that natural madder would be
almost superseded. The formation by artificial
means of these natural organic substances are
among the proudest achievements of modern
science.

THE PHONOGRAPH was the central object of
interest at the British Association this year, just
as the telephone was last year.

AN EDITION of Bracton, the father of Eng-
lish law, is in preparation by Sir Travers Twiss.
It is undertaken at the expense of the English
Government.

THE COMPILERS of " Hymns, Ancient and
Modern," have prepared a Psalter with Chants,
Ancient and Modern, which has already reached
a second edition.

THE ADDRESS of Mr. William Spottiswoode,
the President of the British Association recently
convened at Dublin, is not of the " fireworks "
order of composition, but partakes of the some-
what dull manner of the last two addresses.
Since the eruption under Professor Tyndal's
presidency, this scientific Vesuvius has been
quiescent. A good deal of smoke and a few red
hot rocks are thrown out at times to show that
the volcano is gathering force.

THE HON. AND REv. WILLIAM PETRE has
published the second part of his book on

BOOKS ON CYPRUS are commencing to throng Catho ic cnooî Disciplne. ne
the announcement columns of the English press.
General de Cesnola's book is the best. All of tical superiors in criticising the educational ar-
them will be needed, for British ignorance must rangements of Catholic institutions, but the
be very dense on this subject. Well-informed loyalty to the Roman Church of a member ofso
speakers in the House of Commons have stated ancient and staunch a Roran Catholic family
that the Island is unhealthy and sterile, and cannot be doubted.
equally well-informed speakers have asserted MR. W. H. MALLOCK, the author of that
that it is salubrious, well-watered and fertile. cleverestof modem satires, "The New Republic"
It is odd that a man's political views should affect has been entrusted with the volume of "Ancient
his physical geography, and that the Island ciassics for English readers" upon "Lucretius."
should be arid to Whigs and productive to It could not have been placed in better hands.
Tories. Mr. Mallock's conflicts with Tyndall, Clifford,

THE REV. GEORGE GILFILLAN is dead. He and the rest of the new school of Engiish phy
will be remembered as the author of the " Bards sicists has prepared hir for understanding ami
Ef the Bible," and the editor of "Nichol's Series eluci(ating the great poet-scientist of the an :ient
of British Poets." world.
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BOOKS ON archery are commencing to make
heir appearance. Mr. Maurice Thompson, who

has written in Scribner and Harper on this sub-
ject, has published a book, "The Witchery of
Archery," which is selling very well. Hawking
and stage-coaching are also looking up. The sling
and stone are valuable weapons and very ancient.
They must surely have a turn soon.

DR. WINCHIELL, who wrote a capital book
upon Geological Science and the Mosaic account
of the creation of the world, has written a pam-
phlet denying that the black race is descended
from Adam. He claims for the negro a much
greater antiquity than he assigns to Adam. The
pamphlet is entitled "Adamites and Preadam-
ites." His argument is mainly the saine as
that followed by Dr. McCausland in his book,
"Adam and the Adamite."

MR. MALLOCK's amusing satire, " Positivism
on an Island," bas been reprinted in a sepa-
rate volume. It is exceedingly clever in design,
but is marred by crudeness in workmanship. If
he had spent another month in revising it he
would have made it one of the best satires in
English.

MR. TENNYSON has a new volume in prepa-
ration, to consist chiefly of lyrics and shorter
poems. This is good news indeed, for Harold
and Queen Mary have never attained to the
popularity of the poet's other works. Long
dramatic poems can scarcely be other than
tedious, even when the work of a master.

TIE American Xaturalist is leading a deter-
mined attack upon the sparrow, which Dr. Coves
considers to be a nuisance imported from
Europe, like the white weed and the Norway rat.
They are quarrelsome and voracious, but will not
eat insects when they can plunder gardens,
orchards and grain fields. They drive off
the native birds, and, being fed and sheltered,
there is no check to their increase. The
grey Norway rat was thought at one time to
be useful in diminishing the numbers of the
native black rat, which was a meek and mild-
mannered rodent, but now a black rat is never
seen by any chece, and the grey rat is ten times
as destructive as his predecessor.

DURING THE year 1876 the amount given or
bequeathed for educational purposes in the
United States was $4,691,845. This includes
$40o,o0o for the Vanderbilt University and
$700,ooo of the Lick bequest. If such be-
quests were made to existing institutions instead

of being squandered in vain attempts to perpe-
tuate by means of sickly independent institutions
the names of men who have no claims upon pos-
terity, the value of the gifts would be enor-
mously enhanced.

ÆEONIAN METEMPSYCHOSES is the title of an
interesting article in the last Contemporary on
the future state. The doctrine of the transmi-
gration of souls is believed in by an immense
majority of the human race. It has not been
discussed in recent times in Europe and it is
time it had z turn. It has been too much over-
looked, and is quite as reasonable as many of the
theories put forward by grave and reverend
divines.

ARCHDEACON DENISON has published a
volume of "Notes of my Life, 1805-78," which
is as outspoken and racy as might be expected
from so belligerent and crochetty a person. He
is measureless in his contempt for Greek and
Latin verse-making, although be is an excellent
classic. He respects flogging and hates examin-
ations. He glories in having been always a
Tory. He was " fool enough " forty-five
years ago to be a Liberal for six months, but he
thanks Heaven he never descended so low as to
be a Whig. Truly, his record may well be con-
soling to his conscience, and his six months apos-
tacy might be forgiven him.

ARCHDEACON DENISON is right-the insati-
able thirst for examinations threatens to absorb
all the time for study. What with vacations,
examinations and preparations for examinations,
the real work of education is neglected. A little
more and the modern system of competitive ex-
amination will addle the small amount of brains
left remaining in the youth of the period.

PROF. J. STUART BLACKIE thinks that the
occupation of Cyprus gives the English an ex-
cellent opportunity of acquiring a correct pro-
nunciation of Greek, and of putting away the
absurd method now in use at the universities.
To Prof. Blackie the modern Greek pronuncia-
tion is the correct one.

MR. R. HAMILTON LANG, brother of the
Rev. Gavin Lang, of Montreal, and late Eng-
lish Consul at Cyprus, has nearly ready a very
important volume on the history and present
condition of that island. The author's official
position and long residence in Cyprus gives
great importance to his opinions.

TiIE LONDON SCHîooL BOARD has opened
twenty-one kitchens, each to be conducted by a
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practical cook, for the purpose of teaching
cooking to the girls of the working classes.
This is a move in the right direction. Reform
in cooking is far more pressing than reform in
spelling.

THE MOST complete and valuable work on
the sacred language and literature of the Parsees
is the collection of essays by Dr. Martin Haug,
recently published by his literary executor, Prof.
West, of Munich. There is no book in Eng-
lish uponthe Avesta and the religion of Zoroaster
to be compared with this.

PROF. DE MILLE, of Dalhousie College,
Halifax, has a new volume in press, " A Castle
in Spain." He is a novelist of some reputation
as well as Professor of Rhetoric in Nova Scotia.

HACHETTE & CO., of Paris, employ 5,000
persons in their great publishing house, and
issue on the average a book every day.

Mr. J. A. SERONDE has written an article for
the Melbourne Review upon the relations between
the mother country and the colonies.

SIR FRANcIs HINCKS contributes to the

PROF. PHILIP SMITH, who prepared two
capital volumes of the "Students' Series" on
New and Old Testament History, has made
another valuable addition to that series in his
"Manual of Ecclesiastical History." It embraces
the first ten centuries of the Christian Church
and comes down to the culmination of the Papal
power at the period just preceding the Re-
formation.

Miss JULIET CORSON, who is to deliver a
course of lectures on Cookery before the Ladies
Educational Association and the Senior Classes
of the City Schools, bas published a small man-
ual called " Twenty-five Cent Dinners." For
such a manual as this we could well spare many
of these " symposia " which fill up the leading
magazines. It is well enough to discourse upon
the future state, but, in the meantime, we have to
live here, and the male portion of the community
are, for the most part, coarse-minded creatures
who cannot keep their strength by the contem-
plation of their wives' fine dresses or their
daughter's music and metaphysics. Thanks to

Nineteenth Century an article on the Quebec
imbroglio, under the title of the "Crown and THE NEW volume of the "No Name" series
the Cabinet in Canada." will be called, "The Masque of Poets." Over

" FOOD FROM THE FAR WEST" is the name fifty poets will contribute anonymously to tbe
of a new work on raising cattle for the English volume, and the literary world will be busy for a
market. The author, Mr. Jas. MacDonald, was fev days allotting the autborship of each poem.
the special correspondent of the Edinburgh It will be as good as a new ri(dle book.
Scot8man, sent out to investigate all matters TIIE LIFE of Mrs. Jameson by ber niece is
relating to the meat export trade of America. The nearly ready. This vill be of some interest to
author visited all the Western and Southern Canadians, as Mrs. Jameson passed a short por-
States, as well as the Dominion of Canada. tion of her early married life in Upper Canada.

feîasaltigt ea t os i fe c o m



(Conducted by J. G. ASCHER, Montreal.)

Al comnunications to be addressed to the Chess
Editor of the" New Dominion Monthly," Box 37,
P. 0., Montreal.

To CORRESPONDENTS.

E. HoLT.-Yours received. Your prediction
regarding ties will, we think, prove true.

CHARLES MOSSop, London.-Have been too
busy to look into matter of complete series.
Will attend to it immediately.

J. W. Shaw.-Your valuable chess additions
to this column are gratefully acknowledged.
We congratulate you on your success so far in
the present tourney.

GAME No. 46.

Played at the 7th Annual Congress of the
Canadian Chess Association, held at Montreal,
August, 1878, between Mr. John Henderson and
Mr. J. W. Shaw.

Scotch Gambit.
W HITE.

Mr. Ilenderson,
Montreal.

P. K. 4.
Kt. K. B. 3.
P. Q. 4.
B. Q. B. 4. (a).
P. B. 3.
Q. takes P.
Castles.
B. K. Kt- 5.
Q. Kt. Q. 2.
B. Kt. 3. (c).
Kt. takes Kt.
B. takes Kt. (d).
SB. B.2.
K. R. sq.
P. B. 4.

. . B. 5.
P. Q. Kt. 4.
P. Q. R. 4. ().

. R. B. 3.
.R. K. sq.

P. B. 4.
Q. B. sq. (g).
Q. Q. 3.

BLACK.

Mr. Shaw,
Montreal.

P. K. 4.
Kt. Q. B. 3.
P. takes P.
B. B. 4.
P. Q. 6. (b).
Q. K. 2.
P. Q. 3.
Kt. K. B. 3.
Castles.
Kt. to K. 4.
Q. takes Kt.
Q. takes B.
Q. Kt. 3.
B. Q. 2.

B. B. 3.
Q. B. 3.
B. Kt- 3.
P. Q. R. 3.
K. R. Q. sq. (f).
R. K. sq.
Q. R. Q. sq.
Q. Kt. 7.
Q. takes P.

24. P. B. 6. (À). 24. P. Kt. 3.
25. R. R. 3. 25. P. Q. 4.
26. R. takes P. (i). 26. K. takes R. (i).
27. Q. R. 3. (ch). 27. K. Kt. sq.
28. Kt. B. 3. 28. R. K. 3. (j).
29. P. K. 5. 29. P. takes P. (k).
30. B. takes P. 30. P. takes B.
31. Q. R. 6. (1). 31. R. Q. 2.
32. Q. takes P. (ch). 32. K. R. sq.
33. R. Q. Kt. sq. 33. B. takes Kt.
34. P. takes B. 34. Q. B. sq.
35. P. B.4. 35. R.R.2.
36. R. Q. sq. 36. R. K. sq.
37. P. B. 5. 37. R. takes K. P.
38. Resigns.

NOTES To GAME No. 46.

BY A. P. BARNES, ESQ.

(a). As a matter of personal predilection I pre-
fer the recapture of the pawn, though in a game
not played over the board it may be more risky.

(b). Black might here reduce the game to a
"Piano" by Kt. K. B. 3.

(c). This seems rather slow work.

(d). White exchanges pieces too readily.
Kt. B. 3, having in view K. to R. sq., Kt. Q. 4.
and P. K. B. 4, looks like a good enough con-
tinuation.

(e). The advance of these pawns is often made,
but, as it strikes me, only to weaken White's
Queen's side for the end game.

(f). At first sight I felt inclined to condemn
the moving of this Rook rather than his comrade,
but in the latter case I imagine Black feared the
result of P. Kt. 5.

(g). Presumably to entice the Black Queen
from her consort's vicinity, but if so White could
hardly have given the position a deep examina-
tion, or the result of Black's twenty-fifth move,
coupled with the cramped position of his own
pieces could hardly have escaped observation.

(h). I am in doubt as to whether moving
R. to R. 3. first would turn out better.

(i). I can see no line of play that promises
better, though this should turn out badly.

(j). Here Black misses the best continuation;
he should have taken the P. with R., if then
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29. B. takes R. 29. P. takes B.
if 30. Q. R. 6. 30. Q. B. sq. :

and White must change Queen's or lose another
piece.

if 29. R. takes R. 29. P. takes R.
30. Q. R. 6. 30. Q. Kt. 8. (ch).

and mates in a move or two more.
Even (28) R. K. 4. looks better than the move

made. To either of Black's suggested moves
White may reply R. Q. Kt. sq., but a little ex-
amination shows Black comes out ahead, for
having a Rook to the good he can well afford the
exchange to break the attack.

(k). Giving White a chance, of which, how-
ever, he does not make the most.

(1). If the omission to captire the Rook were
not a slip, but intentional, then I fancy White
overlooked the fact that his K. Kt. sq. was com-
manded by Black's B. In a back game in which
the R. was taken, Black came out finally a piece
ahead and won. I do not know what moves
were made, but submit the following as what
might have occurred, the moves given to Black
looking natural enough.

31. Q. takes R. (ch). 31. K. to B. sq.
32. Q. R. 3. 32. Q. takes R. (ch).

I see no other course by which Black can hope
to win. White of course would compound for a
draw.

33. Kt. takes Q. 33. R. Q. 8.
34. Q. R. 8. (ch). 34. K. B. 2.
35- Q. R. 4.

White now threatens to advance the pawn
checking, and it cannot be taken without losing
the Rook.

36. P. R. 3 . 35. B. Q. 4.
37. Q. R. 7. (ch). 36. B. R. 4.

.38. Q. K. 7. (ch). 37. K. K. 3.
39. P. B. 7 . 38. K. B. 4 .

and I think Black would now be satisfied to
draw the game.

GAME No. 47.

Played at the Canadian Tournament,
2tst, 1878.

WHITE. BLACK.

K. B. Opening.
Mr. White, Quebec. AMr. Aseher, Mon

i. P. K 4 . 1. P. K. 4.
2. K. B. B. 4 . 2. K. Kt. B. 3.
3. P. Q. 4. 3. Q. Kt. B. 3.
4. P. Q. 5 . 4. Q. Kt. K. 2.
5. K. Kt. B. 3 . 5. Q. Kt. Kt. 3.
6. Q. Kt. B. 3 . 6. K. B. Kt. 5.
7- Q. Q. 3. 7. Castles.

8.
9.

ro.
I r.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.

27.
28.
29.

30.
31.
32.

Castles.
P. x B.
P. K. R. 3.
K. R. 2.
B. x Kt.
Q. Q. 2.
P. x P.
Kt. Kt. sq.
P. Kt. 3.
B. Q. 4.
Q. R. K. sq.
Q. K. 3 .
P. Q. B. 4.
B. x B.
Q. Q. 3.
P. K. B. 3.
P. Q. R. 3.
Q. R. K. 4. (a).
Q. R. K. sq.
P. x P.
R. x R.
K. R. sq.
Q. x Kt. (c).
Kt. x R.
Resigns.

B. x Kt.
P. Q. 3.
K. Kt. R. 4.
K. Kt. B. 5.
Kt. x B.
P. B.4.B. x P.
B. Q. 2.
Kt. Kt.
Q. K.
B. B. 4.
Q. Q. 2.
P. Q. Kt. 3.
R. x B.
Q. R. K. B. sq.
Kt. R. sq.
Kt. B. 2.
Kt. Kt. 4.
P. K. 5. (b).
R. B. 7. (ch).
R. x R. (ch).
Kt. B. 6.

R. x Q.
Q. x R. P. (ch).

(a). Lost move.
(b). On examination it will be found that if

Black on move 26 took B. P., result would
have been nil.

(e). R. to K. 2. would have been far better,
but the position was a lost one for White.

GAME No. 48.

Third game of the tie mtch between Zuker-
tort and Winawer, and one of the finest
throughout the late International contest at Paris,
played on July 30. The notes are by Mr.
Steinitz.

WHITE. BLACK.

Herr Zukertort. Herr Winawer.
1.
2.

2.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Aug. 8.
9.

10.
il.
12.

treal. 13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

P. K. 4. 1. P>.K. 4.Kt. K. B. 3. 2. Kt. Q. B. 3.
B. Kt. 5 . 3. P. Q. R. 3.B. R. 4. 4. Kt. B. 3.
Kt. B. 3. 5. B. B. 4.
Castles. 6. P. Q. Kt. 4.
B. Kt. 3 . 7. P. Q. 3.
P. Q. R. 4. 8. P. Kt. 5. (a.)Kt. K. 2. 9. B. Kt- 5 .
P. Q. 3. 10. B. x Kt.
P. x B. il. Kt. Q. 5.Kt. x Kt. 12. B. x Kt.
P. K. B. 4. 13. P. x P.
Q. B. x P. (b.) 14. B. takes Kt. P.
R. Q. Kt. sq. 15. B. Q. 5.Q. B. 3. 16. Castles.
K. R. sq. 17. Kt. Q. 2.
Q. Kt. 2. 18. Kt. B. 4.
B. Q. 5. i9. R. Kt. sq.
B. Kt- 5 . 20. Q. Q. 2.
R. K. Kt. sq. 21. Kt. R. 3.



22. B. Kt. 3. 22. K. R. sq.
23. B. Q. 2. 23. P. O. R. 4.
24. Q. R. K. B. sq. 24. P. Kt. 3.
25. B. R. 6. 25. B. Kt. 2.
26. B. K. 3. 26. P. K. B. 4. (c.)
27. Q. R. 3. 27. Q. K. sq. (d.)
28. R. Kt. 2. 28. P. B. 5.
29. B. R. 7. 29. P. B. 6. (e.)
30. R.Kt. 4. 30. R. Kt. 2.

31. B. K. 3. 31. R. B. 3.
32. Q. R. K. Kt. sq. 32. P. Q. B. 4.
33. R. K. R. 4. 33. P. K. R. 4. (.
34. B. B. sq. 34. R. K. 2.

35. B. x Kt. 35. R.(fromK.2.)xB.(g)
36. B. Kt. 2. 36. R. B. 2. (h).
37. R. x Kt. P. (i.) 37. R. takes R.
38. R. x P. ch. 38. K. Kt. sq.
39. R. R. 8 ch, and mates next move.

Duration, five hours.

(a.) A diversion from the defence in the
first game of the present tie match, and sound
enough so far as the further progress of the game
affords a proof.

(b.) Black has simplified the position and
broken up the K. side, at the same time hinder-
ing the development of the adverse Q. B. by the
threat on the hostile Q. Kt. P. If he gains time
for Kt. to R. 4. he secures a draw at least, for
he then blocks White's doubled K. B. P. still
more. In this predicament White gives up a P.,
which appears to us an error either way, whether
he speculated on the attack or for defensive pur-
poses. The proper move was Q. to K. sq.
attacking the Q. Kt. P., which Black could
hardly afforri to lose for the prospective attack
by Kt. to R. 4.

(c.) So far Winawer had still the advantage,
albeit he had not increased his superiority by
prompter measures, for which he had occasion.
But by this untimely advance he compromises
his game. The proper move was Q. to K. 2.,

to prevent the Kt. being taken at any time, with
an attack on the Q.

(d.) The only move to protect the menaced
K. Kt. P.

(e.) He does not realize the subtle weakness
of his position, and he only forces the adversary
to a good move. His P. would have stood bet.
ter at B 5, and he ought to have played R. to
Kt. 2, at once forcing the exchange of one of
the dangerous bishops with a sure draw in
hand.

(f.) Winawer's middle play does not match
his exceptionally fine conduct of endings. On
no account ought he to have thus weakened his
K. Kt. P.-the key of his position. He ought to
ave retreated the B. to B. sq. and relied on Kt.

to Q. 5 whenever the adverse Q. B. moved to Q.
Kt. 2 by way of Q. B. sq. Of course he had no
more than a draw then, for White could then
remain with bishops of opposite colors.

(g.) Still sticking to his P. with fatal obstinacy
the other R. ought to have taken and he had
still a fair game, though White recovered
the P.

(h.) Entirely overlooking the opponent's brilli-
ant design. His only chance now was to give
up the exchange at once by R. to K. 4. R. to B.
sq. was also of no use.

(i.) The termination is most beautitul, and in
Zukertort's finest style.

A CURIOUS END GAME.

" IS IT A DRAW?"

BLACK.

WHITE.

White to play.

CANADIAN CIIESS TOURNAMENT.

THE SEVENTH ANNUAL MEETING is stili
unfinished, owing to the ill-health and business
engagements of some of the participants. The
score has been kaleidoscopical in its changes
The following is the result up to date :
Atkinson, played 9, won 4,
Ascher, " 11, "' 9,
Hicks, " 12, " 7,
Ilolt, " 12. " 7,
Howe, " 5, " 2,
Shaw, 9, " 6,
Von Bokum, " Io, " 6,
Henderson, " 12, " 4,
Saunders, " 9, " 3,
Bond, " 12, " 2,
Loverin, " 12, " 0,
Isett, " Io, " 1,

* Drawn games count half-gane.

lost 3, draw* 2.
" 1, 1.
" 2, " 3.
" 2, " 3.
" 1, " 2.

" 2. " I.
" 4, " 0.
" 4, " 4.
" 4, " 2.
" 9, " I.

" 12, " 0.
' 9, " 0.

CHESS. 503



CHESS.

It is a matter of regret that the tourney has
been somewhat long drawn out, but we hope ere
our next issue the several winners of the prizes
will be known.

Some excellent specimens of chess skill have
been exhibited during the play. We give in
another column one of the letters.

PROBLEM No. 24.

BY F. W. TOMPSON (BURTON).--Ex.

WHITE.

White to play and mate in three moves.

A CURIOUS GAME AT CHESS.

The annals of chess, though furnishing many
more profound and tedious problems, contain
none more marvellous and interesting than the
following, which is authentic : When Charles
XII. of Sweden was defeated at theit
great battle of Pultowa, and pursued by
the victorious Russians, he sought refuge t
on a small island in the Diluster, in the
dominions of the Sultan. Ilere, near the town t
of Bender, surrounded by Swedes and Poles- s
the remains of two great armies-by Tartars

sent by the Sultan to keep a watchful eye on
his guest, and by Janizaries who came to serve
the unfortunate king, he established a perman-
ent camp, and, as history relates, remained for
years, till the Turk, fearing longer to offend the
Czar, peremptorily ordered Charles to leave.
The king refused, fortified his camp and re-
solved to stay and die if need be, while the
Turks and Tartars 30,000 strong besieged him
there, with now and then an occasional shot to
warn him of his danger. lis constant amuse-
ment while in camp was chess, and among his
familiar opponents were the gallant Poniatowski
and the brilliant Swede, Christian Grothusen.
Fryxell, the Swedish historian, has related his
combats with the latter, while the writings of
Voltaire tell us of his contests with the former.
It was in January, 1713, Charles and his General
Grothusen, while thus besieged, were just at the
close of a long contest when Charles announced
" mate in three moves.' The position was as
follows : Place white's king on his bishop's
fifth, his Rook on his knight's seventh, his
knight on his king's square and king's Rook's
pawn and king's knight's pawn on their own
squares ; place black's king on his Rook's fourth
bishop at king's bishop's seventh,and a pawn at
king's Rook's third and king's knight's sixth.
The words were no sooner uttered than a stray
bullet shattered a window pane, removed the
white knight, but ere his dismayed opponent
could replace the piece, Charles coolly smiled
and said : "I do not need the knight, but will
do without it," and declared " mate in three
moves." At this second announcement a second
bullet removed white's Rook's pawn. Charles,
with his accustomed imperturbability, remarked
to his opponent : " You have our good friends,
the Turks, on your side ; I can scarcely contend
against thirty thousand heathen ; this is the first
ime that I have seen chess played with muskets.
But wvait," continued he, " I think I can spare
his unlucky pawn also," and informed Grothu-
en that there was a "mate in five moves."-
E:rchange.



PROBLEM No. 17. I

BY T. FINN, MONTREAL.

an M '11 mmi

eà aaIeMal

White to play and win.

PROBLEM No. i8.

~il

White to play and Black to

All comnunications to be addressed to Mr.
Andrew Whyte, Draughts Editor of the " NEw
DOMINION MONTIILY," Bolton Forest, Que.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 15.

13.17, 9.25, 30.26, 21.14, 26.17 and wins.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 16.

30.25 22.15 % 31.27
29.22 21.17 32.23
23.18 13.22 14. 9

5.14 I. 3
6. 1 White

15. 6 Wins.

The above are fair examples of what is termed
the " Stroke Problem " and the " End Game
Problem." The solution to the Stroke Problem
is generally found by giving a number of pieces
and taking an equal or greater number; the
solution to the " End Game " Problem is found
by correct and well-calculated play. Both ofthe

above occurred in play,the first between T. Finn
and friend, in a " Laird and Lady Game," the
other is an " End Game," from the Fife.

GAME No. 4 1.-CROSS.

Nineteenth game in the last Dykes-Labadie
match.

11.15
23.18

8.11
27.23

4. 8
23-19

10.14
19.10

14.23
26.19

7.14
19.15
11.18
22.15

14.18
31.27
9.14

24.19

5. 9
28.24

18.23
27.18
14.23
25.22

2. 7
22.18

7.10
24.20

3. 7
20.16

9.13
29.25

13.17
21.14

10.17
18.14
23.26

30.23
17.21
14.10

7-14
25.22

6.1o
15. 6

1.10
22.18
21.25
î8. 9
10.15

Drawn.

GAME No. 4 2.-LAIRD AND LADY.

Twenty-first game in the last Dykes-Labadie
match.

11.15 24.20 16.19 7.10 13.17
23-19 16.23 20.16 5. 9 14.10
8.î1 15.11 13.17 10.15 17.22

|M
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8.15
25.22
18.25
27.11

7.16
20.1 1

9.18
29.15

1. 6
28.24
12. 16
24.20

16.12

17.22
12. 8

3.12
11. 8
6.ro

15. 6
2. 9

8. 3
9.13
3. 7

19.23

23.26
30.23
13-17
23.18

9.13
15.19
22.26

31.22
17.26
19.23
26.-30
18.14

10. 7
22.26

7. 3
26.31
23.19
30.26
19 24
12.16

3. 8
16.19

Drawn.

The following games were played in Almonte
some years ago.

GAME 43.--DOUBLE CORNER.

17.10
6.15

26.17
16. 19
23. 16
12.19

31.26
4. 8

32.27
9.13

17.14

15.18
24.15
18.22
26.17
13-22
15.10

2. 6
27.24

6.15
24.19
15.24

28.19
8.12

21.17
1. 6

30.25
22.26

25.21
26-30

17.13
7.10

14. 7

3.10
21.17
30.26
29.25
26.23
25.21
23.16

Blac
Wins

*Variation I.

Another game was played thus

22.17
15.22

17.10
2. 6

26.17
6. r5

30.25
1. 6

23.18
15.22

25.18

9-13
18-15
13.22

21.17
r1.18
20. 4
12.16
24.20
16.19

20.16
19.24
16.12

18.23
4. 8

23.26
8.I

26-30
17.14
24.28

11.15
30.25
14.10

1o. 6

25.21
6. 2

21.17
2. 6

9-13
Drawn.

GAME No. 44.-SOUTER.

14.18
26.23
18.22
25.18
I Z.22

23.18

18-15
16.23

27.18

22.25

17.14
25.29
21.17

7.10
14. 7

3-19
18.15
19.23
28.24

16.19
20. 16

8.12
16. 11
12. 16
Il. 7
16.20

7. 2
19.24

31.26

24.27
23.18
27-31
26.22

20.24

15.10
6.15

13. 6
1.10

18. 11

22.17

9.13
17.14
10.17
21.14
15.18
26.23

6. 9
19.15

4. 8
23.19
i 1.î6

10.19 12.16 23.27 10.15
24-15 24.20 32.23 2. 6

Drawn.

[E No. 45

4. 8
22.17

GAM

11.15
23.19
8.11

22.17
9-13

17.14
10.17
21.14
15.18
26.23
13.17
19.15

-LAIRD AND LADY.

6. 1 o
15. 6
1.17

19-15
5. 9

23-19
17.21
31.26

9-14
18.9

11.î8
26.22

18.25 25.29
29.22 6. 9
7.10 29.25
9. 6 9.14

10.14 25.22
6. 2 15.11

14.17 8.15
22.18 19.10
17.22 3. 8
18.15 10. 7
22.25 8.11
2. 6 24.19

White wins.

GAME 4 6.-SINGLE CORNER.

(From the Hamilton Spectator.)

Played at Chatham between Mr. Labadie and

k Mr. W. J. Giddey, of Detroit.
Giddey's Move.

11.15 8.12 17.21 îî.î8 22.26
22.18 17.13 28.24 23 14 23.19
15.22 7.10 6. 9 - 17.22 26.31
25.18 27.24 13. 6 26.17 19.15

8.r 9.14 2. 9 13.22 31.27
29.25 I8. 9 22.18 20.11 14.1

4. 8 5.14 1. 6 12.16 6. 9
24.20 24.19 31.27 24.20 1o. 6
10-15 15.24 9.13 16.r9 27.23
25.22 28.19 (A) 18.14 27.23 15-10
12.16 14.17 10.17 19.26 23.18
21.17 32.28 19.15 30-23 Drawn.

(A.) Only move to draw ; 18.15 would lose
for White.

TIIE GAME OF DRAUGITS SIMPLI-
FIED.*

Almost everybody can play at draughts-they
know "the moves "-but comparatively few
take the trouble to obtain é scientific insight
into a game whose only rival is the " royal game
of chess." It is not necessary by mere study of
" the books " that a critical understanding of
the beauties of the game may be attained. We
have known good players who never opened a
book upon it ; and, on the other hand, we have
known very poor players who devoted every
spare moment to the study of " the books," and
with but little advantage to themselves or their

k The Game of Draughte Simplifled and TIllnstrated withPractical riarrans. By Andrew Anderson. Third Edi-tion. Revised and Extended by R. M'Cullooh. Glasgow,R. M'Culloch, 9 Canon Street. New York: A. J. Dunlop:123 Franklin Street. 1878.- Glasgow Herald.

4. 8
24.19

6. 9
28.24

9-13
24.20
17.22
27.24
18.27
25.18
2. 6

32.23

9.14
22.18
5. 9

25 22
12 16
24.20

8.12
27.24
10.15

*22.17

15.22

24.19
15.24
28.19

7.10
32.28
10.15
19.10
6.15

28.24

4. 8

11.15
23.19

9.14
22.17

6. 9
17.13

2. 6
25.22

8.11
29.25
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advance in scientific play. Withthemitseemed
as if

PorIng upon Blaek and White too subtly
Bad turned the inside of their brains to motely."

Taking two players, however, who are equally
matched in their natural skill, and let the one
study a treatise on the game and the other de-
pend upon practice alone for advancenent in the
science of draughtplaying, and there can be no
question that the book student, coupling his
studies wiîth a little practice, vould soon out-
distance the player who depended solely upon
practice " 'cross the 'brod " for improvement.

Of the books published on the game, that
issued by Mr. Anderson in 1852 -his famous
"Second Edition "-was undoubtedly the best,
and to ibis day it holds the foremost place with
every draughtplayer; and this new edition,
revised and extended by Mr. M'Culloch, of
Glasgow, there is no doubt, will now rank as the
leading authority. In taking up the volume, as
we believe will be the case with nearly every
player, our first thought was, " Iow much new
play is there ? " and roughly comparing i. with
the " Second Edition," we found the following
result :

Secon
Games. Va

Ayrshire Lassie .......
Bristol .............
Cross ................
Defiance.............
Double Corner ......
Dyke ...............
Fife.................
Glasgow .............
Laird and Lady ......
Maid of the Mill .....
Old Fourteenth. . .
Second Double Corner.
Single Corner.--..
Souter ............ ..
W hilter .............
Will o' the Wisp ......

d Edition.
ariations.

32
26

47
.21

Third Edition.

Var@. New Vars.

48 18
40 21

61 20

35 16
.0 13 13
.45 46 17
.25 33 16
.26 32 16
.88 73 17
.46 49 o
.47 63 36

23 33 Il
5 62 15

.22 34 13

.89 90 29

.58 67 15

648 779 283
In reckoning the number of variations in the

"Third Edition," we have included the various
"A " and " B " Vars. as well as those number-
ed in the usual manner ; and a glance will show
that more than a third of the play is new-i.e.,
not given in Anderson's " Second Edition."

The result of the analytical skill and patient
labor expended on the various games cannot, of
course, be fully criticised by us-the merits of
the " Third Edition " can be fairly and fuilly
tested only by long and constant use. Anderson
did much by the systematic arrangement of play
adopted in his " Second Edition " to popularize
the scientific study of the game, and with the
saine object in view Mr. M'Culloch in the present
work presents us with several improvements.
Anderson recommended the use of red and white
men, as presenting a fine contrast on the black
squares, and, at the saine time, in showing the
board and men set for play, gave white and black
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men on the white squares; Mr. M'Culloch
shows the red and white men on the black
squares, forming a beautiful frontispiece, and the
board is numbered to correspond on the black
squares. The moves of Black are distinguished
from White, enabling the student to see at a
glance which side varies ; and, still further, to
facilitate the working out of the gaines, numbers
are given at the bottom of the columns to in-
dicate the variations from which they branch.
The gaines are arranged in alphabetical order,
as in the table above-a method which will save
much trouble to the reader. The laws of the
gaine, after mature consideration, and with the
concurrence of many leading players have, in
many instances, been altered, while others have
been rendered more definite. The standard size of
the board and men bas been slightly increased ;
and the rule, by which a player who might in-
adverently touch or arrange an unplayable piece
instantly forfeited the game, bas been made less
harsh. The instructions are written in a concise
and lucid style ; in the Elementary Positions,
the First and Second retain their respective
places, and those given as the Third and Fourth
-to which number Mr. M'Culloch, with much
tact, bas confined the " positions "-have been
selected with good judgment. A series of useful
and instructive problems are also given at the
end of the work. Paterson's lengthened, abstruse,
and somewhat pedantic essay on the "Theory
of the Move " bas been admirably condensed ;
and is illustrated with diagrams which will
enable the student at once to master the systems
into which the board is divided in calculating the
move ; for, in the diagrams referred to, the one
system is distinguished from the other in a manner
which should bring " the theory of the move"
within the comprehension of the veriest tyro.

Turning to the gaines themselves, in running
over a few of them we were struck, amongst
others, with a fine variation on the "Cross," on
a line of play which has been much discussed.
The play is as follows:
11.15 15.24 6.io 5. 9 15.19
23.18 28.19 17.13 27.24 22.17
8.iî 12.16 10.15 16.20 9.13

26.23 19.12 13. 6 23.16 26.22

10.14 i1.16 1.10 20.27 8.11
30.26 18.15 32.28 31.24 29.25

7.10 10.19 4. 8 2. 7
24.19 22.17 25.22 24.20

Anderson played 19.23 here, and although he
made out a win for Black, it was afterwards
demonstrated that White could draw. By
boldly throwing away another man-for Black
is already a mai down-Mr. M'Culloch, in play-
ing 19.24, sustains the win, and in the subsequent
play gives a fine example of the power of
position in defeating a superior force. We were
somewhat curious to see the decision Mr.
M'Culloch would come to regarding the 21.17
line of the " Fife "-Var. 2 in Anderson, as well
as in this work-which has long been considered
by many leading players as a loss for White.
That, however, is not the view taken by Mr.
M'Culloch, who varies from Anderson ai an
early stage. The line of play is as follows :
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11.15 22.17 14.18 25.21 3. 8 the une of play struck out in the above superior
23.19 5. 9 21.17 9.14 26.23 not only for brilliancy but for the chances of
9.14 17.13 8.11 29.25 11.16 winforWhite.

Anderson now played 30-26, after which we do The lirits of our space forbid us referring, for
not think there is a draw for White against the present, at greater length to the merits of a
Black's best play ; but by 24-20 (for 30-26) a work which, even in its mere externals, is incom-
draw is demonstrated in the present treatise, paraly the best book we have seen on the game.
and a number of very interesting variations and Combined with the improvements we have al-
critical end-games spring therefrom. ready alluded to-i. e., the aIphabetical arrange-

One variation of the "Glasgow," we have ment of the game, distinguishing the moves of
little doubt, will give rise to considerable dis- Black and White, and giving references for the
cussion. We refer to Var. 2, where White, root ofeach variation-the large and legible type
whose crown-head is intact, plays it-8, with and diagrams, and the general "get-up" of the
the view of weakening Black by breaking up work are such as will rejoice the heart of everyhis crown head. The game runs as follows. draughtplayer. We heartily congratulate Mr.

11.15 7.16 9.14 7.16 7.11 M'Culloch upon the production of a work com-
23.19 20.I 25.22 22.17 26.22 mensurate withthehighestimation in whichthe

8.11 3. 7 5. 9* 9.14 11.16 gare ought to beheld. Neithertheauthor nor
22.17 il. 8 17.13 31.27 32.28 players in general can expect that it will beii.16 4.11 14.18 16.20 I. 5 found entirely free from errors; but we are cer-
24.20 28.24 29.25 26.23 28.24 tain it viIl be found more free from superficial
16.23 11-15 12.16 2. 7 5. 9 weakness or unsound play than any existing
27.11 24.20 20.1 30.26 Blackwins. work on the game. On this point, andin clos-

At the move indicated by the asterisk, Ander- ing our present remarks, we cannot do better
son played 15-19, and the game ended as than quote the last paragraph of the preface
drawn; by 5-9, Mr. M'Culloch shows a win for "In conclusion," says Mr. M'Culloch, 'while
Black, and unless a draw can be shown for I rnay reasonably solicit the indulgence that
White prior to that move, we are afraid the 12th should be shown to anyone who devotes himself
move (i 1-8) must be considered a losing move to the arduous task of revising a work on
for White. draughts, criticism is învited, and will be gladly

Before quitting the games, a line of play acknowledged, so that any errors exisîing may
where Mr. M'Culloch varies from the trunk of be rectifled in future editions or in a supple-
the " Laird and Lady " is worthy of particular ment. As no effort bas been spared to render
mention; he throws away two men for the the work as perfect as possible, the subscriber
White side, and yet comes out not only with a trusts that the treatise will be found as free from
drawable game, but one in which Black has to unsound play as any on the game of draughts;
time every move to secure a draw. The play is and in the hope that it will help to spread a loveas follows :for and popularize the interesting pastime, he

11.15 10.17 4. 8 9.13 2. 9 leaves it in the hands of a discerning publiG."
23.19 21.14 23.19 15.10 24.19 NEw DRAUGHTS MAGAZINE.-On the îst of

8.î1 15.18 6. 9 6.15 15.24 next month Professor F. A. Fitzpatrick, of St.
22.17 26.23 24.20 19.10 32.28 Louis, Mo., U. S., will issue the first number

9-13 13.17 1. 6 11.15 17.21 of a magazine devoted exclusively to the game
17.14 19.15 28.24 1o. 6 28.19 of draughts. Intending subscribers should ad-

At the starred move Anderson played 31-26-dress F. A. Fitzpatrick, 3,030 Cass Avenue, St.
play stilt retained in this edition-but we think Lotis, aU. S.
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WILLIAM HARVEY.

By far the most important physiolog- lomica de ilotu Cordis et Sanguinis in
ical discovery in any age was that Animalzbus, did not appear till nine
made less than three hundred years years later, the interval being employed
ago by the English physician, William in experimenting and perfecting the
Harvey. An enquiry into the procedure discovery.
adopted by medical practitioners be- This discovery, probably more than
fore the circulation of the blood-one any other, shows the hand of a Creator
of the primary considerations in all and design in the formation of man.
cures-had been acknowledged would The heart is one of the principal organs
be most interesting, but it is one which employed in circulating the blood. It
might lead the reader to imagine that is a hollow muscle, separating and form-
doctors of medicine even now, some- ing four cavities, two at the left and
times, employ remedies on speculation, two at the right of the organ, but all
without much knowledge as to the acting in unison. The two upper cavi-
ultimate results. ties are called the auricles, and the two

Harvey was born in Folkstone,Kent, lower ones the ventricles, so that there
on the first of April,1588. He received is a right and left auricle and a right
a grammar school education at the and left ventricle. This being under-
Canterbury school, went to Caius od, it is not difficuit to obtain some
College, Cambridge,in 1593, there took idea of the wondrous system of building
his degree of B. A., and went to Padua up the body. Black or venous blood is
about 1598, where he attended the gathered from ail parts of the body by
lectures of Fabricius ab Aquapendente, the veins and flows into the right au-
and other eminent professors of medical ride, and by this chamber is propelled
science, graduating in 1602. He then into the rigbt ventricle. By it it is sent
returned to England, settling in Lon- to the organs of respiration, the lungs,
don. In 1607 he was admitted a through the pulmonary artery. Here
Fellow of the Royal College of Physi- the venous blood becomes purified and
cians, and two years later was appoint- reddened by the action of the air, and
ed physician to St. Bartholomew's is sent back to the beart through blood
Hospital, a position which he held un- vessels called the pulmonary veins.
interruptedly for thirty-five years. In It is received into the ieft auricle,
1615 he became Lecturer on Anatomy thence into the left ventricle, and by it
and Surgery in the College of Physicians. forcibly expelled into a large blood ves-
It is supposed that it was while dis- sel called the aorta; thence into the
charging his duties, in connection with smaller arteries, by which it is distri-
this office in 1619, that the great buted to ail parts of the body.
discovery which has perpetuated his The facts first clearly demonstrated,
memory was made, although his treatise in connection with this system by
on the subject, entitled E.vercztatotAna- Harvey, are ; i. That the iovements
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of the heart are similar to those of the
muscles of the limbs as regards the parts
producing them ; 2. That the arteries
become full the moment the ventricles
expel the blood they contain ; 3. That
the pulmonary artery receives blood at
the same instant that the aorta and
other arteries do, and therefore that the
two ventricles contract and expel the
blood at the same time ; 4.. That the
two auricles contract sirmultaneously,
and that their contraction precedes that
of the two ventricles ; 5. That when the
flow of an artery is stopped by pressure

h a

the vessel becomes distended with
blood between the place where the
pressure is applied and the heart, and
empty in the other parts, thus showing
that the blood comes from the heart
into the arteries ; 6. That if pressure be
applied in the same manner to a vein
it extends in the portions further away
from the heart, and disappears in those
between it and the place where the pres-
sureis applied; 7. That the valves-pre-
viously discovered-in the veins prevent
the blood from flowing in the wrong
direction. These and other facts were
sufficient to prove his newly advanced
theory, which even in his lifetime be-
came almost universally admitted.

The theory will be better understood
by those who have not given any atten-
tirn to this subject, by reference to a

.n from Chambcrs' Encrclo-
le shaded part of the figure

represents structures filled with venous
blood, while the unshaded portion re-
presents parts in which pure, arterial
blood occurs. The dotted circle re-
presents the heart, and the C, in the
shaded portion, the right auricle, the
other C the left auricle ; the V, in the
shaded portion, the right ventricle and
the corresponding V the left ventricle.
The cavities C are used for receiving
the blood as it flows into the heart,
either pure from the arteries or impure
from the veins, and for transporting it
into the ventricles, the right one of
which propels the venous blood to the
lungs for purification, and the left by
the large artery A, representing the aorta,
to feed the system. It passes thence into
the capillaries which occur in every part
of the system and undergoes changes
very much the reverse of these in the
capillaries of the lungs, parting with its
oxygen and taking up carbonic acid.
It then enters the capillaries, which con-
duct it to the veins, and carrying it to
the heart completes the circle, around
which it continually flows, constantly
giving off its flesh and bone-making
properties to build up and strengthen
the system. Very minute experiments
have been made to determine the time
it takes to complete the circuit, with the
following result: In man from fif-
teen to twenty seconds ; the horse,
twenty-eight seconds ; the dog, fifteen
seconds ; the goat, thirteen seconds ;
the fox, twelve and a-half seconds, and
the rabbit seven seconds.

Harvey was, during the last two
years of James I., royal physician
extraordinary to that king, and in 1632
was appointed physician in ordinary
to his successor, Charles I., and followed
him through good and bad fortune for
many years. He attended him on his
various expeditions, and was present
with him at the battle of Edgehill.
Aubrey, writing of the battle, says of
Harvey: " During the fight the Prince
and Duke of York were committed to
his care. He told me that he withdrew
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with them under a hedge, and took
out of his pocket a book and read.
But he had not read very long before a
bullet of a great gun grazed on the
ground near him, which made him
remove his station."

After the battle he accompanied the
king to Oxford, where he was made
Warden of Merton College,and received
the honorary degree of Doctor of
Physic. Here he devoted much atten-
tion to the subject of Generation, as,
according to Aubrey, " he came several
times to our college (Trinity) to
George Bathurst, B.D., who had a hen
to hatch eggs in his chamber, which
they opened daily to see the pro-
gress."

On the surrender of Oxford to the
Parliamentary forces, h'e returned to
London where he resumed his duties
as lecturer to the college of physicians.
In 1652 he received the honor of
having his statue placed in the college
hall, with an inscription testifying to
the value of his discoveries, which he

acknowledged by building an addition
to the college, and endowed it with
his paternal estate. One of the condi-
tions of this grant was that an oration
should be delivered annually in com-
memoration of the benefactors of the
college, and an "exhortation to the
members to study and search out the
secrets of nature by way of experiment,
and for the honor of the profession to
continue mutually in love." He was
elected president three years before
his death, but declined on account of
his advanced age, seventy-nine years.
He died in 1657,honored and esteemed
as the first anatomist of his time, and
with his discoveries universally acknowl-
edged.

This year is the three hundredth
since his birth, and the tercentenary
anniversary of that event was celebrat-
ed in April last.

Our frontispiece is afteraportraitin the
London Graphic, which is from a
picture by Bemmel in collection of Dr.
Mead.
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TH

18 STILL THE

FAVORITE

Its quality is NOT SURPASSED; avoid disappointment
by using it for all kinde of raising.

TRADE MARK. « TRADE MARK.
TRADE MARV..

Look for the Trade Mark on every package without which
none is genuine.

GBATEFUL-O0MFORTING.

EPPS'S COCQA.
'By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the o rations of digstion

and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine propertiesof well-selec ed cocon, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored beYe which may tave us many
heavy doctors' bills. It is by the- judicious use of such articles rodiet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. 1fundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak int. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with .pure blood. a propçrly nourished
frame."--Civil &rvicC Gzette.

JAMES EPPS & CO, HOMŒOPATHIC CHEMISTS, Loqdon.

Back Volumes of New Dominion Monthly.
A NY PERSONS having back volumes of the NEW DOMINION

MONTHLY, complete, between October 1867, and June 1874, and
wishing to dispose of them, will 'ear of a purchaser by stating numbers
for sale and price. Address,

JOHN DOUGALL & SON, Publishers,
MONTREAL
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